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INTRODUCTION
Colour television is a branch of telecommunications that involves the transmission of a highly complex information content. The nature of the information
to be handled leads to specific requirements to be met by the transmission and
decoding system. In addition requirements of a practical nature have to be
taken into account. Colour television has to serve first and foremost general
broadcasting purposes. This requires that the decoding of the signal must be
possible with relatively simple receivers which have to be manufactured on a
mass-production scale.
This thesis is a study of the basic problems presented by transmission and
decoding in colour television. In the discussion of these problems use will be
made of the abundant literature on this comparatively new branch of applied
science. In addition the present writer's own investigations will be described
and their results will be discussed. This material having been reviewed, an
attempt will be made to draw useful conclusions about colour television transmission and decoding methods.
Though the discussion, in addition to many more or less traditional topics,
will include also unconventional ideas and techniques, it will be restricted to
systems and methods, which depend for their realization on existing technical
components. This means that we shall not deal with systems which have at
present no practical significance because they cannot be built.
As the field which is the subject of this treatise is very extensive any attempt
at completeness is out of the question. Though some topics will be dealt with
.more fully than others, a balanced treatment of the whole subject has at all
times been aimed at.
The author has tried to group the topics to be treated in such a manner that
all chapters of this thesis deal with a defined subject. To a certain extent they
can therefore be considered as separate papers. It is the hope of the author that
in this way he may be of help to readers who are interested in a limited part of
the subject matter. For the convenience of these readers each chapter is preceded by an abstract.
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1. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ON COLOUR TELEVISION AND

TRANSMISSION
Abstract
This chapter gives an introductory general survey on the transmission
problem in colour television. The ·physiological foundations and the
basic technical principles are briefly explained. From these considerations some general criteria for the evaluation of practical transmission
systems are deduced. Finally an introduction is given to existing and
proposed practical colour television transmission systems.

1.1. Nature of the information to be transmitted in colour television

At the origin of any communication system there is a source of the information to be handled by the system. What kind of information we are concerned
with in colour television? At the starting point there is a coloured scene. Looking at such a scene we get a certain visual impression, which is determined by
the physical properties of the scene. Transmitting a complete physical description of the scene is at any rate sufficient but it is clear that such a thoroughness
is neither necessary nor desirable as in this way much information might be
transmitted that is of not the slightest interest to the viewer. In other words the
object of the transmission system is not to provide full information about the
physical description of the scene, what is required is transmission of that part of
the total information content that can stimulate the sensory system of the
human eye. For instance in television and cinema techniques it is not necessary
to provide a truly continuous stream of information about all the elements of
the original scene, due to the restricted capacity of the visual perception
channel.
Transmitting more information on the physical description of the scene than
can be perceived leads to redundancy in the transmitted signal. It must be noted
that in fact we are not concerned here with statistical redundancy in the meaning
defined in information theory. The latter form of redundancy arises when the
coding of the information to be transmitted is not as efficient as is possible
theoretically. There is much redundancy of this type in all practical communication systems. Its implications in the field of television transmission have often
been the subject of investigations. A detailed discussion is given by Teer 1 ), who
gives also extensive references to further literature.
As a rule practical transmission channels have a restricted capacity. If not all
the useful information contained in the original message can be transmitted a
choice has to be made among the available amount of information. In practice
this choice must be made such that the information most appreciated by the
receiver of the message is transmitted. This aspect of the transmission of information the appreciation of the transmitted information by the receiver
is
beyond the scope of the mathematical descriptions provided by information
theory. However, it plays a very important role in all kinds of transmission
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systems. For instance, in black-and-white television a compromise has to be
chosen between information on horizontal and vertical picture detail; moreover
a choice has to be made on the number of frames per second.
The problem of what information to code arises very frequently in colour
television, and indeed it may be regarded as the major problem in colour television transmission. Accordingly, it will occupy much of our attention in the
present study.
Colour television is not an isolated offshoot of communications science, it is a
logical follow-up of monochrome television and it is closely related with this
well-established technique. In all respects where colour television does not
differ essentially from black-and-white television the obvious course is to rely
on established methods and practical solutions existing in monochrome television. We will base all our considerations on this practical approach without
discussing the question whether black-and-white practice offers the best solution to the problem of transmitting information on luminance relations in the
scene. Thus we shall mainly be concerned with ways and means of extending to
colour television the transmission and display techniques that are current and
accepted practice in monochrome television.
1.2. Basic principles of coding in colour television
1.2.1. Physical and physiological foundations
1.2.1.1. Trichromaticity of colour vision

A fundamental fact exploited in all existing colour reproduction techniques
is the trichromaticity of human vision. Almost all colour impressions can be
generated by a mixture of three primary colours, which need not necessarily
be spectral colours. It is well known that for additive colour mixture these
primary colours are red, green and blue. The science of colorimetry has collected all the relevant data on human vision needed for calculations on colour
problems while it has also provided the mathematical and calculational apparatus. For any details reference should be made to the abundant literature on the
subject 2,3).
Stating the proportions of three primary colours which may either be colours existing in nature or purely hypothetical colours (as in the XYZ system
normalized by the CIE), is not the only possible way of describing a certain
sample of coloured light. A method more suitable for certain purposes is to
describe a coloured light by its luminance, its dominant wavelength and its
purity. To these quantities correspond equivalent psychophysical quantities
viz. brightness, hue and saturation. It is a common though not strictly correct
practice in colour television to use invariably the terms hue and saturation,
also where dominant wavelength and purity should be the appropriate terms.

-9In general this needs not to lead to misunderstandings, so for convenience we
too shall follow this usage.
In recent times there has been some discussion on the possibilities of employing two primary colours for colour television. This discussion was initiated
by the rediscovery by Land 4) of two-coordinate colour reproduction. It is now
generally agreed that the phenomena described by Land can be explained by
properties of object-colour perception that were known much earlier. This
means that psychophysical effects such as colour adaptation and colour memory play an important role 5 ,6,?,8,9,10). The employment of two-primary-colour
processes for obtaining a faithfulrendering of non-selected colour scenes must
fail. Hence, much as the detailed experimental investigations by Land may
contribute to the furtherance of knowledge about perception of object colours,
they do not open up new approaches to colour television. We shall therefore
base our further considerations on the trichromatic nature of colour vision.
For any system of colour reproduction a decision has to be taken on the
choice of the primary colours. In general this choice is not very critical from
the viewpoint of fidelity of the reproduction. It is true that preferably the
primary colours should be saturated (that is they should nearly be spectral
colours) in order to allow a large gamut of colours to be reproduced
correctly.
At present the only feasible display device for colour television is the cathoderay tube. This means that in the receiver the primary colours have to be produced with available phosphors for cathode luminescence. Fortunately there exist
a considerable number of such phosphors 11 •12). Some of them have to be discarded because their decay time is too long for television purposes. A further
restriction is imposed by the desire that the phosphors should have a sufficient
luminous efficiency, so that the power to be fed to the display tubes need not be
too large. These considerations have led to the general adoption of the following
primary colours:

x 0·67
y
Red
Green x 0·21
y
Blue
x 0·14
y
where x and y denote CIE coordinates 13).

=

0·33
0·11
0·08

With these primary colours it appears to be possible to reproduce almost any
colour that occurs in nature. In fact the range of colours which can be reproduced is larger than in colour photography and colour printing.
We shall not go further into the choice of these parameters, the considerations leading to their establishment being straightforward and hardly open to
further discussion.
A second choice to be made is that of reference white, that is the colour point
in the CIE colour triangle that serves as the origin for the saturation/hue
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coordinate system, or in other words the kind of light that is by definition assumed to be colourless. The literature contains accounts of investigations aimed
at the determination of what colour is subjectively appreciated as white. It appears that there is poor concurrence between the various conclusions. While
Sproson 14) finds that reference white should be chosen at a colour temperature
between 3500° and 4000°, Carnt and Townsend 15) find that subjective white is
distinctly bluish, being much "bluer" even than CIE Standard Illuminant C.
In the light of these results the almost universal adoption of Illuminant C as
reference white seems to be well justified. This choice is moreover in accord with
the type of white used in black-and-white television.
In Russia for some time there was a preference for Illuminant B. A paper by
Pevzner 16) however, states that there is little reason for abiding by this preference and that, in the interest of international standardization, the employment
of Illuminant C should be recommended.
1.2.1.2. Appreciation of picture detail
A further fact about visual perception is also of great interest in colour television. It is related to the appreciation of picture detail. Numerous experiments
have shown that the presentation of detail in the different principal quantities
is not appreciated by the viewer to the same degree. Experiments based on the
red, green and blue primary colour pictures show that the definition of the blue
picture can be reduced far beyond that of the red and the green picture. According to Boutry, Billard and Le Blan 17), in a coloured picture the sharpness of
the blue sub-picture can be diminished to 5-10% of that of the red and green
sub-pictures without the viewer becoming aware of any loss of detail. However,
this ceases to be true if only blue is present in the picture or if the luminance of
the blue is as great as that of the red and green, which in normal picture material is very seldom the case. The effect can mainly be attributed to chromatic
aberration in the eye 17,18). According to Baldwin 19) acuity for blue is normally
much less than for red and green, while acuity for red is less than that for green.
However, he also finds that visual acuity is strongly correlated with brightness,
much more than with colour. Baldwin and Nielsen 20) point out that for composite pictures two thirds of the total detail reproducing capacity of the reproducing system should be used for green, the remainder for red and blue. In
normal pictures the green component is responsible for about two-thirds of the
total luminance, and this is further evidence for the relation between luminance
and visual acuity.
Experiments in which detail in the luminance content can be controlled
independently of the colour detail show very clearly that luminance detail is
appreciated much more than colour detail 21,22, 23,24). This fact has been known
for at least one century 25) and has been exploited to good advantage in colour
reproducing techniques. It indicates that a transmission method in which the

11information on the luminance of the scene and that on its chromaticity are
processed separately is best suited to the properties of the eye.
It is perhaps interesting to note here that it is even probable that the eye
employs separate sensory mechanisms for brightness and for chromaticness
perception. Granit 26) distinguishes a "dominator mechanism" for the perception of brightness and a "modulator mechanism" for the perception of colour.
The acuity provided by the first mechanism is larger than that provided by the
second 27).
In a study on the mechanisms of colour vision Walraven 28) puts forward a
good deal of evidence to support the view that brightness and chromaticness
are handled separately by the human visual apparatus. His conclusion is that
the retina works with a red-green-blue system while at a higher level in the
sensory mechanism the information is carried by separate brightness and chromaticness channels. The brightness signal is considered to be the sum of the
brightness contributions made by each of the retinal cone receptor systems.
It is therefore quite understandable that brightness perception shows properties
different from those of colour perception. This applies both to acuity and to
perceptional dehiy 29).
However, there are also arguments of a purely technical nature in favour of
designing the transmission system in such a way that the luminance information
and the chromaticity information are handled separately. A particular advantage is the ease with which compatibility with existing black-and-white television
can be achieved. A colour television system is said to be compatible with blackand-white television if an existing black-and-white receiver tuned to the colour
broadcast is able to produce a good black-and-white picture.
For the sake of completeness we mention another interesting effect at this
point; if the overall sharpness of a picture is still low in relation to the resolving
power of the eye and luminance and chromaticity in the picture are presented
with greatly differing degrees of definition, then the subjective impression of
sharpness given by the combined presentation is mainly determined by the
component having the best sharpness, irrespective of whether this is the luminance or the chromaticity.
Hacking 23) describes an experiment on this phenomenon, also done previously by van Alphen (demonstrations on behalf of the CCIR, Philips Research Laboratories, 1955). Side by side with pictures with more detail in luminance than in colour, pictures were observed in which the colour had more
detail than the luminance. It turned out that an impression of a sharp picture
could also be obtained in the latter way, though the total saving in detailreproducing capacity was less than in the former case. In evaluating this result
it must be borne in mind that the experimentally simulated television image had
a definition well below the upper limit of the resolving power of the eye.
Though this result is interesting it does not change our final conclusion as to

-12the feasibility and desirability of treating the luminance information with more
care than the chromaticity information.
1.2.2. The Constant-Luminance Principle

Having exposed the arguments for designing the transmission system with
separate luminance and chromaticity channels we may feel the need for a more
technical expression of the relevant properties of the transmission system. The
usual formulation is that the system should adhere to the so-called constantluminance principle. A transmission system is said to work according to this
principle if luminance information and chromaticity information are transmitted in such a way that any change in the channel carrying the chromaticity
information (which from now on we shall call the colour channel) has no effect
on the luminance of the reproduced picture. This means for instance that any
interfering signals or any imperfections due to the system design (as bandwidth
limitations) working on the colour channel have no bearing on the rendering of
luminance 3°· 31 •32). The constant-luminance principle must be regarded as a
fundamental principle in colour television transmission.
If luminance and chromaticity information are to be handled separately, in
view of the requirement of compatibility, the obvious course is to design a
system such that the luminance signal is transmitted in exactly the same manner
as in black-and-white television. Thus we can say that colour television is
black-and-white television to which in a convenient manner chromaticity information is added, carried by a separate colour channel.
1.2.3. Luminance and colour signals-mixedhighs

Signal sources for colour television are designed in such a manner that they
deliver three signals varying with the amounts of light of the chosen primary
colours in the scene. These three signals are commonly called the red, the green
and the blue signal. We shall denote them by ER, EG and EB. It is customary to
normalize the signals in such a way that at reference white of maximum luminance the three signals are maximum and of equal level, say unity. Hence, all
three primary colour signals can vary between the value 0 and l.
As the three primary colour signals ER, Eo and EB contain all relevant information about the scene it must be possible to obtain from them a signal corresponding to the luminance relationships in the scene. It can easily be shown 3)
that if the primary colours have been chosen in the manner described earlier,
then
Ey

0·59 Ea

0·30 ER

+ 0·11 EB,

(1.1)

where Ey denotes the luminance signal.
The three primary colour signals are independent variables and this means
that in addition to the luminance signal Ey, two other signals have to be trans-
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pointed out that the appreciation of the eye for chromaticness detail is smaller
than for brightness detail. Hence, the bandwidth of the colour channel can be
chosen smaller than that of the luminance channel without loss of picture
quality. To what extent the bandwidth can be limited in the colour channel has
to be ascertained by appropriate experiments, which we shall deal with later on.
To give an idea of the ratio between the two bandwidths, it may be mentioned
here that with a luminance channel about 5 Mc/s wide like available in 625-Iine
television, the colour signals require a bandwidth of about 1 Mc/s. This means
that below a certain frequency all the information is transmitted, whereas above
this frequency only the luminance information is transmitted. In that region it
is impossible to distinguish the separate red, green and blue primary signals,
only a certain mixture of them is available. This part of the signal is commonly
called the "mixed highs" 21).
As to the technical methods of transmitting the extra information within the
channel for the luminance signal: this is commonly accomplished by the employment of one or two subcarriers located within the video band which are
modulated by the colour signals 32,33,34,35). The visible effect of such subcarriers will be quite small if they fulfill certain requirements. In particular a subcarrier frequency that is an odd multiple of half the horizontal scanning frequency turns out to be a good choice. In that case the subcarrier produces
opposite dot patterns in successive lines and in successive fields (dot interlace).
Due to the persistence of vision the eye integrates the dot effects of successive
lines and fields. Choosing the subcarriers such that a dot pattern of low visibility
results is of course very important from the viewpoint of compatibility.
The development of the ideas concerning the employment of subcarriers
departed from the concepts of sampling of the primary colour signals at a dotsequential rate 3 2 , 36,3 7). Much discussion was devoted to the best methods for
sampling and desampling 3 8,39). Later on it was recognized that a sampled
signal could be interpreted as consisting of a broad-band "monochrome video
signal" of normal bandwidth and a narrow-band subcarrier signal modulated
with the colour information. Finally the possibility of modifying the systems
into a constant-luminance system was pointed out.
For the transmission of two separate information contents two subcarriers
can be employed. This is in fact done in certain transmission systems. More
common is the employment of a single subcarrier modulated simultaneously by
the two colour signals. We shall look into these matters in more detail when
discussing practical transmission systems.

1.2.4. Coding of the chromaticity information
A further question of a general nature is that of the kind of colour signals to
be transmitted. It should be noted that in principle any two combinations of the
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information about hue and saturation.
From the received signals the driving signals for the display device have to be
derived with circuitry that is as simple as possible. Essentially all existing types
of display device require to be fed with primary colour signals, though some
types of displays can employ certain combinations of these signals. Thus, there
is good reason to choose the colour signals such that the primary colour signals
can easily be obtained from them.
Let us denote the low-frequency part of the luminance signal by EYL and its
high-frequency part (the mixed highs) by EYH· Let further ERL, EaL and EBL
denote the low-frequency parts of the primary colour signals. Then, according
to the mixed-highs technique, the receiver primary colour signals can be written:
ER(rec)

ERL

EYH ,

(1.2a)

(1.2b)
+ EYH ,
(1.2c)
EB(rec)
EBL + EYH .
The signalER can also be written ER
ERL + Ey- EYL. Hence, if Ey is
Ea(rec)

Eai,

available from the luminance channel, the signal ultimately to be obtained
from the colour channel should be ERL- EYL = (ER - Ey)L. In the same way
(Ea
Ey)L and (EB- EY)L should be available. It should be noted that two
of these signals are sufficient since the third one can always be written as a
linear combination of the other two. Signals of this type are generally named
"colour-difference signals".
Let us look somewhat deeper into the nature of these signals. Obviously
they vanish if ER = Ea
EB
Ey, which is the case for reference white
(Illuminant C), and hence for colourless parts of the scene. This property can be
used to good advantage: if these signals are used to modulate the subcarrier in
amplitude the subcarrier signal vanishes for white. Annoying effects produced
by the subcarrier signal are hence only small in colours of low saturation. In
this way advantage is taken from the fact that saturated colours occur rarely
in nature. A further advantage is that, if the level of both colour-difference
signals is disturbed simultaneously, then the resulting error affects only the
saturation of the reproduced colour, its hue remaining nearly unaffected.
A further property of these signals is that their magnitude is not independent
of luminance: the colour remaining the same they increase linearly with increasing luminance. They can be said to express the colorimetric difference
between a colour and a reference colour of equal luminance and specified
chromaticity (IIluminant C). This quantity is commonly called chrominance,
and the information carried by these signals is accordingly called chrominance
information.
It is possible to eliminate the dependence on luminance of the colour signals
by forming for instance signals of the type
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whose amplitudes indeed .do not depend on luminance but on chromaticity
only. Hence not the chrominance information is transmitted but chromaticity
information. White 40 , 41 ) raises the objection that if chrominance information
is transmitted instead of chromaticity information, then the signal carries
redundant luminance information. But this argument is invalid: transmitting
chrominance signals is just a different method of coding of the relevant information, an alternative to transmitting chromaticity signals. This is at once
clear from the definition of chrominance quoted above.
The main disadvantage of employing chromaticity signals is that it is generally much more difficult to obtain from them proper driving signals for the colour
display than from chrominance signals.
1.2.5. Gamma correction

In present colour television practice all available types of display devices
employ one or more cathode-ray tubes for reproducing the picture. A cathoderay tube has essentially a non-linear transfer characteristic, which in general
can be represented by a power law, hence:
lo

kVV,

(1.3)

where Io is the beam current and V is the driving voltage, k and y being tube
constants. For practical tubes the light output is proportional to the beam
current; practical values of y range from 2 to 3.
As a consequence a non-linear operation has to be performed on the camera
signals to get the proper signals for the display tube. This non-linear operation
should preferably be performed at the transmitting end so that no non-linear
circuits have to be incorporated in the receiver. Moreover doing so has the
advantage of improving the signal-to-noise ratio of the transmission. It is the
usual practice in monochrome television. In colour television the matter is less
simple as we have three separate quantities to deal with. In general, the signals
ER1 1Y, Ea1 1Y and EB1 1Y should be available in the receiver. An obvious method
of achieving this is to form these signals in the transmitter, in front of any
processing circuits. However, a serious objection against doing so might arise:
the luminance signal will then be of the type
Ey' = 0·59 EaliY

+ 0·30 ER1 1Y + O·ll EBliY.

(1.4)

For adherence to the constant-luminance principle the transmitted luminance
signal must be such that the luminance of the reproduced picture depends only
on this signal. The luminance of the scene is represented by
L

0·59 Ea

+ 0·30 ER + O·ll EB.

(1.5)
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Ey" = k' (0·59 Ea

+ 0·30 ER + 0·11 EB)n,

(1.6)

where for strict compatibility the constant n should equall/r.
It is clear that expression (1.4) is not of this general type, hence the practice
just outlined leads to departures froni constant-luminance operation. Moreover
it detracts from the compatibility of the signaL Whether such deviations can be
tolerated will be one of the items to be discussed at length later on. The main
disadvantage of employing a luminance signal of the type (1.6), enabling perfect
constant-luminance operation, is clear; to obtain the signals ERliY, EGlfy and
EB1 1Y non-linear circuitry must be employed in the receiver.

1.3. Transmission systems for colour television
1.3.1. Introduction
In this section we shall give a short survey of proposed transmission systems
for colour television. It will be discussed briefly in how far they fulfill the desired
fundamental properties as pointed out in the preceding sections.
Summarizing these properties: the transmission system should adhere to the
constant-luminance principle, compatibility should be good and preferably the
colour infomtation should be coded in the form of chrominance signals. Obvious further requirements are that sensitivity to noise and interference and
susceptibility to mutual crosstalk between the three component signals are
smalL Furthermore the system should be economical in utilizing the available
bandwidth and receiver design should be simple. By these criteria we will judge
the various transmission systems which have been developed over the past few
years.

1.3.2. The NTSC system
The NTSC system (National Television System Committee) was developed
in the U.S.A. by the combined efforts of the whole television industry. At
present it is the FCC-approved official colour television transmission system in
that country. The formulation of its transmission signal is well known 42,43).
Gamma correction is achieved by the employment of a luminance signal Ey' of
the type (1.4) in order to avoid theneed for non-linear circuitry in the receiver.
As a consequence its adherence to the constant-luminance principle is not
complete.
For coding the colour information two chrominance signals are modulated
in quadrature on one common subcarrier, which consequently is modulated
both in amplitude and in phase. The chrominance signals consist of linear combinations of the signals ER'
Ey' and EB' - Ey'. Accents denote gammacorrected signals.
In the U.S.A. system the subcarrier frequency is located in the upper part of
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sound carrier being 4·5 Mc/s. By employing only one subcarrier located high
in the video band mutual crosstalk between the luminance and chrominance
signal components is kept low while compatibility can be very good.
In the receiver the chrominance signals are obtained by synchronous detection of the subcarrier signal. This means that the subcarrier frequency must be
available in the receiver at a fixed reference phase. To this purpose a coloursynchronizing signal consisting of a few cycles· of the subcarrier frequency at
reference phase ("colour burst") is transmitted during the back porch of the
horizontal blanking interval.
Though the need for synchronous detection complicates receiver design, it
appears that reliable and stable subcarrier regenerators with simple circuitry
can be built.
In a subsequent chapter we will discuss at length the choice of parameters in
systems of the NTSC type. For the time being it may be observed that this
system comprises the essential features which should be present in a colour
transmission system.
The NTSC system can be seen as the final result of an intensive research in
the field of simultaneous colour television transmission systems. As such it had
a number of predecessors, which deserve a mention though their importance
is now mainly historical.
First the frequency-multiplex system described by Kell et al. must be mentioned 67). This method was followed by the development of dot sequential
systems, which were first considered completely as time-multiplex systems 36).
Later it was recognized that such systems can be described much more conveniently as subcarrier systems. This led to a considerable gain in insight into
the basic principles of colour television transmission resulting in new designs 30)
and leading to the final formulation laid down in the NTSC standards. A good
survey of the historical development of the NTSC system is given by Brown
and Luck 32).
1.3.3. The SECAM system

The SECAM (sequentiel a memoire) system was developed in France out of
the earlier "Henri de France" system, in which the red and the green primary
signals were transmitted line-sequentially while the blue signal was modulated
on a subcarrier frequency 44). When the basic principles of colour television
were better understood and the constant-luminance principle had been discovered, the system was modified 45). Constant-luminance operation was obtained by employing a luminance signal, again of the type (1.4); the colour information was transmitted by a subcarrier signal modulated in amplitude linesequentially by the gamma-corrected red and blue signals ER' and EB'· This
means that during the scanning of a given line only one of the two signals EB'
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delay-line) stores this colour signal for the duration of one line, so that it can be
used twice: once simultaneously with its transmission and once throughout
the next scanning line. The basic philosophy of the system is that if the horizontal detail for the colour information is strongly reduced by reducing the bandwidth, reduction of its vertical detail is allowed as well. Whether this reasoning
is right is open to discussion; we shall take up this point later on in connection
with the general discussion of bandwidth limitation of the colour information.
The system does not employ synchronous detection of the colour signal at the
receiver, but the receiver is complicated by the need for the memory device and
the associated line-sequential switching circuits.
The above version of the system employed no chrominance signals for the
transmission of the colour information; instead, ER' and EB' were transmitted.
The reason for accepting this disadvantage was that it was desired to employ
simple envelope detection in the receiver. This type of detection does not allow
for negative values of the modulating signals. It will be clear that chrominance
Ey' and EB' - Ey' by their very nature, are just as likely to
signals like ER'
assume negative as positive values. In a later development of the system 46) this
Ey' and EB'
Ey'
difficulty was overcome: instead of ER' and EB', ER'
were used as colour signals, a d.c. component being added that was large
enough to ensure that these signals would always be positive. As a consequence
at least half the amplitude range available for the subcarrier signal is consumed
by the transmission of a d. c. component containing no information at all. This
practice eliminates the need for synchronous detection of the chrominancemodulated subcarrier signal at the cost of its signal-to-noise ratio. Moreover, it
magnifies considerably the average amplitude of the subcarrier which will
therefore be more visible in the picture. It was felt by the designers that these
disadvantages were too high a price to pay for eliminating the need for synchronous detection in the receiver. The system was therefore modified again in
that the chrominance signals were frequency modulated on the subcarrier 47 ,48).
Frequency modulation of the subcarrier allows for the occurrence of negative
values in the modulating signals; moreover, amplitude distortion of the sub'"
carrier has no influence on the transmission of the wanted information. But the
constant-amplitude subcarrier signal of varying frequency affects the visibility
of the dot pattern unfavourably 49). These disadvantages can be alleviated by a
number of extra measures. For the time being it may be said that the SECAM
system in its present state complies with the general requirements summarized
in sec. 1.3.1.
For the sake of completeness here also a system might be mentioned in
which the colour signals are switched at frame-sequential rate 50). As a consequence in the decoding system a memory device storing the colour information
over one frame period is needed. This system was developed recently for facili-
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costs of the delay line memory are not prohibitive.
1.3.4. The FAM system
In this system the luminance signal, again of the type Ey' (1.4), is transmitted
in the usual way. The colour information, as in the NTSC system, is coded in
the form of two chrominance signals. The main difference with the NTSC
system is the way in which these signals are modulated on the subcarrier. One
chrominance signal modulates the subcarrier in amplitude, the other in frequency 51,52,53). In this way the need for synchronous detection is eliminated.
However, this simultaneous modulation in amplitude and in frequency has
certain implications for the transmission of the colour information; for instance,
it has a bearing upon its susceptibility to interference, noise and imperfections of
the transmission path. We shall discuss these matters in more detail in chapter 2
in connection with a critical comparison of the features of various transmission
systems.
1.3.5. Two-subcarrier systems

Instead of utilizing one subcarrier modulated either simultaneously with two
different signals or modulated alternately with these signals it is possible to
employ two subcarriers, each of them modulated with one of the colour signals.
Various possibilities based on this idea have been suggested by Dome 54 ,55),
who also proposes concepts employing one or more subcarriers in conjunction
with line-sequential switching of colour information. These early proposals do
not aim at constant-luminance operation and they have not been fully elaborated.
A thorough investigation into two-subcarrier transmission was made by
Haantjes and Teer 5 6· 57). They developed a complete colour television transmission system employing a wide-band luminance signal of the type (1.4),
providing approximately constant-luminance operation, and two subcarriers
modulated in amplitude by ER' and EB'· Because these signals can only assume positive values, detection can in the receiver be accomplished by simple
envelope detectors.
In order to reduce the visibility of the dot pattern produced by the subcarriers
the phase of both subcarriers was periodically shifted at frame-frequency rate.
In this way considerable improvement of the quality of the compatible picture
could be obtained.
An important disadvantage of the system is that colour is not coded in the
form of chrominance signals as the modulation method does not allow for
negative signal values of the modulating signal. This disadvantage can be
obviated by adding a d.c. level to the colour-difference signals in the same way
as was done in an earlier version of the SECAM system at the cost ofthe signal-
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to-noise ratio of the subcarrier signal. It appears that in this way an acceptable
technical compromise cannot be achieved.
The advantages and disadvantages of this system are at length discussed by
its designers 56,5 8). They also carried out extensive field tests with the system.
Their final conclusion is that, though their experiments with two-subcarrier
transmission were quite successful, this system cannot be said to be superior to
the NTSC system 58,59).
1.3.6. The Valensi system
In this system a luminance signal is transmitted in the usual way, and the
colour information is again transmitted by mea:-,s of a subcarrier signal. A
remarkable method of coding the colour information is employed 60,61). The
colour triangle is divided into a number of sections. Valensi describes practical
systems in which 30 and 51 of such sections are distinguished. What is coded is
the number of the section corresponding with the colour to be reproduced.
This is accomplished by using coding and desoding tubes, which take the form
of special cathode-ray tubes. The need to employ such special devices is certainly
a disadvantage of the system. A more fundamental objection is that colour
coding is rather rough, it is doubtful whether a colour picture of reasonable
quality can be obtained with facilities for reproducing only 51 fixed colours.
In the opinion of its inventor the system is in particular suited for industrial
television links and for transmission by satellites 62 ). For normal broadcasting
purposes it fails .to hold much attraction.
1.3.7. The system "Double Message"
The system "Double Message" was proposed by Teer 63) and developed by
the "Laboratoires d'Electronique et de Physique Appliquee (LEP)" at Paris 17,
64, 65). In this system the signals ER' and EG' are transmitted by a wide-band
time-multiplex procedure while the signal EB' is transmitted with narrow
bandwidth on a subcarrier. The time multiplexing for EG' and ER' is accomplished by sampling these signals with pulse trains g1(t) and g2(t) of fundamental frequency fs, which are in opposite phase. One of the sampled signals is
inverted in order to.get a composite signal in which the upper envelope represents Ea' and the lower envelope ER'· The composite signal can be written:
EG' g1(t)

g2(t) .

(1.7)

This signal is limited in bandwidth by a low-pass filter with a cutoff-frequency

fs. The impulse trains g1(t) and g2(t) can therefore be written:
g1(t)
g2(t)

1 + 2 COSWst ,
1 2 cosrost .

(1.8)

Detection of the composing signals is accomplished by two simple envelope
detectors.
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system was investigated very thoroughly 64,65,66). As its main advantage its
designers claim receiver simplicity and reliability. There are however significant
drawbacks: there is no compatibility with existing black-and-white television
and no adherence to the constant-luminance principle. For these reasons the
system, however ingenious it may be, must be considered not to be competitive
with systems not open to these objections.
1.3.8. Field-sequential and line-sequential systems

For the sake of completeness we must not conclude without mentioning the
field- and line-sequential systems that seemed very promising at an earlier stage.
As is well known for a short time even a field-sequential system was standardized in the U.S.A. 68 ). We need hardly repeat in this place the objections ra,ised
against these systems 37 ,69). They do not permit the utilization of the constantluminance principle and are not compatible with existing monochrome television systems. They require in general much greater bandwidth than simultaneous systems do. Line-sequential systems suffer moreover from serious line-crawl
effects.
1.3.9. Final remarks on practical transmission systems
In the preceding sections we have given a survey of the most important
transmission systems for colour television that have so far been developed. It
will be clear at once that only the NTSC system, the SECAM system and the
F AM system comply with the general criteria set forth at the start of our considerations and hence need to be investigated in more detail. As a matter of
course we shall have to deal not only with these systems as described by their
more or less final formulations, but also with any variants based on the same
basic principles that might be worth closer study.
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232. INVESTIGATION OF THE FACTORS DETERMINING THE
NATURE AND DESIGN OF THE TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
Abstract

This chapter is devoted to the discussion of transmission systems in
colour television. In order to find general rules on colour television
coding principles a detailed investigation on the NTSC system is carried
out. First an investigation is made of the consequences of bandwidth
limiting of the two chrominance signals to be transmitted. It is found
that for optimum coding two chrominance signals of a defined composition have to be transmitted with different bandwidths. The usual explanation of the phenomena related to this technique is criticized. It is
shown that an explanation based on the statistical properties of colour
television signals fits the experimental results much better. A quantity
related to these statistical properties, the "average signal excursion" of
the chrominance signals is introduced and measurements of this quantity are described. Furthermore, measurements are described for finding
the optimum composition of the chrominance signals. Second, the
mutual crosstalk between chrominance and luminance information is
studied theoretically and experimentally. Combining the results of the
experiments on bandwidth limitation of the chrominance signals and
those on crosstalk phenomena leads to a general conclusion on the
optimum bandwidth of the chrominance channels. Then the problem
of how gamma correction should be carried out is considered. This
question too, proves to be related to statistical properties of the colour
information. It is found that knowledge about the statistical distribution
of momentary subcarrier levels is of great value here. Measurements of
this distribution are described. Their results provide convincing support
for the usual method of gamma correction, in spite of the constantluminance errors inherent in it. Further, the susceptibility of colour
television transmission systems to noise, various types of interference
and to imperfections of the transmission path is considered. The consequences of the choice of the transmission system on the rendering of the
compatible black-and-white picture is discussed briefly. Then various
proposed methods for modifying the NTSC, the SECAM and the FAM
system are discussed. Finally the advantages and disadvantages of the
three transmission systems mentioned are evaluated in the light of the
findings described in this chapter. The final conclusion is that the NTSC
system makes the best use of the available channel capacity and is to
be preferred to the other systems.

2.1. General considerations on the method of working
Whatever the transmission system may be, it will be the nature of the information handled by the system, that determines the characteristics of the coded
signal in the first instance. If the relevant properties of the information have to
be investigated, the choice of the practical instrumentation to be employed for
the purpose is basically immaterial. We can therefore employ to good advantage
practical instrumentation based on the principles of the NTSC system. The
insight into the general properties of colour television signals to be gained in this
way can be applied to practical design considerations on any coding system.
As an additional advantage the results of the extensive American investigations
can be incorporated conveniently into the discussion. In fact this was the starting point for the investigations to be described; originally this work was ini-
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625-line television standard. However, the results of the investigation contribute
to the general insight into the nature of colour signals transcending design matters of a single transmission system.

2.2. Unequal bandwidths for the chrominance channels in the NTSC system
2.2.1. General design principles of the NTSC system
In chapter 1 we found it desirable to transmit the colour information in the
form of chrominance signals. In the NTSC system this is accomplished by
modulating in quadrature two linear combinations of the signals ER'- Ey' and

Fig. 2-1. NTSC subcarrier amplitude and phase for saturated colours.

EB'-Ey' on the subcarrier. What the composition of these combinations
should be and with what amplitudes they should be modulated is dictated by
the following considerations:
(a) The effect of improper phase of the subcarrier signal on the hue of the displayed picture should be such that the noticeability of1 phase errors is minimum 1 •2 •3 ).
'
(b) The maximum level of the subcarrier signal should not exceed a certain
value. The value commonly chosen is 33% of peak white.
(c) The signal-to-noise ratio and the ratio of wanted-to-unwanted signal for the
chrominance channel should be as good as possible. This means that, within the

25limits set by (a) and (b) the amplitude of the subcarrier signal should be taken as
large as is possible.
On these grounds the following formulation was accepted for the subcarrier
signal of the NTSC system in the U.S.A.
Ec'

= 0·88 (ER' - Ey') cosrost + 0·49(EB' - Ey') sinw8 t.

(2.1)

Accents denote gamma-corrected signals; ros denotes the subcarrier frequency.
Phase angle zero corresponds with the reference phase ("colour burst"). The
phasor diagram of fig. 2-1 shows amplitude and phase of the subcarrier for
saturated primary and complementary colours.

Fig. 2-2. Phasor representation of the NTSC subcarrier signal components.

Figure 2-2 shows a phasor representation of the modulated subcarrier signal
as described by eq. (2.1). As can be seen from this figure an equivalent expression for the signal is

+ 0·49(EB' -Ey')sina] cos(ro t-a) +
[-0·88 (ER' -Ey')sina + 0·49(EB'-Ey')cosa] sin(w t-a),

[0·88 (ER'-Ey')cosa

8

8

where a can have any value. For each value of a a pair of chrominance signals
can be given which must be modulated in quadrature on the subcarrier frequency. If both chrominance signals are transmitted with the same bandwidth,
the choice of a is of course immaterial. But if both chrominance channels have
different bandwidths and therefore also different rise times this is no longer the
case since the rise time of a chrominance signal of a given composition affects
the sharpness of transitions between well-defined colours. Hence, in that case
we must decide what type of colour transitions should be reproduced with the
better sharpness provided by the larger bandwidth. If we call a subcarrier of
certain phase angle, which is modulated by one of the modulating chrominance
signals, a modulation axis or colour-coding axis, we can say that we must
choose two coding axes which are mutually in quadrature.

-26If a certain subcarrier frequency is chosen the bandwidth available for the
upper sideband of the subcarrier signal is determined by the width of the interval Bu between the subcarrier frequency and the upper end of the video band.
Components in the chrominance signal beyond the frequency Bu cannot be
modulated with two sidebands on the subcarrier. For single sideband components in the subcarrier signal full quadrature crosstalk exists between both
modulating signals. However, if the bandwidth of only one of the two chrominance signals is larger than Bu, all components crosstalking into the other
chrominance signal will lie in the frequency range beyond Bu. Consequently
they can easily be removed by a low-pass filter of cutoff frequency Bu 4 ).
Hence, one of the chrominance signals can be transmitted with larger bandwidth in vestigial-sideband modulation of the subcarrier. In the standard
NTSC system this feature is employed to improve the resolution of the colour
reproduction: one of the chrominance signals (commonly called the in-phase
or /-signal) has a bandwidth of about 1·3 Mcjs, while the other signal (the
quadrature or Q-signal) has a bandwidth of about 0·5 Mc/s. The disadvantage
of this technique is obvious: it complicates the receiver in that it requires that
the demodulators are followed by different low-pass filters and cannot at once
demodulate the signals ER' -Ey' and E[/ -Ey' needed to drive the display
tube, so that matrix circuits have to be employed. In practice this means that no
high-level detection can be applied. American receiver practice shows that l-Q
demodulation is seldom employed, hence part of the transmitted information
is not optimally employed.
The /- and Q-signals obey in the American system the equations
E/ =

0·74(ER'-Ey')~-0·27(EB'-Ey')

-0·28 Eo'+ 0·60ER'-0·32EB',
(2.2a)
EQ' = 0·48(ER' -Ey') + 0·4l(EB' -Ey')
-0·52 EG' + 0·21ER + 0·31EB'·
(2.2b)
The subcarrier signal expressed in E/ and EQ' can be written
1

Ec' = EQ' sin (mst

·+ 33°) + E/ cos (w t + 33°).
8

(2.3)

2.2.2. Experimental investigation on the feasibility of equi-band operation of the
NTSC system

If the NTSC system must be adapted to an existing black-and-white transmission standard a decision has to be taken on the location of the subcarrier
frequency in the video band and on the bandwidths of both chrominance
channels. A high subcarrier frequency has the advantage that crosstalk between the luminance signal and. the subcarrier signal is kept low, but it has the
disadvantage that the available room for double-sideband modulation of the
subcarrier is small. In the American system the available video bandwidth is
4·2 Mcfs; in order to prevent excessive crosstalk a high subcarrier frequency was

27chosen, viz. 3·58 Mc/s. Consequently the bandwidth of the Q-channel cannot
exceed 0·6 Mc/s, which makes application of the described vestigial-sideband
technique for the /-signal desirable.
In the European 625-line black-and-white standard a video bandwidth of at
least 5 Mc/s is available. The question arises whether the extra bandwidth
permits such a choice of the subcarrier frequency that both colour signals can
be double-sideband modulated with sufficient bandwidth. It seems obvious to
choose the bandwidth of the chrominance signals for this case intermediate
between the /- and Q-bandwidths of the American system, that is around
1 Mc/s.
For the purpose of investigating this question experimentally, two 625-line
versions of the NTSC system were built. The first system employed chrominance signals of the same composition and bandwidths as in the American
system. Accordingly the subcarrier frequency was located high in the video
band, viz. at 4·429687 Mc/s ( = 567 x ! /L, where /L is the line-scanning frequency). The second system employed a uniform bandwidth of 0·9 Mc/s for
both chrominance signals. The subcarrier frequency was 4·101562 Mc/s

Q

5

0

Mc;s

6

y

0

6

Fig. 2-3. (a) 625-line NTSC system with subcarrier frequency 4·43 Mcfs;
(b) 625-line NTSC system with subcarrier frequency 4·1 0 Mcfs.

(= 455 x t /L). Figure 2-3 shows the most important data of both systems.
The following differences were expected to be noticeable:
(a) In the compatible picture the higher subcarrier will be less visible than the
lower one since a higher frequency produces a finer dot pattern. Moreover it

28can be expected that the higher subcarrier frequency will be attenuated more in
a monochrome receiver of conventional design because of the rather steep rolloff of the frequency characteristic at the end of the video band.
(b) In the colour receiver crosstalk effects between luminance and chrominance
signals will be stronger with the lower subcarrier frequency than with the higher
one.
(c) Transitions between certain colours will be sharper in the equi-band system
than in the system employing unequal bandwidths, whereas transitions between
other colours will be less sharp. Transitions between orange and cyan are
determined by the bandwidth of the /-channel, while transitions between green
and magenta are determined by the bandwidth of the Q-channel.
Comparison of the compatible picture obtained with both experimental
systems indeed showed that the visible effect of the dot pattern is considerably
greater with the lower subcarrier frequency. Comparison of the colour pictures
obtained with both systems turned out to be far from easy. It is true that the
expected effects could be observed but a reasonable evaluation of the relative
importance of the separate effects was made difficult by their simultaneous
presence and by the presence of unwanted disturbances of at least equal importance. These were caused by slight imperfections in instrumentation, mainly of
the colour monitors, which could not fully be eliminated in spite of the care
taken in designing and aligning. For that reason it was decided to set up special
investigations for determining separately the influence of chrominance bandwidth on sharpness and the influence of subcarrier location and chrominance
bandwidth on crosstalk phenomena.
2.3. Experimental investigation on the consequences of bandwidth limiting in the
chrominance channels
2.3.1. Description of the experimental set-up

The first question investigated in detail was the effect of bandwidth limiting
in the chrominance channels on the sharpness of colour transitions in the
picture. To this purpose a special apparatus was built 5). Figure 2-4 shows its
block-diagram. From the signal source the three gamma-corrected primary
colour signals are obtained, which by a matrix network are transformed into
the luminance signal Ey' and the chrominance signals ER' -Ey', EB' -Ey',
Ez' and EQ'· Subsequently the chrominance signals pass low-pass filters. The
choice of bandwidths for these filters is based on the two versions of the NTSC
system described in the preceding section. The following combinations of
filters are available:
(a) 0·9 Mc/s for ER' -Ey' and 0·9 Mcjs for EB' -Ey',
(b) 0·5 Mc/s for EQ'
and 1·3 Mc/s forE/,
(c) 0·5 Mc/s for EQ'
and 0·5 Mcfs for Ez' ,
(d) 0·9 Mc/s for EQ'
and 1·6 Mc/s for Er'.

29Cases (a) and (b) imitate the available complete systems, (c) corresponds to a
so-called "narrow equi-band receiver", in which for the sake of simplicity no
use is made of the extra information in the vestigial-sideband of the /-signal;

fl'om slgi'KJ/ source

Combinations of
low-pass filters

and delay lines

1)Q;O.SMc/s, !;1·3/'4(;/s
2)Q;0·5 , , I;0·5 ,
3)Q;0·9 , , I;1·6 ,.

E'-E'
R y

Fig. 2-4. Block-diagram of the measuring set-up for investigations on chrominance-bandwidth
reduction.

(d) corresponds to the choice of bandwidths that might be feasible in a 625-line
system employing the lower subcarrier frequency of 4·1 0 Mc/s but having
unequal I- and Q-bandwidths.
Figure 2-5 shows the gain-frequency characteristics of the filters. The 0·5
Mc/s and the 0·9 Mc/s filters consist of one m-derived T-section (m = 1·27)
provided with wing traps, the 1· 3 Mc/s and the 1·6 Mc/s filters are Dietzold
networks 6). The 0·5 and 1· 3 Mc/s filters comply with the American specifications for the I- and Q-channels of colour television transmitters, for the design
of the other filters these specifications were adapted to the new bandwidths.
The various combinations of filters can be chosen by means of switches. Where
necessary, delay lines are provided for delay equalization of the transmission
paths. The output matrix networks recombine the filtered signals to the primary
colour signals ER', Ea' and EB', which are subsequently fed into a colour
monitor.
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Fig. 2-5. Gain-frequency characteristics of the employed low-pass filters.

In this way the effects of bandwidth limiting in the described transmission
systems are exactly imitated, however all crosstalk phenomena have been
eliminated since all signals are transmitted separately without modulation and
demodulation processes being applied.
2.3.2. Effects of bandwidth limiting

Let us consider what kind of effects can be expected. First of all the bandwidth
limiting of the chrominance signals will influence the rendering of colour detail.
Bandwidth limiting of one of the chrominance signals will be observable in

-31certain colours while other colours are not influenced at all. Due to the method
of gamma correction the lines of constant subcarrier phase in the colour triangle
are curved lines instead of the straight lines which are valid for a linear system
(y = I). Figure 2-6a shows these lines for the linear case (y
1), while fig. 2-6b

-x
Fig. 2-6. (a) CIE-colour triangle showing subcarrier phase as a function of reproduced
chromaticity (y = 1).
(b) CIE-colour triangle showing subcarrier phase as a function of reproduced chromaticity
(y = 2·2). Taken from de Vrijer 2).
•
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shows them for the case y
2·2 2,7,8). The figures are valid for a subcarrier
signal complying with the NTSC specifications.
Second the bandwidth limiting will influence the reproduction of luminance
detail due to aberrations of the constant-luminance principle caused by the
method of gamma correction (sec. 1.2.5). Assuming I' 2 to facilitate calculations it can easily be found 9) that the luminance contribution (L1 2) of the
chrominance signals can be written
(2.4)
Using the magnitudes of theE/- and the EQ'-signals as coordinates the loci
of constant LJ2 in the I-Q plane are ellipses whose centre is the point E/ = 0,
EQ'
0 (reference white) 9). Hence we can state that the luminance contribution of the subcarrier signal is zero for reference white (E/ EQ' = 0) and
increases with increasing saturation. The luminance contribution of the subcarrier signal also depends slightly on the phase of the subcarrier, hence on the
hue of the colour to be reproduced. The NTSC subcarrier signal is therefore
said to be elliptical. If the system parameters are chosen such that the luminance
contribution depends on the amplitude of the subcarrier only, the signal is said
to be circular.
If y > 1, Ey" (1·6) is always larger than Ey' (1·4) and
Ey"

Ey'

+ L1 2 •

(2.5)

Hence, L1 2 is always positive. The consequence of bandwidth limiting of the
chrominance signals is therefore that the high-frequency part of the luminance
information is always reduced in saturated colours. Hence in transitions between
saturated colours luminance rendering will be defective. These transition effects appear as dark regions during transitions in saturated colours and are
commonly called luminance notches. From eq. (2.4) it may be expected that
luminance defects due to bandwidth limiting in the Q-channel will be more
serious than those due to bandwidth limiting in the !-channel.
From the discussion it is clear that these luminance defects would not occur
if we had perfect constant luminance operation. It is therefore interesting to
compare the effects of bandwidth limiting in the case of the NTSC signal as it
is and in the case of perfect constant-luminance operation. The latter situation
· can be approximated by applying the gamma correction after the bandwidth
limitation, that is in front of the guns of the display tube. For this purpose to
the described measuring set-up switches were added to change the place of the
gamma correction in the circuit. In other words: the apparatus of fig. 2-3 can
also be fed with the signals ER, EG and EB, which after matrixing, bandwidth
limiting and rematrixing are again obtained at the output. Subsequently these
signals are gamma corrected before they are fed to the colour monitor.
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The experiments were carried out with signals obtained from a colour bar
generator producing from left to right bars in the colours white, yellow, cyan,
green, magenta, red, blue and black with maximum saturation and from normal
picture material with the aid of a flying-spot slide scanner.
Employing the colour bar signal and applying normal gamma correction
(that is, in front of the bandwidth limiting) all expected effects, both those
concerning colour rendering as those concerning luminance rendering are quite
noticeable. The effects are stronger as bandwidth limiting is stronger. In particular when both chrominance signals have 0·5 Mc/s bandwidth the luminance
notches are quite serious.
A point of interest is that the overall impression of the picture is better with
the uniform chrominance bandwidth of 0·9 Mc/s than with 1·5 Mc/s for I and
0·5 Mc/s for Q, although the total bandwidth is the same in both cases. This bad
overall impression is mainly caused by the very strong luminance defect in the
transition between green and magenta. Here we have a large transient' in the
Q-signal while the transient in the /-signal is small, so the quality of the transition is determined mainly by the bandwidth of the Q-channel. The lack of
sharpness in the rendering of colour detail, though quite evident, is much less
annoying than the luminance defect. We are dealing here with a different appreciation by the observer of different defects, both of which are quite noticeable.
It is also interesting to note that even in the case of least bandwidth limiting
(1·6 Mc/s for I and 0·9 Mc/s for Q) all effects of bandwidth limiting are easily
observable if the picture is observed from a normal viewing distance. In general
the experiments show that the noticeability of bandwidth limiting in the Qchannel is not smaller than that of bandwidth limiting in the /-channel.
With the gamma correction at the receiving end and still employing the
colour bar signal the luminance defects are much less noticeable, as could be
expected, because of better adherence to the constant-luminance principle thus
obtained. By the way, it may be remarked that full constant-luminance operation can not be obtained either in this case. This is because no correction is
possible for the fundamental non-linearity of the display device in its cutoffpoint: brightness can only be positive. Of course the unsharpness in the rendering of colour detail remains in the case of gamma correction at the receiving
end. The annoying effect of this lack of colour sharpness is now considerably
greater than in the case of normal gamma correction where this effect is dominated by the luminance defects. Nevertheless, the overall quality of the picture
is better with the linearized transmission system than with normal gamma correction.
Judging from the results of the experiments with the colour bar signal we
must conclude that the usual method of gamma correction leads to a noticeable
deterioration of picture quality. Furthermore, it seems that uniform bandwidth
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for all chrominance information should be preferred to the application of dif~
ferent bandwidths for the I~ and Q·channels. However, it should be hom in
mind that a colour bar signal is not representative of normal picture material.
The experiments were therefore also carried out with flying·spot signals oh·
tained from normal colour pictures. The NTSC test slides *) and a number of
amateur slides of sufficient diversity were used. Pictures from colour television
cameras were also used.
First normal gamma correction was applied. It was remarkable that the
expected effects in general were much smaller than in the case of colour bars.
In many pictures the difference with a full·bandwidth reproduction was hardly
noticeable. A remarkable difference compared to the observations of the colour
bars that asks for a closer investigation is that the pictures obtained with I at
1·3 Mc/s and Qat 0·5 Mcfs were now definitely better than the pictures with the
uniform chrominance bandwidth of 0·9 Mcjs. Bandwidth limiting of the f.
signal turned out to be much more critical than bandwidth limiting of the
Q·signal. Bandwidth limiting of the /·signal in excess of 1· 3 Mc/s is noticeable
in the majority of the pictures; bandwidth limiting at 0·5 Mc/s of the Q-signal
is in many pictures hardly noticeable. The luminance defects are more notice·
able than the colour defects. In the case of uniform 0·5 Mc/s bandwidth the
effects of the bandwidth limiting were noticeable in almost all pictures, however
the overall quality of the pictures was never judged to be unacceptable. These
findings contradict the expectation that the influence of Q-handwidth limiting
on the luminance defects will be greater than that of !-bandwidth limiting.
With a linear transmission system (gamma correction at the receiving end
in front of the guns of the display tube) the luminance defects vanish almost
entirely. This is quite understandable as very saturated colours, like those of
the colour bar signals, are seldom present in normal picture material. However, it appears again that the annoyance due to the colour defects increases
in the absence of the dominating luminance errors. Furthermore the
experiment with the linear system showed that a noticeable improvement
with respect to the case of normal gamma correction occurs only for a negligible
number of pictures, provided the [.bandwidth is large enough. Only in the
case of uniform 0·5 Mc/s bandwidth could most observers clearly distinguish
between both cases, the most striking effect being the better reproduction of
luminance detail in the linear system.
Bernath 10) who also compared gamma correction at the transmitting end and
at the receiving end of the transmission chain found also that in almost all
cases the effect on luminance detail rendering of transmitter-side gamma
correction is negligible. Moreover, he found as in black-and-white transmission
*) Photographs of these pictures can be found in: D. G. Fink, Color Television Standards,

65·76, Me Graw Hill 1955.
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that the susceptibility of the system to noise and to interfering signals is larger
with gamma correction in the receiver.
Comparing the results of the experiments with the artificial colour bar signal
and those with normal picture material there are two differences: the tests with
the colour bars give no indication of the feasibility of having unequal bandwidths for I and Q, in addition they reveal more strongly the disadvantages of
incomplete constant-luminance operation. These remarkable results furnish a
starting point for further investigations which should provide an acceptable
explanation.
A remark must be made at this point about the method of carrying out the
experiments. The observations were made by a small number of skilled experimenters while incidentally the opinions of non-skilled observers were asked.
With a view at the subtility of the effects to be observed and their typical qualitative nature no effort was made to attain numerical values to the results of the
experiments.
2.3.4. Review of experimental investigations described in the literature; comparison of results

First of all the experiments must be recalled that led to the final formulations
of the NTSC signal in the U.S.A.
. Experiments including viewing tests of various pictures with different
amounts of bandwidth reduction for the chrominance information are described by Mcilwain n,1 2). His experiments were inspired by the "mixed highs"
methods of transmission conceived by Bedford 13). Picture quality had to be
evaluated by the observers with the aid of a fixed scale. The tests were carried
out either with skilled observers and with layme~. The results of both groups
did not show significant differences.
The general conclusion from the tests is that with a bandwidth in excess of
I Mc/s for the chrominance information all pictures are by all observers at
least qualified as satisfactory. Bandwidths below 1 Mc/s yield partly unacceptable reproductions while for bandwidths in excess of 1·5 Mc/s in more than
70% of the observations no perceptible defects are recorded. This is well in
accord with the results of the experiments of the present author.
An investigation into the best choice of the coding axes was carried out by
Kell and Schroeder 14). They selected a number of Munsell colours covering a
broad colour gamut viz., red, orange, skintone, yellow, yellow-green, green,
blue, magenta, black and white. Each of these colours was in turn superimposed on each of the others and viewed by a colour television camera. The circuitry was so arranged that the two quadrature signals, one of which was limited
in bandwidth to 0·6 Mcfs, could be composed of varying proportions of the
primary colour signals. The quality of the transitions between the colours was
evaluated with a scale ranging from 1 to 10. As a result the !-axis was found,
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be further considered in sec. 2.5.2.
A similar method was employed by Chatten 15). In his experiments too use is
made of switchable matrix networks. Three different sets of matrix equations
can be chosen for the formation ofthe quadrature signals. Moreover, in each of
the corresponding channels a choice can be made between three different bandwidths viz. 0·4 Mc/s, 0·6 Mcfs and 1·2 Mcjs. His conclusion is that the choice of
the coding equations seems not to be very critical. A slight overall improvement
was noted with the narrow-band axis from magenta to green. This corresponds
with the location of the Q-axis in the NTSC system.
Just as we concluded from our own experiments Chatten also states that the
luminance perturbations that accompany the chromaticity excursions have a
much more detrimental effect on the appearance of a colour transition than
does the presence of alien chromaticities.
Bailey and Hirsch 16) refer to experiments which also indicate that the degradation due to narrow-band transmission is least objectionable if the broadband axis is chosen as in the standard NTSC system.
Hacking 17) describes an optical experiment aiming at the determination of
the allowed bandwidth reduction for the chrominance information and the
choice of chrominance axes. Here the investigation merely concerns transitions
between flat colour fields in different colours; no normal pictures were involved
in the experiment. The experimental set-up allowed for separate control of
luminance and colour contrast. It appeared that the noticeability of the bandwidth reduction ·depends much more on the magnitude of the luminance
transition than on the nature of the colour transition. The luminance bandwidth
being normalized at 3 Mc/s and luminance contrast being 1 : 1 the bandwidth
of the chrominance channel should be about 1·7 Mc/s for a transition from
orange to cyan (!-transition) and 1·4 Mc/s for a transition from magenta to
green (Q-transition). With a luminance contrast ratio of 1 to 4 the chrominance
bandwidth may be below 1 Mc/s for almost any transition. To compare the
figures with the case in which luminance bandwidth is 5 Mcfs the I- and Qbandwidths have to be enlarged proportionally.
We note that these results obtained with purely artificial pictures, in so far
they can be compared with the results of our own experiments are more similar
to the observations on colour bars than to those with normal pictures, as might
be expected.
A method very similar to that used in our experiments was employed by
Mayer 18), who investigated this problem independently at the same time as the
present author. His apparatus provided separate facilities for bandwidth
reduction in the I- and Q-channels at 0·6, 1·8 and 3·0 Mc/s. His conclusion is
that with normal pictures the differences, though noticeable, are not important
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for the overall impression of the picture. The main effect is the reduction of
luminance detail due to the aberrations from the constant-luminance principle.
With colour bars the effects are much more visible, due to the high saturation
of the composing colours. Here also the luminance defects dominate the colour
defects. The conclusions are quite in agreement with our conclusions though
Mayer in general attaches less weight to the deleterious effects of bandwidth
reduction.
An extensive investigation into the choice of chrominance signals and of
their bandwidths for an NTSC type colour system was carried out by Novakovskii, Belyanin and Marina 19). Their instrumentation is again similar to that
used by the present author. It provides for 6 different combinations of signals
and bandwidths, viz.
I at 1·5
(2) I at 2·0
(3) I at 0·6
(4) I at 1·5
(5) R-Yat 1·5
(6) R- Y at 1·5

(1}

Mc/s
Mc/s
Mc/s
Mcfs
Mc/s
Mc/s

and Q at 0·6 Mc/s
and Q at 0·6 Mc/s
and Q at 0·6 Mc/s
and Q at 0· 35 Mc/s
and B-Y at 1·5 Mc/s
and B-Y at 0·6 Mcfs.

In all cases the luminance bandwidth is 6 Mcfs.
The pictures were displayed with a colour monitor employing a shadow mask
tube which was very carefully aligned. In all, 431 observers were involved in the
experiments and they made 5443 judgements. A scale ranging from 1 to 11 was
employed for evaluating picture quality. The article gives detailed figures on the
results of the experiments. Here we mention only the general conclusions, valid
for normal pictures (colour slides). It was found that a full bandwidth reproduction (at 6 Mc/s) is slightly better than variant (2). The difference between
the results obtained with (2) and (1) was observable, though vanishingly small,
(2) being the preferred variant. The difference in picture quality between (1) and
(3) is relatively large. Variant (1) is slightly better than (4). The difference
between (1) and (5) is vanishingly small, (1) is considerably better than (6).
Finally (4) is notably better than (6).
The last result is quite interesting: though the total available bandwidth in
(6) is larger than in (4), nevertheless the reproduction of (4) is preferred. This
clearly indicates again the importance of coding along the /- and Q-axes if
normal picture material is to be handled. The results reveal again that the
bandwidth of the Q-channel is quite uncritical and that 0·6 Mcfs for the /channel is too small. The agreement with our own conclusions is striking.
The article also gives the results of a comparison of the reproductions with
an optically projected image. If the optical image is classified "excellent" the
variants (1), (2), (5) and (4) are classified "good", while the variants (3) and (6)
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sufficient /-bandwidth and the uncriticalness of Q-bandwidth.
Finally we note that an impression as to the effect of bandwidth limiting in
the chrominance channels can also be obtained by numerical computations.
As an example we mention the computations of Baugh and Sweeney 20) who
determined luminance and colour during transients in the chrominance signal.
Though such computations may be very valuable in providing more insight into
the nature of the effects, they do not give much information on their subjective
appreciation.
2.4. Tritanopia of the eye for small objects as an explanation for the effects of
bandwidth limiting
2.4.1. Tritanopia of the eye for small objects
The usual explanation for the improvement obtained with unequal bandwidth
operation is based on the tritanopia of the human eye for small objects 14,21,22).
Tritanopia is a class of colour blindness characterized by confusion of colours
located on straight lines originating from blue in the colour triangle 23). The
experiments of various physiologists have revealed that the normal human eye
shows this special kind of defective colour vision when viewing very small
objects. The phenomenon was described first by Konig 24 ). It was confirmed by
many experimenters. The effect is in general attributed to the fovea centralis
24,25,27 ,29). Other experimenters found that the effect occurs also for other
regions of the retina 26), though in a different form 28).
Though the tritanopia of the fovea is a well-established fact, in the opinion
of the author it is open to discussion whether or not it provides a satisfactory
explanation of the described phenomena concerning the different effects of
bandwidth reduction in the I- and Q-channels.
Let us see what angles of sub tense are involved in the observation of picture
detail corresponding with 0·5 Mcfs bandwidth. The rise time of a signal having
a bandwidth of 0·5 Mc/s is about 0·8 p,sec. We can say that the smallest object
that can be reproduced more or less faithfully corresponds to a scanning time of
twice this rise time, that is 1·6 p,sec. If picture width is denoted by /, the width of
this smallest reproducible horizontal detail is 1·6/52 I, the scanning time for one
scanning line being 52 p,sec. If we assume that the picture is observed at a
distance 5 I from the screen, the viewing angle is 0·36°.
The viewing angles in most of the experiments on the tritanopia of the fovea
were smaller. Hartridge 26) found that colour diffusion occurred at viewing
angles differing for different colours. Employing objects of 6 X 6 mm the
critical distance varied between 10 and 27 meters. A distance of 15 meters
corresponds with a viewing angle of 0·02°. Willmer 25) observed objects of 1
em width at a distance of 3m. The corresponding viewing angle is 0·18°. Mid-
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1' to 2'. Willmer and Wright27,33) employed fields from 12' to 20' angular
subtense, which is not too far from our 0· 36° angle.
An interesting investigation is that of Rautian and Demkina 31). They determined colour mixing matchings for a number of test colours and for various
viewing angles ranging from zo (normal viewing) to 0·12°. Their investigation
shows that at decreasing viewing angles the tritanopic properties of the fovea
become more and more apparent. At 0·33° the effect is already considerable.
The just-noticeable-difference ellipses (JND-ellipses) in the colour triangle are
thus much larger for small viewing angles than for large ones. This is confirmed
by an investigation by MacAdam 32), who compared the discrimination ellipses
at 4·4° and at 3' viewing angle. The long axes of the discrimination ellipses
tend to coincide with the confusion lines for tritanopes (see for instance
Wright 34) ).
This survey indicates that at a viewing angle of 0· 36° the effect is certainly
not at its full strength. A more important fact is that the results of the experiments depend strongly on the viewing conditions. Most investigators state
repeatedly that it was very difficult to perform the experiments since the fixation
of the image at the central part of the fovea or at any rate at a small fixed part
of the retina, is essential for observing the phenomena. Carrying out the observations, in most cases performed with a colorimeter, is reported to be quite
exhausting because of the rigid fixation requirement. This holds in particular
for the observations concerning not too small angles of view 33). But also
Hartridge 26), working with very small angles, states the necessity of good
fixation. If the eye moves slightly the dichromatic effect can no longer be observed. In general much care must be taken with the conditions of the observation.
Among the important parameters influencing the results of the experiments are
the intensity of the light, the background of the observational field, the adaptation of the eye, the saturation of the colours under consideration and the
diameter of the eye pupil 26). Moreover it is reported repeatedly that there are
considerable differences between individual observers. This explains the large
differences on the quantitative aspects of the phenomenon as reported by the
various experimenters. Most experimenters employed only one or two observ. ers (usually themselves) because only very skilled observers seem to be capable
of carrying out the observations, which is again due to the necessity of rigid
fixation.
Hartridge did not succeed in repeating the experiments of Willmer 26).
Middleton and Hohnes mention that only one of them proved to be able to
repeat Willmer's experiment 30). Hartridge 26) found that the viewing angle at
which the tritanopic vision started, differed by a factor of 4·5 for different
observers. A further interesting point mentioned by Hartridge is that it is not
in the first place the width of the observed coloured object that determines the
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occurrence of the effect but its area. This means that observations made for,
say, small circular objects are not valid for vertical strips. We may 'note here
that in normal scenes small detail in horizontal direction often originates from
oblong objects, whose area can be relatively large. This fact too warns us not to
apply the results of the optical experiments too readily to our bandwidthlimiting problem.
Our survey of the relevant literature on the subject must lead to the conclusion that, though tritanopic vision of the fovea is an established phenomenon, it
manifests itself only in very specific observing conditions of which the most
important is the requirement of fixation. It is clear that viewing in practical
television conditions is quite different. In normal vision slight movements of the
eyes are an essential characteristic. Moreover we have always to do with
binocular vision, where rigid fixation is even more out of question. This means
however that it is very doubtful whether the tritanopia of the fovea can afford
arguments for the design of a television transmission system.
That tritanopia for small objects usually does not manifest itself in normal
vision situations can easily be verified by anyone gifted with normal colour
vision. The only thing he has to do is to observe a shelf with paperback books
with their backs in all thinkable colours from an appropriate distance. It will
then be found that these objects of, say, 1 em width do not lose anything of
their colour when observed from for instance 4 metres, corresponding to an
angle of view of 0·14°. Only if the observer in monocular vision takes great
care to fixate on the object can he succeed in observing the expected hue change.
Schade 36) did not find differences in detail resolution of the eye for different
colours when viewing television pictures.
A further point worth noting is that the choice of the /-axis in the NTSC
system is not in the direction that seems to be most appropriate from the point
of view of foveal tritanopia. In that case the locus of the /-axes in the colour
triangle should intersect the confusion lines for tritanopes at about right angles,
which is apparently not the case. This fact was earlier noted by Wright 3 5).
2.4.2. Experimental investigation into the importance of small-object tritanopia
for colour television transmission

When the conclusion was arrived at that the results of typical colorimetric
experiments cannot be applied without more ado to television viewing conditions, it seemed appropriate to set up an experiment concerning the resolving
capacity of the eye for colour detail under television viewing conditions.
An obvious method of creating these conditions is actually to employ television instrumentation in such experiments. This suggested the employment of
the simple method practised in monochrome television, viz. the observation of
a wedge pattern making possible the determination of the resolving capacity of
the television system. To eliminate the simultaneous effect of luminance detail
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equal in all parts: the wedge patterns have to display colour differences only.
Theoretically such patterns may be obtained by a very careful painting technique, in practice however this appears to be quite unfeasible.
If a constant-luminance colour television system is available the desired
patterns can be obtained very simply. As we have seen, in such a system the
luminance of the displayed picture is fully determined by the signal in the
luminance channel, whereas the colour of the picture is determined solely by
the signals in the colour channels. We have seen earlier that practically full
constant~ luminance operation can be obtained if the gamma correction in the
NTSC system is transferred to the receiving end of the system.
We can thus obtain the pictures wanted for our experiment by feeding the
luminance channel with a constant-level signal and the I- and Q-channels with
signals obtained from the scanning of a wedge pattern in a flying spot scanner.
For this purpose a normal black-and-white test picture can be employed. The
wedges are then reproduced as colour variations only. By variation of the signal
magnitudes in the channels I and Q the hue of the wedge colours can be
controlled. If the flying-spot signals are used in their "natural state" (that is,
positive with respect to the blanking level) only part of the hues within the
reproducible colour gamut can be obtained: the shades of grey of the original
pattern are then reproduced as shades of saturation of these hues. However, the
signal can easily be modified for obtaining the missing hues by inversion of one

Pig. 2-7. (a) Schematic representation of wedge signal.
(b) Negative constant-level signal.
(c) Sum of the signals (a) and (b).

or both of the colour signals in an inverting stage. A further refinement is the
addition of a negative constant-level signal to the wedge signals, so that a new
signal is obtained that includes both positive and negative excursions from the
blanking level (fig. 2-7). Employment of this signal yields wedges in complementary colours, for instance: black in the original signal is reproduced as
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and so on. Adjustment of the relative levels of the luminance signal and the
chrominance signals obtained in the described way adjusts the hue and saturation of the wedge patterns. In this way coloured wedges can be obtained in
complementary colours whereas luminance is perfectly flat over the picture.
Figure 2-8 shows the block-diagram of the set-up. The signals obtained are
fed to the/- and Q-inputs of the apparatus of fig. 2A in front of the bandwidth-

Input

_Jl_

blanking

~Wvl?form

we<:/!ie siglltJI from
black-and-white flying

spat scanner

Amplltud• control

Fig. 2-8. Block-diagram for the production of wedge-like colour signals.

limiting filters (the input matrix of this apparatus is not employed here). The
red, green and blue output signals of the apparatus are gamma corrected and
then fed to a colour monitor. In this way we can produce pictures that are
perfectly suited for our purpose, that is for evaluating whether dichromatic
vision occurs in normal colour television viewing and if so, for what colours
and at what bandwidth limitation.
If we employ a test picture containing both horizontal and vertical wedge
patterns a very simple standard for comparison is available. In the "horizontal
wedges" the definition is determined only by the number of scanning lines, not
by the bandwidth of the transmission channel. On the other hand the definition
of the "vertical wedges" is determined only by the bandwidth.
If the resolution of detail in the horizontal wedges differs from that available
in black-and-white wedges displayed with the same monitor, this must be
attributed to properties of colour vision. By comparison of the colour confusion
present in the horizontal wedges with that present in the vertical wedges, the
effective bandwidth of the eye for colour vision in various colours can easily be
evaluated when the various available low-pass filters are inserted in the chrominance channels.
The result of the tests is surprising: the reduction of detail resolution in the
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horizontal wedges, compared with the resolution of a black-and-white picture,
if any, is negligible. The horizontal wedges show perfect resolution when observed from normal viewing distance. The vertical wedges show, of course, no
more than the amount of resolution that is allowed by the filters employed. The
rendering of the horizontal wedges is thus much sharper than that of the vertical ones even when the widest available filters are used. Dependence on the hue
is equally negligible.
From this result we must conclude that in normal television viewing conditions the ability of the eye to evaluate colour definition is so great that from
these properties no argument can be derived for restricting the bandwidth of
the chrominance channel.
An interesting further experiment was now carried out: in the luminance
channel an adjustable amount of the "wedge signal" was added to the constantlevel signal already present; In this way luminance detail was added to the flatluminance picture. It appeared that, where the flat-luminance picture, containing colour detail only, was fully unacceptable from the point of view of horizontal resolution, the picture containing luminance detail at once was acceptable to the observer even if only very little luminance detail was added. It
must be noted that it was still impossible to distinguish the colours in the vertical wedges while colour distinction in the horizontal wedges was still quite
possible. However, the addition of slight luminance detail made the loss of
colour detail in the vertical wedges much less annoying.
This again confirms that the ground for the different treatment of luminance
detail and colour detail in colour television is in the first place the different
appreciation of these quantities by the observer, not the resolving power of his
eye. This means also that the full availability of vertical colour detail certainly
contributes to the overall sharpness of a colour television picture. This result
is in agreement with the conclusions of Schade 36), who also finds that the fully
available vertical definition in a colour picture contributes to its sharpness and
that the resolving power of the eye for colour detail in a television picture is not
inferior to that for luminance detail. This is confirmed by his measurements on
the "frequency characteristics of the eye" for different colours.
2.5. Statistical considerations on colour television signals
2.5.1. Introductory remarks

Having now put in evidence that only slight importance, if any, must be
attached to the tritanopia of the fovea, the question arises what is the proper
explanation of the fact that an unequal distribution of the available bandwidth
for the/- and Q-signals for normal picture material yields better picture quality
than an equal distribution does. For that reason a closer study of the phenomenon was undertaken by making a systematic search in a series of diapositives
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to shades of rather saturated magenta). It turned out that such transitions
hardly occur in normal pictures.
This suggested that the explanation for the different influences of /- and
Q-bandwidth must be sought in the statistical properties of normal picture
material. If this idea proved to be correct the different behaviour of the colour
bar signal and normal picture material would also be explained.
2.5.2. Measurements on the average signal excursion of chrominance signals
To obtain numerical data on the statistical properties of the chrominance
information an apparatus was built to measure the "average signal excursion"
of the /- and Q-signal for a number of normal pictures 37). We define this
quantity as
, resp. PQ

=I

EQ'-EQ'

I

where E/ and EQ' are the gamma-corrected /- and Q-signals; a horizontal
stripe denotes average value and vertical stripes absolute value, in accord with
common practice. The /- and Q-signals are composed as described by expressions (2-2a) and (2-2b).
The measuring circuit is straightforward; it consists of a balanced amplifier
and a stable double-phase rectifier, loaded with a d.c. instrument. In order to
agree with the given formula no d.c. restoring is applied in the amplifier.
For a series of about fifty slides, representing different types of scenes, that
were scanned with a colour flying-spot scanner, the average ratio of P1/PQ
3
was found. These slides included most of the NTSC test slides. Typical values
for some of these slides are:
"Sailing pair"
"Tulip field"
"Canoeing Boys"
"Boat Ashore"
"Pumpkins"
"Plants", light background
"Jewelry"
"Southern Manse"
"Sunflower Girl"
"Aviator"
"Hawser Man"
"Fishing tackle"

NTSC slide No.
NTSC slide No.
NTSC slide No.
NTSC slide No.
NTSC slide No.
NTSC slide No.
NTSC slide No.
NTSC slide No.
NTSC slide No.
NTSC slide No.
NTSC slide No.
NTSC slide No.

8
13
14
11
18
27
25
16

PI/PQ
PI/PQ
PI/PQ
PI/PQ
PI/PQ
PI/PQ
PI/PQ
PI/PQ
1 PI/PQ
6 P1/PQ
9 PI/PQ
21 P1/PQ

=

3·7

= 2·8
=

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

2·3
2·5
4·1
0·9
1·1
2·7
5·6
6·1
8·2
1·8

For the colour bar signal Pr/PQ = H. For a series of about twenty-five
studio scenes, viewed by a three-vidicon colour camera the average ratio found
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from those for the slides as, for the purpose of obtaining special effects, scenes
arranged in a television studio often show colour combinations quite different
from those occurring commonly in nature.
It will be understood that the values of P1 and PQ depend not only on the
dominating hues in the scene but also on their luminance and saturation since
the amplitude of the chrominance signals is proportional to these quantities. It
is therefore possible that even pictures containing relatively many "Q-hues"
still yield rather low values of P Q· In order to check this, from a large badge of
amateur slides a series of thirteen was selected, containing an uncommon
amount of green, mostly foliage. It turned out that even for these pictures the
average value of the ratio P1/PQ was 1·4 with extreme values of 0·3 and 2·2.
That the average saturation of foliage, which is the chief furnisher of green
hues in colour scenes, is very low is also shown by optical meastirements 38,39).
Optical measurements show also clearly that the relative occurrence of saturated "/-colours" is much larger than that of saturated "Q-colours" 39, 40). This
is very much confirmed by our measurements, which show clearly that the
information content of the /-signal is much larger than the information content
of the Q-signal.
It must be noted here that, if the occurrence of all colours in nature showed a
statistically flat distribution the outcome of the PI/PQ measurement would not
be one, but slightly more, due to the somewhat different amplitudes of the
subcarrier signal for various saturated colours. This is at once clear from fig. 2-l,
which shows amplitude and phase of the subcarrier signal for saturated colours.
However, the values of PI/PQ measured actually are very large, so the conclusion must stand that our measurements show that, on the average, the /-signal
carries much more information than the Q-signal.
We found earlier (2·4) that the Q-signal has more effect on luminance rendering than the /-signal, hence for a signal in which Q is not small by nature the
influence of bandwidth limiting in the Q-channel will be considerable. In
normal pictures the Q-signal is on the average very small, hence the luminance
defects due to the Q-bandwidth limitation are also small. The colour bar signal,
for whichPI/PQ 1·1, does not comply with the statistical properties of normal
pictures. Consequently serious luminance defects occur here due to the Qbandwidth limitation.
We must note here that the experiment of Kell and Schroeder 14), who
worked with a number of Munsell colours (see sec. 2.3.4) also includes the
possibility of a "statistical" explanation. Observation of the range of colour
transitions they investigated shows that "/-colours" occur more often in their
series than "Q-colours".
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Now we have found that due to the statistical properties of the chrominance
information the /-signal carries considerably more information than the Qsignal does, the question arises whether the /-axis really is the optimum coding
axis. It might be possible that from the statistical point of view a different axis
should be preferred. In order to investigate this point a measurement was carried out of the "average signal excursion" as defined above as a function of the
coding axis. For this purpose the input of the described instrument for measuring the average signal excursion was connected to the output of one of the
synchronous detectors of a laboratory-model decoder for the composite NTSC
signal. This decoder was provided with a reference subcarrier phase control
(hue control) permitting variation of the decoding axis through an angle of
180°. By turning this phase control and reading the output meter of the measuring apparatus the axes of maximum and minimum "average signal excursion"
were determined for a number of slides.
The practical way in which the measurement was performed is as follows.
The encoder for producing the composite signal, the decoder, and the measuring apparatus were adjusted very carefully. The encoder was fed by a signal
from a colour bar generator as well as by signals from a flying-spot slide scanner.
After each adjustment of the hue control to find the axes of maximum and
minimum average signal excursion, the flying-spot signal was removed and the
colour bar signal switched on, the position of the hue control remaining the
same. The output signals of the synchronous detectors were then fed to the
inputs of an X- Y oscilloscope, thus providing a vectorscope representation
enabling direct reading of the decoding phase. As a test for the correctness of
the measurement for all pictures also the average signal excursion was measured
along the standard I- and Q-axes. The meter reading has then to be the same as
with the previously described direct measurement of P 1 and P Q· The agreement
was satisfactory, taken into consideration the amount of complex processing
circuitry involved in the measurement.
The measurement was carried out for 44 pictures. If phase zero corresponds
with the (R- Y)-axis (see fig. 2-1) and positive angles indicate phase shifts in
the direction of the positive /-axis, the average axis of maximum "average
signal excursion" was found to be located at p = +32°, the average axis of
minimum "average signal excursion" at p = -71°. The ratio Pmax/Pm 1n in
general is almost equal to the value of Pz/PQ with a tendency to slightly larger
values for Pmax/Pmtn· As could be expected, the locations of the axes of maximum and minimum signal excursion proved not to be very sharp. Where the
I- and Q-axes correspond with the locations p = +33° and p
-51°, it is
clear that these axes are close to the maximum and minimum signal excursion
axes.
We conclude that the/- and Q-axes are very near to the axes of maximum
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the /-axis could be shifted slightly in the direction of the (R- Y)-axis.
2.5.4. Subjective experiment concerning optimum choice of coding axes

To obtain more evidence on the question of the optimum choice of the broadband axis a second experiment was carried out. Because of its subjective nature
it should be interpreted with some reserve. However, the result is interesting
and we believe a short description is well worth while.
The basis of the experiment is the assumption that the optimum coding axis
is the one that would be chosen if only one of the chrominance signals were to
be transmitted, that is the axis corresponding with the subjectively best possible
two-colour reproduction. The correct way of determining this axis is to use it
actually as the signal coding axis. It is however quite impractical to try out a
large number of different coding axes. Fortunately the effect of having only
one coding axis can be simulated to a fair degree by switching off the Q-signal
in the encoder for the normal NTSC signal and shifting the decoding reference
phase at the receiving end.
+Q

N

.JJI

Blue
Maggnta

-Q

-Q
Fig. 2-9. Phasor representation of chrominance signals involved in the experiment on twocolour coding.

Figure 2-9 shows the effect of this operation. Let I and Q be the coding axes
of the employed coding system and let I* be the desired new coding axis. The
angle between the I- and /*-axes be a. The colour corresponding to the phasor
P on the /*-axis is transmitted as Pe dne to the omission of the Q-component in
the transmitted signal. By shifting the phase of the reference subcarrier in the
decoder over the angle of -a, which is equivalent to a phase shift over the
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colour is given by P, on the /*-axis. The same construction is shown in the figure
for three other colours represented by the phasors R (on the bisector of I and/*),
Z, and V. Ri, Zi and Vi denote the intended coding, corresponding to transmission of the /*-signal omitting the Q*-signal, Rt, Zt and Vt denote the signals
after encoding in the actual system, Rr, Zr and Vr the signals after phase
shifting, which are decoded and displayed in the normal way. The figure reveals
that the hue is always reproduced as intended (apart from small aberrations due
to the non-linear behaviour of the transmission system); saturation is too large
for colours in sections I and III and too small for colours in the sections II and
IV. These sections are bounded by the bisectors of I and/*, Q and Q* resp.
Where the displayed colour differs from the intended colour only in saturation
the error made in the subjective adjustment of a can be expected to be small.
A number of skilled observers, who were all very well acquainted with the
pictures shown, were asked to adjust the phase shift a, starting from an arbitrary position given by the leader of the experiment, until the reproduced picture
was in their opinion the best possible reproduction of the original. They were
informed that it was in the nature of the experiment that truly correct reproduction was beyond the capabilities of the system, so they had to adjust to the best
possible compromise.
In order to get an impression of the effect of the wrong reproduction of the
saturation the experiment was repeated with a coding system employing the
axes (R- Y) and (B-Y) as coding axes. Anticipating the result that the wanted
coding axis is located somewhere between the axes I and (R- Y), by a reasoning
equivalent to that given for fig. 2-9 it can be shown that for most colours the
saturation errors are now in a direction opposite to that in the I - Q system.
Both experiments yielded substantially the same results, so the conclusion is
justified that the saturation errors have a negligible influence on the result of the
experiment.
Five observers in all were engaged in the experiment. Their individual results
showed only slight differences, the greatest difference registered for a certain
picture was 12°. The number of pictures was 23, enough to get a clear impression of the general trend.
For most pictures the chosen coding axis was located between the axes I and
(R- Y). The average result for all pictures was 7" from the !-axis in the direction
of (R- Y). This is in remarkably good agreement with the axis of maximum
"average signal excursion", that we found earlier by objective statistical measurements.
The following record of the measuring results for two observers and a number of well known NTSC slides may give an impression of the spread of the
measuring results in this typically subjective investigation. The data pertain to
the experiment with the system employing (R- Y) and (B-Y) coding axes.
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Positive angles denote a shift of the /-axis towards red, negative angles a shift
of the /-axis towards green (see fig. 2-g).
Picture
(NTSC slides)
"Sailing pair"
"Canoeing boys"
"Tulip field"
"Sunflower girl"
"Meshes"
"Plants", dark background
"Hawser man"
"Motion"
"Pumpkins"
"Winter sleigh ride"
"Birthday cake girl"

Adjustment
of observer I

Adjustment
of observer II

-[-100
+go
12°

100
- 20
+34°
-.so
+go
70
+100
+ 70

70
+15°
+100
- 40
- 10
+35°
30
60
+ go
+ 10
+

go

The subjective measurements revealed that the observers tend to adjust the
coding axis in such a way that the colours of bright and important objects in the
scene are reproduced naturally, so that in certain pictures large areas of nonessential picture content are reproduced wrongly. That the subjective and the
objective measurement lead to quite the same results suggests that there is a
correlation in nature between the importance of objects and the occurrence and
brightness of their colours.
2.6. Crosstalk phenomena in band-shared transmission systems
2.6.1. Crosstalk of the chrominance signal into the luminance channel
2.6. 1. 1. General considerations

In section 1.2.3. the principle of band-sharing by the employment of subcarriers was introduced. According to the dot-interlace principle the visibility
of such subcarriers is low if the subcarrier frequency has the proper relationship
to the line-scanning frequency: preferably the subcarrier frequency should be
an odd multiple of half the line-scanning frequency 41). If two subcarriers are
employed there must also exist certain relationships between these 4 2). The
cancellation of two subcarriers can nevertheless not be so good as of one single
subcarrier.
The cancellation is due to the integration properties of the eye. Assuming the
display system to be linear, during each two complete picture scannings the
average light output due to the subcarrier signal is zero for all picture elements.
With a picture scanning frequency of 25 cfs this implies that the eye has to
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(due to eye-movements, flicker, rapid changes of picture content and so on),
so even with a linear display system the cancellation of the subcarrier is not
perfect.
In practice we have moreover always non-linear display systems. This causes
non-linear distortion of the subcarrier signal whose visibility is therefore considerably enhanced (subcarrier rectification). Its visibility depends on the location
of the subcarrier in the video band for two reasons: first, a higher subcarrler
frequency gives rise to a finer dot pattern and second, the amplitude of the
subcarrier at the gun of the display tube in general is smaller for a higher subcarrier frequency due to the roll-off of the gain-frequency characteristic of the
luminance channel of the receiver. A high subcarrier frequency has therefore
to be preferred. The maximum possible subcarrier frequency is determined by
the bandwidth that is needed for the upper sideband of the subcarrier signal.
In the NTSC system it is thus determined by the bandwidth of the Q-signal
(fig. 2-3).

2.6.1.2. Experiments
The NTSC system provides a good basis for studying the effect of the crosstalk of the subcarrier signal into the luminance signal. The crosstalk can be
reduced by inserting into the luminance channel of the colour receiver a suppression filter at the frequency of the subcarrier. If no suppression filter is
employed the effect of subcarrier rectification by the non-linearity of the
display tube is without a doubt intolerable due to the colour desaturation caused by it. On the other hand, the filter need not suppress the entire
subcarrier signal; if the sidebands of the subcarrier signal are not fully suppressed the rectification effect is no longer present in large areas in the picture,

0

Fig. 2-10. Gain-frequency characteristic of the suppression filter.
0 Mc/s, no suppression
(2) B 60 kc/s, suppression 23 db at subcarrier frequency
(3) B 140 kc/s, suppression 22 db
(4) B 600 kc/s, suppression 30 db
(5) B = 1·1 Mc/s, suppression 35 db
(6) B = 1·5 Mc/s, suppression 38 db
(7) B = 2·0 Ms/c, suppression 43 db

(I) B
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there the subcarrier signal is largest.
In order to investigate how much the subcarrier sidebands should be suppressed in the luminance channel of the colour receiver, a decoder was built
for the 4·1 Mcfs 625-line version of the NTSC system in which the luminance
channel was provided with a suppression filter of variable bandwidth. The
bandwidth switch had six positions ranging from 50 kc/s to 2 Mc/s (see fig.
2-10). The suppression at the centre frequency was at least 22 db. The design
of the filter was based on the consideration that it has to be regarded as an
element of the receiver, so its phase characteristic should in principle be the
same as that of the simple suppression filters commonly used in receivers. In ·
this way it is assured that the outcome of the experiment is representative of the
practical situation. The principle and the design of the suppression filter have
been described elsewhere 43).
The result of the experiments was that a suppression bandwidth of about
0·6 Mc/s (see fig. 2-1 0) is sufficient to reduce the crosstalk effects to an acceptable
degree. Such a filter can be incorporated in the receiver quite simply.
As the sidebands of the subcarrier signal are suppressed only partly there
remains some crosstalk in transitions between coloured areas. Hence in transitions the residual subcarrier rectification will enhance the luminance. However,
as we have seen before, the aberration of the constant-luminance principle
causes in general a loss of luminance during transitions because part of the
luminance information is transmitted by the narrow-band chrominance channel.
This suggests that it might be possible to arrange things such that both effects
compensate each other more or less. This possibility of employing to good
advantage the residual subcarrier rectification, thus improving luminance
rendering, will be discussed in more detail in the chapter on decoding.
The insertion of a suppression filter into the luminance channel of course
affects the reproduction of the luminance detail that is transmitted by the
luminance channel. In order to investigate this effect, the output signal of the
luminance channel of the experimental decoder was fed to a high-quality
black-and-white television monitor. For this purpose only the luminance signal
was transmitted, whereas the subcarrier signal was switched off. It appeared
that the effect of the insertion of the filter with 0·6 Mc/s suppression bandwidth
in normal pictures was seldom observed. This was expected on the basis of the
calculated transient response of the flat luminance channel containing the
suppression filter 43,44). However, in pictures showing periodic structures like a
test pattern the effect is dearly observable. It manifests itself as a blurring of
the wedge structure followed by ringing. A photograph of this phenomenon
is given by SchOnfelder 44), who also investigated the possible advantages of
the employment of more elaborate suppression filters. It appears that only a
minor improvement can be obtained in this way.
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having about 0·6 Mc/s bandwidth gives the wanted reduction of crosstalk
without introducing serious defects in the reproduction of luminance detail.

2.6.2. Crosstalk of the luminance signal into the chrominance channel
2.6.2.1. Introduction
A further consequence of band sharing of luminance and chrominance
information is crosstalk of the high-frequency components of the luminance
signal (in the "mixed highs"-region) into the chrominance channel. These highfrequency components cannot be separated from the subcarrier signal and are
hence treated by the chrominance detection circuits as components of the
subcarrier signal. We shall discuss in detail these crosstalk effects in systems of
the NTSC type.
First we note that due to the interleaving of the frequency spectra of the
luminance signal and the subcarrier signal the frequency spectrum of the
crosstalk signal at the output of the synchronous detectors will consist of odd
multiples of half the line scanning frequency, so its visibility will in general be
low. There are however some counteracting effects. Here again we must take
into account the non-ideal integration properties of the eye. In addition we
have again to do with the non-linear transfer characteristic of the display tube
causing rectification of the crosstalk signal.
As the crosstalk signals are of a low-frequency nature and hence give rise to
rather coarse disturbing patterns in the picture it must be expected that effects
of dot crawl and a certain amount of flicker at half the picture scanning rate will
occur in regions where the crosstalk is relatively large (12·5 c-fiicker).
The passband of the subcarrier signal contains, in addition to high-frequency
components of the luminance signal, high-frequency noise components, which
also give rise to spurious signals in the chrominance channels. When a signal
source is employed which produces a considerable amount of "peaked noise"
(excess of noise in the high-frequency part of the video band), it may be advisable to suppress partly the high-frequency components in the luminance channel
of the transmitter. This should only be done if the improvement of colour
rendering outweighs the loss of luminance detail caused by the suppression.

2.6.2.2. Experiments
In practice it appears that the crosstalk effect under discussion (frequently
called "cross-colour") is seldom annoying. If the complete transmission system
is employed, in most cases the effect cannot be observed separately, it occurs
almost only in transitions and is hence more or less dominated by other transi~
tion effects. It was therefore considered indispensable to study the phenomenon
separately. This can be done by feeding the luminance channel of a decoder for
the composite NTSC signal with a separate luminance signal to which no sub-
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signal. A further possibility is to feed a separate luminance signal both to the
luminance channel and to the chrominance channel. In this way a black-andwhite picture is obtained to which only the crosstalk is added, whereas the
wanted chrominance information is omitted. To get a good idea of the way in
which the crosstalk appears in the picture, its effect can largely be amplified by
changing the ratio of the luminance to chrominance signal amplitudes even up
to the extreme case of zero signal in the luminance channel and a large luminance signal in the chrominance channel.
2.6.2.3. Results of the experiments
The results of the observations can only be formulated in a qualitative
manner.
(a) The crosstalk manifests itself in the form of coarse dots, showing crawleffects.
(b) These dots are present in areas of luminance detail; however, in single
transitions they occur only slightly and seldom annoyingly. Crosstalk appears
in particular where the luminance signal has the form of a pulse of a certain
specific duration, which occurs rather often in normal pictures, e.g. when the
scene contains objects like piles, ropes, meshes, wedges and so on. The duration
of the pulse is important, which is shown clearly when a vertical wedge-shaped
object is reproduced. As the wedge narrows places of heavy crosstalk and of
very slight crosstalk alternate. At a definite width the crosstalk is maximum .
(c) Though the crosstalk appears coloured on the screen (on the average in a
reddish blue colour due to the different amplifications in the I- and Q-channels 45)), it is the luminance effect, in particular the 12·5 c detail flicker, that
determines the annoyance.
(d) With increasing bandwidth of the chrominance channels the visible effect
of the crosstalk increases more than proportionally. In the case of equal I- and
Q-bandwidths, switching off of the Q-channel in the decoder reduces the crosstalk more than switching off of the /-channel.
(e) The shape of the filter characteristics of the chrominance channel has some
influence on the crosstalk. A similar effect was observed by Teer 46) in the
two-subcarrier system.
(f) The crosstalk was studied in various pictures, its overall effect could never
be called annoying either with the equiband 4·1 0 Mc/s-system and with the
4·43 Mc/s-system having different bandwidths for I and Q. However, the
effect was always considerably smaller in the latter system.
In this connection mention may be made of experiments by Novakovskii and
Marina 47). Having finished their experiments on the separate effect of bandwidth limiting in the chrominance channels on the rendering of picture detail 19)
(see sec. 2.3.4) they made a comparative investigation of the overall quality of
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pictures transmitted by three different versions of the NTSC system. In the
first and second variant the subcarrier frequency was 4·43 Mc/s, the bandwidth
for both chrominance signals in the first system being 1 Mc/s, 1·1 Mc/s for I
and 0·5 Mc/s for Q in the second system. The third system employed a subcarrier frequency of 5·28 Mc/s, the /-bandwidth was 1·6 Mc/s and the Q-bandwidth 0·5 Mc/s. The video bandwidth was in all cases 6 Mc/s (OIR-standard).
The picture quality of the first system was slightly better than that of the second
system and considerably better than that of the third system. If overall
picture quality is considered to be mainly determined by the combined effect
of detail rendering and crosstalk phenomena, the latter result is not in agree~
ment with our findings. The authors do not provide an analysis of the observed
differences in picture quality. The instrumentation employed is not described
in detail. A critical comparison of their results with ours is therefore not
possible.
2.6.2.4. Theoretical analysis of the crosstalk phenomenon

We shall now try to find an explanation for the observed phenomena with the
aid of an approximating mathematical formulation. First we consider what
types of luminance signals are liable to give considerable crosstalk. Such signals
should have strong components in the region of the subcatrier frequency. An
A(oo)
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Fig. 2-11. (a) Pulse type of luminance signal.
(b) Frequency spectrum of pulse signal.
(c) Frequency spectrum if T = 1/2/s.
(d) Frequency spectrum if T = 3/2/s.
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55obvious case is the occurrence of a periodic structure of sufficient modulation
depth. It is clear that in this case crosstalk is maximum. However, such fine
periodic structures occur so seldom in normal pictures that the crosstalk effect
associated with their occurrence can not be said to be representative of the
phenomenon as such. As mentioned before the type of signal giving the most
annoying crosstalk in practice is the pulse signal. Where this type of signal
occurs in almost any picture a detailed analysis of the crosstalk generated by it
can be said to he relevant.
Let us suppose that the pulse starts at t = 11 and stops at t = t1 + T;
furthermore let its height be normalized at 1, corresponding with the level of
peak white (fig. 2-lla). The Fourier-transform of the signal can be written:
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Calculation of the integral gives
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From (2. 7) we see that the crosstalk will he minimum if T

m

218

(m even)

m

(m odd), (m = 1, 2, 3 ...... ).
2fs
With m = 2 andfs = 4 Mc/s this gives T
t psec. For a screen width of 500
mm this corresponds to an object width of about 2 mm. This result was checked
with the aid of a wedge pattern. The outcome of the experiment was perfectly
in agreement with the calculation: at the width of 2 mm the crosstalk vanishes,
in wider and narrower parts the crosstalk is present.
Figures llc and lld show the frequency spectra for the cases m = 1 and
m 3.
The spectral amplitude at the frequency f 6 does not depend on the value of m,
however the average spectral intensity in a narrow frequency hand aroundfs is
largest for m = 1, which can easily be shown by calculation of the integral of
1
A 2 (w) over a narrow band around w8 • The case T
/s will therefore give the

and maximum if T

=

2

largest crosstalk signal. It must be noted that a pulse with T

1

= 2h

is a very

narrow one. There is, however, no reason to assume that such a pulse
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occurs more seldom in a scene than wider pulses, as e.g. those for which
3
T
. It is therefore reasonable to base our further calculations on the pulse
218
with T

2Js1 representing

the luminance signal which in practice gives the

strongest crosstalk.
By the way we note that we can now also give a reasonable explanation of the
fact that pulse signals usually give more crosstalk than a single transient produced by a unit step function does. The frequency spectrum of the latter is given by
A(w)=

Hence at w
with T

1
.
2nw

1
2nw8
1
is ·-- . The difference in amplitude

ws the spectral amplitude is ---- , whereas for the pulse signal

2-~~ the spectral amplitude at
~s

ros

nw 8

of the crosstalk signals is still magnified by the non-linearity of the display
system.
Let us now consider what happens when the pulse signal passes the band-pass
filter in the subcarrier channel and subsequently is fed to a synchronous detector
whose output signal is filtered by a low-pass filter. For convenience of calculation we assume that the filters are ideal, that is, their amplitude characteristic is
flat and the phase shift they introduce is proportional to frequency (fig. 2-12).
The combined effect of the band-pass filter and the low-pass filter can then be
represented by a single low-pass filter (figs 2-12c and 2-12d).
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Fig. 2-12. (a) Gain-frequency characteristic of ideal band-pass filter.
(b) Phase characteristic of ideal band-pass filter.
(c) Gain-frequency characteristic of ideal low-pass filter.
(d) Phase characteristic of ideal low-pass filter.
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1
/s into (2.7) we find
2
! 1
. wn j
A(w) =
sm- '·

(2.8)
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The synchronous detector converts all spectral components at frequency
Is p, to the frequency p,. We assume that the bandwidth of the colour channel
is 2 Mcjs, hence p, can range from 0 to 1 Mc/s.
Figure 2-13 shows A(w) in the neighbourhood of w8 • It appears that in the
region of actual importance (i ws < w < i ros) the function A(w) can be approxi-
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Fig. 2-13. A ( w) for T = 1/218 in the neighbourhood of fs.

mated very closely by a straight line intersecting A( w) at points midway between ws and the band limits. The figure shows that the errors introduced by this
approximation are negligible. Employing this linear function we find that the
value of A(w) at i w8 is 1·245 A( w8 ) while at! w8 it is 0·745 A( w8 ).
The synchronous detector working in the cosine phase converts the spectral
component A(w 8 + ,u)cos (w 8 + p,)t into 1 A(w8 + ,u)cos p,t. Likewise the spectral component at w 8 -p, yields! A(w8 -ft)cos p,t.
At the output of the synchronous detector both components combine giving
the output signal A(w 8 )cos p,t, since A(ws + ,u) A(w8 -,u) 2A(w8).
For convenience we normalize the spectral function so that A(w8 )
I.
The synchronous detector working in the sine phase will give zero output in
the case considered here. However, for a value of t1 which shifts the phase
over 90° the cosine detector will give zero output whereas the sine detector
gives maximum output. At intermediate values of t1 both detectors develop an
output signal. Of course, in a practical case any values of t1 have equal probability, so on the average both detectors will give equal output signals.
We have now shown that the crosstalk signal produced by the most repre-

58sentative luminance signal has a flat frequency spectrum and hence obeys the
same mathematical formulation as a pulse function (Dirac-function) which is
passed by an ideal low-pass filter. The time function corresponding to the output signal of this filter can therefore be written
C(t)

2wg

sin wg (t

+ •)

(t

+ T)

Wg

where fu

(2.9)

,

wu/2n denotes the cutoff-frequency of the low-pass filter and • = tan 'P·

The function sin x is usually written si x, so we can write (2.9)
X

C(t)

= 2wg

si wg (t

Figure 2-14 shows this function for the case •

+ ?:).
=

0.

Fig. 2-14. The function 2wg si wgt as a function oft.

We note that the duration of a period of the function depends on wg, but
also the initial magnitude and the magnitudes of all maxima of the function are
proportional to wg. This makes clear that the bandwidth of the chrominance
channel has a strong influence on the amplitude of the crosstalking signal. It
also makes it probable that the shape of the gain and phase characteristics of the
filters affect the amplitude of the crosstalk signal. In the present discussion we
shall base our further considerations on tbe response of the ideal filter as given
by expression (2.9). From this expression the amplitude of the crosstalk signal
can be found. We have seen earlier that the annoyance of the crosstalk is mainly
determined by its luminance effect. We shall therefore now calculate the luminance effect of signals in the I- and Q-channels.
Let us denote these crosstalk signals by C1 and CQ. The decoder matrix
circuit transfers these signals into crosstalk signals in ER' -Ey', EB'- Ey' and
Ea' -Ey'. Let us denote these crosstalk signals by CR-Y, CB-Y and Ca_y. The
luminance of the screen is given by

L* 0·59 [Ey' + (Ea'-Ey') + Ca_y ]2 + 0·30 [Ey'
CR-Y ]2 + 0·11 [Ey' + (EB'-Ey') + CB-Y ]2 ,
if we assume

r=

2 to simplify the calculation.

+ (ER'-Ey')
(2.10)
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0·59 [Ey' + (Ea'-Ey')] 2
-j- 0·11 [Ey' + (EB'-Ey') )2.

L

+ 0·30

[Ey'

+ (ER'-Ey'))2
(2.11)

The contribution of the crosstalk signal can be written
Lc
L*-L = (0·59 Oa-Y + 0·30 OR-Y + 0·11 C2B-Y) +
2Ey'(0·59 Ca-Y+ 0·30 CR-Y+ 0·11 CB-Y) + 2[0·59 (Ea'-Ey') Ca-Y
+ 0·30 (ER'-Ey') CR-Y+ 0·11 (EB'-Ey') CB-Y ].
(2.12)
By virtue of the relation Ca_y = -0·51 CR_y-0·19 CB-Y the second term
in (2.12) equals zero. The third term is proportional to the chrominance signals
and hence depends on colour saturation. For unsaturated colours this term
vanishes. Since colour saturation in normal pictures is usually relatively small
and moreover the colour-difference signals can be both negative and positive,
which tends to render the average value of the third term small, we neglect this
term. The expression for Lc simplifies now to
(2.13)
which is equivalent to
(2.14)
This expression explains that the crosstalk signal in the Q-channel has more
effect on the visibility of the crosstalk than the crosstalk signal in the /-channel
does. We note that this phenomenon is due to the ellipticity of the subcarrier
signal (see sec. 2.3.2).
Expression (2.9) showed us that the amplitude of the crosstalking signal for
the type ofluminance signal that in practice appears to lead to the most noticeable crosstalk effect, is proportional to the bandwidth of the chrominance
channel in which it occurs. The quadratic form of (2.14) shows that the luminance effect of the crosstalk and hence, according to the experimental observations, the annoyance it causes is proportional to the square of the chrominance
channel bandwidth. In fact the dependence on bandwidth is still greater than
quadratic as in practice y usually exceeds 2.
Starting from (2.14) we can consider more quantitatively the different behaviour of the /- and Q-channels. Let the phase of the crosstalk signal at subcarrier frequency with respect to the /-phase be x. The output of the /-detector
is then proportional to cos x, that of the Q-detector to sin X· Hence, La is
proportional to
A 2(w 8) (0·46

+ 0·15 sin x cos x + 0·22 sin2 x).

(2.15)

Lc is maximum if X 72°. Substituting this value in (2.15) we find 0·70 A2 ( Ws).
Let us now alter the bandwidth of the Q-channe1 and hence the amplitude of
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the crosstalk signal in this channel by a factor of k. The output signals of the
detectors are then cos x and k sin x. Substituting in (2.14) and determining the
value of x where Lc is maximum we find
tan 2x

=

0·15 k
0·46-0·67 k2

.

Fork= t, eq. (2.16) gives x 1·5° and Lc = 0·46 A2(w 8).
If we now carry out the same calculation for the case that the
changes by a factor of k, we find
tan 2x =

0·15 k
---~-----~0·46 k2-0·61

(2.16)

/~bandwidth

(2.17)

Fork= t, eq. (2.17) gives x 86° and Lc = 0·67 A2(w8).
Comparison of the three situations shows that a change of the /-bandwidth
has much less effect than an equal change of the Q-bandwidth. This result provides an explanation for the fact that the crosstalk is less visible in the 4·43 Mc/ssystem with its narrow Q-channel and its broad !-channel than in the 4·1 0 Mc/ssystem with equal channel widths.
2.6.2.5. Conclusions
At this stage we are in a position to draw an important conclusion from the
combined results of our investigations on the statistical properties of the chrominance information and on the crosstalk phenomena in the NTSC system.
We can summarize these results in this way:
(a) the information content of the I- and Q-signals differs considerably; increasing the /-bandwidth has therefore much more effect on the reproduction of
luminance and colour detail than increasing the Q-bandwidth;
(b) the visible effect of crosstalk of the luminance signal into the chrominance
channels depends roughly quadratically on the bandwidth of these channels;
crosstalk into the Q-channel has more effect than equal crosstalk into the
!-channel;
(c) the choice of the subcarrier frequency depends on the bandwidth of the
narrowest of both chrominance channels; a high subcarrier frequency is favourable from the point of view of crosstalk of the subcarrier signal into the
luminance channeL
Combining these results we conclude: For either colour signal there exists an
optimum bandwidth; If one increases the bandwidth beyond this value the useful
information gained is of minor practical importance whereas the crosstalk of the
luminance signal into the chrominance channel increases rapidly 48). The best
compromise can only be found by carrying out extensive experiments. The
experiments described in this chapter have shown that the choice made in the
American NTSC system is very close to the optimum. This is not so surprising:
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the design of the American system was based on many experiments, in fact
the literature on the subject indicates that the explanation, which we have
criticized, was formulated afterwards to give the design of the system a theoretical basis.
These general conclusions, which are the fruit of the detailed analysis initially
undertaken to decide in what way the NTSC system should be adapted to the
625-line television standard can now provide a clinching answer to this original
problem. Evidently a system in which I and Q have different bandwidths has
to be preferred. As the bandwidth ofthe Q-channel should be in the order of0·5
Mcfs a subcarrier frequency in the neighbourhood of 4·5 Mc/s has to be chosen.
A suitable frequency is 4·43 Mc/s ( = 567 x ! /£). The bandwidth of the /channel should be about 1·5 Mcjs.
2.6.3. Crosstalk between the chrominance signals
A third type of crosstalk occurring in simultaneous transmission is mutual
crosstalk between the two chrominance signals.
In systems where the chrominance signals are transmitted sequentially (like
the SECAM system) this type of crosstalk is of course absent.
In the NTSC system it takes the fom1 of quadrature crosstalk in the subcarrier signal 4). In a perfectly working system it does not occur except for the
crosstalk of the vestigial-sideband components of the /-signal into the Q-channel, which can be removed entirely by appropriate filtering.
In a practical NTSC systen::t some quadrature crosstalk will occur due to
aberrations of the ideal amplitude and phase characteristics of the transmission
system. However, in practice it can be neglected.
2.7. Comparison of transmission systems as information-handling media
At this stage we can compare the quality of the three transmission systems
under discussion (NTSC-SECAM-FAM) as information-handling media.
An obvious, though very partial, basis of comparison is the theoretical
transmission capacity of the transmission system, which can be expressed in
bits per second. Such calculations have been made by Pevzner 49) for several
transmission systems. The calculations show that the transmission capacity is
largest for the NTSC system with different bandwidths for both chrominance
channels. Further calculations show also that as regards the overall susceptibility to white noise the NTSC system is by far superior to the other systems
involved in the investigation.
It must, however, be noted that computations like these have only restricted
value. The assumptions underlying the calculations of Pevzner, in particular
those pertaining to the susceptibility to noise, are of a rather arbitrary nature.
In the second place it must be remarked that the number of bits that can be
handled by the system does not determine the quality of the reproduction with-
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that counts but the "nature of the bits". In other words, it is of primary importance that the most relevant information is transmitted. We have seen that in
colour television the actual value of the transmitted information depends on
two criteria. The first one is of a perceptual nature, it is related to the extent to
which the information is appreciated by the observer. The most important basic
principle in colour television transmission, based on the fact that appreciation
of different kinds of information is different, is the constant-luminance principle.
The second criterion concerns the extent to which statistical redundancy is
limited in the transmission channel. Reducing the statistical redundancy in
television signals generally requires very complicated instrumentation 50), but
we have seen that the first-order statistical properties of the chrominance information offer the possibility of reducing the statistical redundancy in the chrominance signals in a very simple manner by a judicious choice of these signals
and allotting them channels of different bandwidths. In this way a favourable
compromise can be attained between colour detail transmission and susceptibility to crosstalk and noise in a band-shared transmission system (sec. 2.6.2.5).
The only system in which this important possibility of increasing the information
content of the colour signal is utilized properly is the NTSC system. This is the
only system employing such a method of modulation of the subcarrier that the
favourable statistical properties of the information to be handled can be incorporated in the system design. in a logical, technically simple and attractive
way. It may be argued that present American receiver practice shows that full
advantage is only rarely taken of this feature of the transmitted signal. It must
however be born in mind that colour television practice is still in its infancy; no
doubt the mastering of practical techniques will make considerable progress in
the years to come and make it more and more essential to exploit to the full the
inherent features of the available signal.
Let us now compare directly the three transmission systems as far as their
quality as information-handling media is concerned.
The colour-detail resolution and hence the information capacity in the
NTSC system is directly proportional to the bandwidths of the chrominance
signals. If the !-bandwidth is 1·5 Mc/s the rise time for the !-signal is about 0· 33
psec, if the Q-bandwidth is 0·5 Mc/s the rise time for the Q-signal is about 1
psec. Vertical detail is limited only by the number of scanning lines. Since fine
vertical detail can actually be observed (sec. 2.4.2), it contributes to picture
quality, be it modestly because of the reduced appreciation of colour detail by
the eye. Furthermore the composition of the chrominance signals is such that
the subcarrier signal is well adapted to the statistical properties of the information to be handled.
The colour detail resolution of the SECAM-FM system is not directly
proportional to the bandwidth of the subcarrier signal. Due to the frequency
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the colours in which or between which the transition occurs. SchOnfelder 51) has
calculated and measured chrominance transitions in the SECAM system when
the maximum frequency deviation is 0·5 Mcfs and the one-sided bandwidth of
the subcarrier channel is 0·7 Mc/s. For transitions between saturated colours
the rise time is found to be 1·0 to 1·4 p,sec.
In the most recent version of the SECAM system the maximum frequency
deviation is 0·77 Mc/s 52), while it has moreover been proposed to extend the
bandwidth available for the lower sideband of the subcarrier signal to improve
the transient response of the subcarrier channel 53). For such modern versions
of the SECAM system the transient behaviour of the subcarrier channel has
been investigated theoretically by Rudd M). His results are similar to those of
Schonfelder. They were verified experimentally with the aid of a practical
SECAM system by Mathijssen 55) who found very good agreement between the
computed transients and those occurring actually. As regards vertical detail, this
is reduced by a factor of 2, due to the line-sequential transmission method. In
fact the reduction is larger since, due to the interleaving of the scanning lines,
the distance between two successive lines on which information is actually
transmitted is larger.
If we consider these results it is quite clear that as far as the resolution of
colour detail is concerned the superiority of the NTSC system to the SECAM
system is beyond any doubt.
The F AM system requires, as a consequence of its modulation method, a
symmetrical passband for the subcarrier signal. If, in order to reduce crosstalk,
a subcarrier located high in the video-band is employed, the available bandwidth is small (viz. about 0·6 Mc/s for a 625-line system withfs 4·43 Mc/s).
So the rise time of the chrominance signals will inherently be large, at least as
large as that of the Q-signal in the NTSC system. Moreover it must be noted
that the system is able to transmit faithfully only part of the colours within the
triangle formed by the primary colours (see sec. 2.9). So our conclusion must
be that the information carrying capacity of the system is considerably less than
that of the NTSC system.
The final conclusion must therefore be that the NTSC system carries not only
more information, but also more relevant information than the other systems
do.

2.8. Methods of gamma correction and constant-luminance errors
2.8.1. General considerations; survey of the existing literature

In sec. 1.2.5 we discussed the consequences of the method of gamma correction on constant luminance. It was found that the usual method of gamma
correction employing a luminance signal of the type
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where Ea', ER' and EB' stand for the gamma-corrected signals Ea1 1Y, ERllv
and EB1 1v, does essentially lead to aberrations of constant-luminance operation.
In this section we shall investigate the consequences of incomplete constantluminance operation for the luminance rendering in the colour receiver and
discuss methods for improving the constant-luminance properties of the transmission system. The abundant literature already available on the subject is
entirely concerned with the constant-luminance behaviour of the NTSC system
and modifications of this system. However, since the method in which the
luminance information is transmitted is the same for the three transmission
systems under investigation, the insight obtained is equally useful for the other
systems. For convenience we too shall base practical instrumentation on the
concepts of the NTSC system.
True constant-luminance operation is only possible with a luminance signal
of the type

Ey"

=

(0·59 Ea

+ 0·30 ER

0·11 EB) 1 1Y.

(1.6)

Perfect constant-luminance operation can be attained if four non-linear circuits
0·59Ea
are incorporated in the receiver. From Ey" one can derive first (Ey")v
0·30ER
O·llEB. If as chrominance signals are transmitted ER-(Ey")v
and EB-(Ey")" one can obtain ER, Ea and EB by matrixing. From these signals
then ER1 1Y, Ea1 1v and EB1 1Y can be made. It will be clear that from a practical
point of view this method is very unattractive.
Several methods have been proposed aiming at a compromise between the
acceptability of constant-luminance deficiencies and receiver complexity. Several
authors have carried out computations on such modified systems. Applebaum 56)
and Livingston 57 ,5 8) have computed the aberrations of constant-luminance
operation for the standard NTSC system as a function of the reproduced colour.
The latter author also considers three variations of the standard system. First a
system in which the luminance signal is of the form (1.6) while the colour
signals are ER'-Ey' and EB'-Ey'. It is assumed that the receiver employs
linear signal processing. The aberrations of constant-luminance operation are
smaller in this system than in the standard system. However, rendering of
luminance and chromaticity is erroneous. Second, a system employing Ey"
again, but now the subcarrier signal is circular. This opens the possibility of
designing a relatively simple "luminance corrector" in the colour receiver. Such
a luminance corrector employs a correction signal derived from the subcarrier signal. If the subcarrier is circular the correction signal need not depend
on the phase of the subcarrier signal. The luminance correction requires a nonlinear operation in the receiver. Constant-luminance aberrations and errors in
luminance rendering are smaller in this system than in the former system. Third,
a system is considered in which a luminance-corrector signal is derived in the
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65transmitter and transmitted together with the Ey"·luminance signal. Signal
processing in the receiver is assumed to be linear. Luminance detail rendering
is very good with this system, large area luminance and colour reproduction is
erroneous but not so much as with the "pure" Ey"-system. However, adherence
to constant luminance is considerably worse than in the latter system, though
still better than in the standard system.
Other authors have proposed different ways for obtaining a luminancecorrection signal at the transmitter. Chatten 1 5) proposes to derive a luminancecorrection signal by incorporating in the transmitter an electronic circuit that
imitates the receiver characteristics. The difference of the input and the output
signal to this circuit is a measure for the correction signal to be transmitted
with the luminance signal. Gibson and Schroeder 59) propose to transmit a
luminance signal of the type
(2.18)

where Ac again denotes the amplitude of the subcarrier signal and By =
0·59 Ea + 0· 30 ER + 0·11 EB; y is assumed to be 2. They show that with this
signal approximately correct luminance detail rendering is obtained. The obvious
advantage in comparison with the method of Chatten is that the derivation of
the correction signal is relatively simple. The same type of correction signal is
proposed by Yefimkin 60).
A fundamental drawback of systems in which a luminance-correction signal
is transmitted within the composite signal is that the compatible picture on
most monochrome receivers shows exaggerated luminance detail that manifests
itselfby brightness enhancement in transitions. It is true that with a monochrome
receiver having full response at the subcarrier frequency this effect occurs
only slightly. Due to the rectification of the subcarrier signal in such receivers
the luminance defects due to imperfect constant-luminance operation, appear as
well as in a colour receiver. Hence, here too the corrected luminance signal
compensates for these defects in luminance reproduction. However, in the
majority of black-and-white receivers the subcarrier signal is strongly attenuated, so the luminance they display is almost solely determined by the luminance
signal. The correction signal will then give rise to brightness enhancement of
contours, which in practice appears to be quite annoying.
By the way, we note that in the SECAM and in the F AM systems, in which
the rectification of the subcarrier signal cannot compensate for the constantluminance errors the employment of a luminance correction signal in the
transmitted composite signal will always give rise to brightness enhancement
in transitions in the compatible picture, even if the subcarrier signal reaches the
picture tube without attenuation. The employment of this correction method
in these systems is therefore out of the question.
The following general conclusions can be drawn: For reference white all
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colour and luminance reproduction and/or the adherence to constant luminance. The conventional system yields correct large area colour and luminance
reproduction, however the aberrations of constant-luminance operation are
relatively large, hence rendering of luminance detail is incorrect. The systems
employing Ey" yield better adherence to constant luminance but large-area
reproduction of colour and luminance are erroneous. Application of a luminance corrector in the receiver improves reproduction but has the drawback of
requiring a rather intricate non-linear circuit in the receiver. Application of a
luminance corrector in the transmitter removes this drawback, however it
detracts from adherence to the constant-luminance principle and from compatibility.
Charts showing subcarrier amplitude and phase as a function of reproduced
colour for various methods of gamma correction are given by Bingley 7).
Formulas for the aberrations of constant-luminance operation with the standard NTSC signal are also derived by Bailey 61). A survey of the American
work on the problem of gamma correction is given in Chapter II of "Principles
of Color Television" 62).
A plea of more recent date for employing the Ey"-signal is that made by
James and Karwowski 6 3). They propose a simple correction circuit in the
receiver to provide partial compensation for the errors in the large-area reproduction of luminance and colour. However, Sproson 64) has carried out computations concerning the remaining errors for a number of representative
colours and concludes that these errors are still intolerably large. The envelope
detection of the composite colour television signal introduces distortion of the
subcarrier signal. This distortion depends on the level of the luminance signal.
It might be supposed that in this respect the E y" -system would be better than the
standard system but Newell 65) has shown that this is not the case. Comparative
computations on the susceptibility to noise of this system and the standard
system have been carried out by Lord 6 6). He concludes that in this respect the
Ey"-system and the Ey'-system behave similarly.
A different approach is described by White 67) and Gargini 68). They propose
to transmit the Ey" -signal and to employ a one-gun display tube with multiplicative properties, fed by luminance- and chromaticity signals. Two objections
may be raised against this idea. In the first place the proposed display tube is not
available and it is open to doubt whether it will ever be available. The second
objection is of a fundamental nature: such a tube should be driven by a signal
of the type
EM 1 1y

(0·33 Ea

+ 0·33 ER + 0·33 EB)lly

rather than by the signal Ey", that is transmitted in order to obtain constant-
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2.8.2. Statistical approach to constant-luminance errors
2.8.2.1. Need for statistical data on colour saturation

We have seen that the usual method of gamma correction introduces serious
aberrations of constant-luminance operation for saturated colours. System
designs which are better in this respect suffer from at least one of the following
disadvantages: incorrect large-area colour reproduction, increased receiver
complexity and unsatisfactory compatibility. It is therefore appropriate to
investigate whether the luminance errors introduced by the simple system employing Ey' are tolerable in practical circumstances and whether methods can
be devised to correct for these errors in the receiver, if this is wanted, be it at the
price of greater receiver complexity.
At first glance the errors seem to be intolerably large. The computations of
Livingston 57,58) show that the aberrations from constant luminance are quite
considerable for saturated colours. The erroneous reproduction of luminance
detail in highly saturated colours can easily be made visible by switching off two
of the three primary colour signals when a picture with high luminance detail is
reproduced. In particular the blue picture shows the deleterious effects of the
lack of constant luminance in the system.
We must note, however, that this is a typically theoretical situation. In
practical pictures highly saturated colours occur very rarely. This is because the
colours of all natural pigments and dyes are rather unsaturated. The colour
gamut _covered by the colour television system is larger than that covered by
any other reproduction technique, which is apparent from plots of colour points
of the colours of available inks and dyes in the colour triangle 69). It is clear also
from similar plots of colours in outdoor scenes as, for instance, given by
MacAdam 39). Further evidence is given also by the measurements of Bornemann 40).
The quoted data are mainly of a qualitative nature, they can therefore not be
decisive. Basing his considerations on the known data on inks and dyes,
Grosskopf 70) finds that the maximum value of the subcarrier amplitude in the
NTSC system with normal scenes never exceeds about 70% of the maximum
possible value occurring for saturated red and cyan. This is still rather much,
so this figure cannot quite explain why the detrimental effects of lack of constant luminance are so seldom observed in normal pictures.
2.8.2.2. Measurements on subcarrier level distribution

In order to obtain relevant statistical figures based on a large number of pictures a second series of measurements concerning the statistical properties of
colour television signals was carried out.
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NTSC system depends on the magnitudes of the I- and Q-signals. It was however
considered very desirable to carry out measurements on only one parameter
characterizing sufficiently the magnitude of the constant-luminance errors. An
obvious choice is the amplitude of the subcarrier signal. It is true that the
constant-luminance error also depends somewhat on the phase of the subcarrier
signal due to its ellipticity. However, the ellipticity of the standard NTSC
signal is not so large that approximation by a circular subcarrier signal is
unacceptable for our purpose.
We have found that, if y = 2, the constant-luminance error can be expressed
by
(2.4)

The contours of constant .d 2 in a plane withE/ and EQ' as coordinate axes are
ellipses 9). The ratio of the lengths of the major and minor axes is only 1·27.
By approximation we replace these ellipses by circles, choosing for the radius
of these circles the average value of the length of the major and the minor
axes of the ellipses. Doing so, we obtain:
(2.19)
where Ac is the amplitude of the subcarrier signal.
So for the total reproduced luminance we have
L =

Ey'2

+ 0·52 Ac2 •

(2.20)

According to this formula the deviation from constant luminance depends
approximately quadratically on the subcarrier amplitude.
The employment of subcarrier amplitude as the parameter to be analyzed
statistically has an additional advantage. The statistical properties of this
quantity have also to be known if computations have to be carried out on the
mutual interference of colour television transmissions in equal or neighbouring
television channels. Such computations must be made if allocation plans have
to be designed. It was also for that purpose that the measurements were carried
out.
It is not sufficient only to know the average value of Ac occurring with normal television scenes, though it provides a convenient general figure. What is
wanted is in fact the statistical distribution of the momentary levels of the
subcarrier signal. The subcarrier amplitude Ac is maximum for saturated red
and cyan (see fig. 2-1); Ac is then 0·63 if 1 denotes peak white.
An electrical signal representing Ac can be obtained by envelope detection
of the subcarrier signal. However, this signal is of the suppressed-carrier type.
Moreover the modulating signals have bandwidths in the order of magnitude
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of about 1 Mc/s, whereas the subcarrier frequency is about 4 Mcjs. It is evident
that the design of an envelope detector for this signal gives rise to difficulties.
These can, however, be greatly reduced by converting the subcarrier signal to a
higher frequency. With proper design of the circuits the resulting errors can
then be kept negligibly small.
In an apparatus which was built for measuring the statistical properties of
subcarrier amplitude, the signal representing Ao was fed to two measuring
devices in parallel. The first one measures the average value of the input signal,
while the second one measures the distribution of the momentary levels of the
input signal. The measuring circuits, their design principles and their alignment
procedure have been described elsewhere 37,71). The total voltage range of the
signal A o was divided into 20 parts at equal distances. Hence every next step
corresponds to 5% increase of the signal level.
The indicating instrument was calibrated in such a manner that it read 100
if the selected level was always surpassed. As blanking time amounts to 26% of
the total time the meter reads 74 at all positions of the level switch if a signal is
presented to it corresponding to a flat field in saturated red or cyan. We shall
call such a signal the "maximum subcarrier amplitude signal".
The results of the measurements have been published earlier in the quoted
reference. There the measuring results are given for a number of well known
pictures of the NTSC and SMPTE test slides. We shall repeat here only the
values pertaining to the averages of large series of pictures. They are given in
table 1.
The table gives in the upper row the average value P of the subcarrier amplitude. Calibration is such that the meter reads 100 for the "maximum subcarrier
amplitude signal" (corresponding to a flat red or cyan field). The further rows
give the average percentages of time during which each of the 20 signal levels
are surpassed. Column 1 gives the results obtained with 36 NTSC-SMPTE test
slides. Column 2 pertains to the measuring results obtained with 267 slides
including the NTSC-SMPTE slides and once the colour bar signal. These
slides included a great diversity of scenes: landscapes, sport scenes, water
scenes, close ups of men, animals and flowers, town views, etc. A number .
of hand-painted cartoons was also included, which in general contained comparatively saturated colours. All slides were scanned in a carefully adjusted
flying-spot scanner provided with normal gamma correction. Column 3 of the
table collects the results obtained with 28 studio scenes viewed with a colour
television camera. The fourth column gives the average of the values of column
2 and 3. Column 5 gives the data of column 4 multiplied by 100/74. Thus the
figures listed in this column refer to the percentage of the time that the "true
picture signal" is present (that is, total time minus blanking time), during
which the indicated level is surpassed.
During all measurements the reference burst was omitted. From the statistical
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TABLE I
1
p

Level
0
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

11·4

2

3

4

10·5

12·1

11·3

5

Percentage of the time during which level is surpassed
66·0
44·3
32·4
23·4
17·2
11-l
7·0
4·2
2·6
1·7
1·0
0·6
0·4
0·1
0·01
0
0
0
0
0
0

57·0
40·2
27·7
19·2
13·0
8·2
5·4
3·0
1·9
1·2
0·8
0·6
0·4
0·3
0·2
0·2
0·16
0·14
0·13
0·09
0·05

58·2
41·8
29·2
20·0
14·4
10·0
6·7
4·2
2·4
1·3
0·7
0·5
0·3
0·17
0·12
0·08
0·05
0·03
0·02
0·01
0

57·6
41·0
.18·4
19·6
13-7
9·1
6·1
3·6
2·2
1·2
0·8
0·6
0·4
0·23
0·16
0·14
0·11
0·09
0·07
0·05
0·02

I

77·9
55·4
38·4
26·4
18·5
12·3
8·2
4·9
3·0
1·7
1·0
0·7
0·5
0·32
0·22
0·19
0·14
0·11
0·10
0·07
0·03

36 NTSC-SMPTE slides.
267 mixed slides (including 1 time colour bar signal).
28 studio scenes.
Average of 2 and 3.
Same data as 4, but now the results of the level measurements are multiplied by 100/74.
Theoretical maximum for Pis 100, theoretical maximum of percentage of time during
which level 0 (no subcarrier signal) is surpassed is 74.

point of view the properties of the burst signal are not interesting: it has always
the same magnitude.
2.8.2.3. Evaluation of the measuring results; conclusions on gamma correction
and constant-luminance errors

Let us now try to evaluate these measuring results. From column 5 of the
table we see: during 1 % of the time the signal surpasses 50% of its maximum
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possible value and during 50% of the signal time the signal surpasses about 7%
of its maximum possible value. These figures show clearly how seldom high
levels of the subcarrier amplitude occur in the transmission of normal picture
material.
Formula (2.20) shows that the constant-luminance error is proportional to
the square of the subcarrier amplitude. This means that during only 1 % of the
time that part of the luminance information, which is transmitted by the
chrominance channel is more than 25 %of the maximum possible transport of
luminance information by this channel. Moreover the measuring results of
table 1 show that the distribution of the subcarrier levels is "smooth". During
about 5% of the time the subcarrier exceeds one third of its maximum level, and
so on.
These data explain perfectly why the constant-luminance errors are so seldom
annoying in normal pictures. They explain also why the constant-luminance
defects are so much more visible in colour bars than in normal pictures.
As we have seen earlier that the visible effect of chrominance bandwidth
reduction is mainly due to the luminance defects it produces, it is now clear
that the bandwidth reduction has much less effect with normal picture material
than with the colour bar signal (sec. 2.3.3).
We must conclude that the only important theoretical disadvantage of the
choice of the simple luminance signal £y', its erroneous reproduction of luminance detail in areas of high colour saturation, due to imperfect adherence to
the constant-luminance principle, in practice is so small that its effect can only
occasionally be observed, thanks to the statistical properties of normal programme material. Thus there is no reason to prefer one of the other methods of
forming the luminance signal, discussed before. For all these alternatives show
disadvantages to be coped with, viz. erroneous large-area colour reproduction,
complicated receiver design and unsatisfactory compatibility. It will be clear
that this conclusion holds equally for the NTSC, the SECAM and the FAM
system all these systems employ the same type ofluminance signal and therefore
suffer from the same constant-luminance errors.
It is interesting to note that also in the standard NTSC system luminance
correction in the receiver is possible in principle. This is once clear from expression (2.19) which shows that the constant-luminance error is approximately
proportional to the square of the subcarrier an1plitude. It may hence be expected that by deriving a signal proportional to this quantity luminance correction
can be accomplished to some degree. We shall investigate this point in chapter 3.
A few general remarks on the measuring results concerning the subcarrier
amplitude levels have yet to be made. Comparison of the measured values for
the various classes of signals shows that, on the whole, the differences are not
very marked. The NTSC test slides show, in general, slightly higher values of
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and colour transmission systems. In general, therefore, they contain rather
much "colour". Comparatively the largest values of subcarrier amplitude are
shown by some cartoon slides. This is not surprising, for these pictures too
were especially designed to show the possibilities of "colour". This indicates
that it is possible that during the transmission of special programmes such as
cartoon-films, the constant-luminance errors will be somewhat larger than
they normally are. However, it may safely be stated that the actual effect of
these errors as observed in practice allows a sufficient margin.
As to the camera scenes: here the subcarrier levels are slightly higher than
for the slides. This again is certainly due to the fact that these scenes are
artificial and intentionally highly coloured. Nevertheless, the difference from
the slides is but small.
The measuring results do not reveal for what colours in general the higher
values of the subcarrier amplitude occur. Observations with a vectorscope
show that the higher values of the subcarrier occur most often for red to yellow
parts of the scene. This shows once more the importance of having a comparatively large bandwidth in the /-channel. We note also that, on the grounds of
this observation, bad rendering of red and yellow parts of the scene must be
expected if a transmission system is employed where large-area colour reproduction is erroneous for saturated colours, like the Ey"-system discussed before.
Here of course the detrimental effect is not moderated by having a larger bandwidth in the !-channel.
Finally we note that the device described for measuring the statistkal distribution of signal levels can also be used for luminance signal measurements of
a similar nature. In this way interesting figures on the statistical properties of
the luminance signal and hence also of monochrome television signals are obtained. It is not within the scope of our present discussion to describe these
measuring results in detail. We mention only that it appears that the distribution of luminance levels is much flatter than that of the subcarrier levels. For
details on the measurements reference is made to the quoted article 3 7,71).
2.9. Noise and interference in the transmission system

The colour television signal is mote susceptible to various types of disturbing
signals than the monochrome television signal is, due to the additional effect of
the disturbances on the colour channel. In all colour transmission systems of
interest at present, the luminance information is transmitted in the same manner as in monochrome television. The effect of the disturbing signal on the
luminance signal is therefore the same as in monochrome television and needs
not be discussed here.
The effect of noise and interfering signals on the colour signal depends on
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will. The amplitude of the subcarrier signal is limited by considerations concerning the dynamic range of the transmission system (maximum signal level that
can be transmitted free of distortion) and the compatibility of the signal. The
bandwidth of the subcarrier signal depends on the location of the subcarrier in
the video band, on the bandwidth of the modulating signals and on the modulation method.
Several investigators have carried out theoretical and experimental studies
on the susceptibility to noise and interference of the standard NTSC signal.
Measurements on the susceptibility to noise have been carried out by Fredendall72), van de Polder 73), Carnt and Townsend 74), Pevzner 3) and MUller and
Wengenroth 75). Susceptibility to sine wave interference has been investigated
by Fredendall 72), Lubben and van de Polder 76) and Mayer 77). Multipath
reception has been investigated by Bernath and Brand 78), Bernath 79) and
Schonfelder 51). For numerical data reference may be made to the quoted
investigations. At this point a general conclusion based on them may suffice.
The NTSC system proves to be not noticeably more susceptible to noise and
multipath reception than black-and-white television, the difference being in the
order of 1 to 2 db. The system is more susceptible to sine wave interference, but
only near the subcarrier frequency.
In the SECAM system we have an example of a system utilizing a different
modulation method. The effects of noise and interference will therefore be of a
different nature, compared to the NTSC system. It is not easy to predict
theoretically the visible effect of white noise in comparison with the NTSC
system. The results of theoretical studies on this topic have therefore necessarily
to be complemented by those of suitable comparative experimental investigations. The matter is complicated by the fact that the available results of investigations concern different versions of the SECAM system. For details of the
investigations reference may be made to the literature on the subject. Experimental investigations with a simple version of the SECAM system are described
by Cassagne and Sauvanet 80). Maximum frequency deviation of the frequency
modulated subcarrier signal is 0·7 Mcjs; the peak-to-peak subcarrier amplitude
is 40% of peak white. SchOnfelder 51) has carried out- a thorough theoretical
and practical examination of the comparative susceptibility to noise and interference of the NTSC and the SECAM system based on a similar version of the
SECAM system (subcarrier amplitude 42% of peak white and frequency deviation 1 Mc/s). De Vrijer 81) also bases his considerations on a SECAM system of
similar design. The crosstalk into the chrominance channel from high-frequency
components in the luminance signal and its effects is also taken into consideration by the last-named authors. Both SchOnfelder and de Vrijer conclude that
the overall susceptibility to sine wave interference, crosstalk and noise is greater
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conclusion holds for the overall performance of the systems. For sine wave
interference the SECAM system is less susceptible than the NTSC system in the
direct neighbourhood of the subcarrier frequency but more at certain frequencies far from the subcarrier. Cassagne and Sauvanet 80) come to different conclusions. They found that the susceptibility to noise of the SECAM system
equals that of the NTSC system but that susceptibility to sine-wave interference
is greater for the NTSC system than for the SECAM system.
In the most recent version of the SECAM system 52) (see sec. 2.13.3) the
amplitude of the subcarrier signal in the absence of colour is only 10% of peak
white voltage. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio pre-emphasis of the chrominance signals is employed. Moreover, the subcarrier signal passes a filter that
boosts the components beyond the nominal subcarrier frequency. So if colour is
present the amplitude of the subcarrier signal increases. Maximum frequency
deviation is 0·77 Mc/s. The aim of these modifications is to improve the poor
compatibility of the SECAM signal (see sec. 2.12) while not deteriorating susceptibility to spurious signals and noise. The susceptibility to noise and interference of this modern version of the SECAM system has recently been tested
extensively by several investigators. Theoretical studies, comparing this system
with the NTSC system, have been presented by Fagot 8 2), Mayer 83), Melchior
84) and Freeman 85). Their investigations lead to the conclusion that the behaviour of the two systems is different in different situations. It is probable that
the overall performance of both systems will not show important differences.
From an experimental investigation Bernath 79) concludes that both systems
provide about equal performance. Extended experimental investigations in the
Philips Research Laboratories 86,87), which take into account many different
situations, showed that in general the overall susceptibility to noise and interference of the NTSC system is less than that of the SECAM system but that
under normal receiving conditions the differences are of little importance.
As to multipath effects: Various experimental investigations 51,78,79,88),
have shown that the effect of multipath reception on the luminance signal is by
far the predominant one. Since all systems under consideration employ the same
type of luminance signal, they behave similarly under multipath conditions.
Finally we consider the F AM system. Here the signalER'- Ey' is amplitudemodulated on the subcarrier whereas the signal EB' -Ey' is frequency-modulated on the subcarrier. A thorough investigation of this system was carried out
by Mayer 83,89). He finds that the system can be designed in such a manner that
susceptibility to noise and interfering signals is only slightly worse than for the
NTSC system. However, this can only be obtained if the nominal modulation
depth for saturated colours is taken as 1·875, which means that strong overmodulation is allowed to exist. Likewise the nominal frequency deviation for
saturated colours is large, viz. 0·95 Mc/s, which is considerably more than can
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The consequence is that colours of high saturation cannot be transmitted
faithfully.
By the way we note that a further consequence of this design is that the
average subcarrier amplitude is relatively large. Together with the fact that the
subcarrier is also frequency-modulated this causes that the visibility of the
subcarrier in the compatible picture is larger than for the NTSC system.
2.10. Imperfections of the transmission path

In the preceding sections it was tacitly assumed that the transmission path
has ideal characteristics. We shall now consider briefly what the effect is of
imperfections of the transmission path for the systems under discussion. The
most important characteristics to be considered are: gain-frequency characteristic of the transmission channel in the neighbourhood of the subcarrier
frequency, phase-frequency characteristic in the same region, dependence of the
gain at subcarrier frequency on the level of the luminance signal and dependence of subcarrier phase on the level of the luminance signal.
In the NTSC system deviations of the gain-frequency or the phase-frequency
characteristics of the transmission channel in the subcarrier region from the
ideal case will introduce not only linear distortion of the chrominance signals
but also quadrature crosstalk between them in colour transitions 91). In practice these effects are generally of no importance; it appears that the requirements for the transmission system in this respect are so moderate that they can
be met without undue effort.
In the SECAM system too aberrations of the gain and phase characteristics
affect the rendering of transients in the chrominance signals. It should be noted
that even in the case of ideal characteristics colour transitions are distorted by
the transmission of the frequency-modulated signal through a narrow passband. This causes the transient response to depend on the hue and saturation
of the colours between which the transition occurs. Calculations and measurements on this phenomenon are given by Schonfelder 5l,90). The effect of aberrations of the desired phase characteristic (or alternatively of the group-delay
characteristic) have been investigated by the same author 51}. He finds that the
total effect of such errors of the transmission channel is about equal for the
SECAM and the NTSC system.
In the F AM system the relations are more complicated. Here even ideal
characteristics warrant neither absence of crosstalk between the chrominance
signals nor faithful rendering of transitions. This is because the transmission of
the sidebands, introduced by the amplitude modulation of the subcarrier, is
influenced by the momentaneous frequency, which is in turn determined by the
frequency modulation. Furthermore the bandwidth limiting of the frequency·
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crosstalk of the frequency-modulating chrominance signal exists into the amplitude-modulating signal.
If aberrations of the amplitude and phase (or group delay) characteristics
occur, these phenomena in general will increase. These effects have been investigated thoroughly by Mayer 89). It appears that crosstalk of the AM signal into
the FM signal due to aberrations of gain and phase characteristics leads to
errors in the reproduction that are in the same order of magnitude as corresponding aberrations cause in the NTSC system. These crosstalk phenomena are
mainly observable in transitions. However, crosstalk of the FM signal into the
AM signal due to a non-ideal gain characteristic in the subcarrier region is more
deleterious since the aberrations cause the FM signal to generate additional
amplitude modulation. This is a serious error since it affects the colour of
large areas in the scene. Calculations 89) ,show that aberrations of ± 1 db
within the passband of the subcarrier signal lead to errors of the same magnitude
as phase errors of 10° and amplitude errors of 20% in the NTSC system. These
figures show that slight aberrations of the ideal characteristic lead to considerable errors in colour reproduction.
Subsequently we have to consider the effects of the dependence of the gain
and phase characteristics on the level of the luminance signal. Commonly these
properties are referred to as differential gain and differential phase. They are
caused by non-linear effects in the circuits of the transmission chain, in particular the dependence of the parameters of active elements on their working point
is responsible for them. The consequences of these effects in the NTSC system
can easily be understood. Since in this system the phase of the subcarrier mainly
transmits the hue to be rendered and the amplitude of the subcarrier mainly
transmits the saturation, differential phase affects the hue and differential gain
the saturation of the reproduced colours. In practice the effects of differential
phase can in particular be quite serious 92 •93 •94). In general, existing monochrome transmission facilities have to be corrected for this effect if they are to
be employed for colour transmissions 95). It is true that this leads to extra
requirements to be met by the transmission system, however, it must be born
in mind that these requirements are associated almost only with r.f. transmitters and point-to-point links; in receivers serious difficulties rarely occur in
this respect. Many experiments 96) and everyday American practice have shown
that stable operation within close tolerances can be attained with proper design
of transmitting facilities.
The SECAM system is in this respect much more favourable. Differential
gain errors are in principle eliminated by the limiting stage for the frequencymodulated subcarrier signal in the receiver. Differential phase introduces still
errors but it can be found by calculation and by measurements that much more
differential phase can be tolerated than in the NTSC system. The effect of
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of errors of 30° in the SECAM system 51). It is clear that in this respect the
SECAM system is superior to the NTSC system.
The F AM system is more susceptible to differential gain errors than the
NTSC system. This is because these errors affect only the amplitude-modulated
chrominance signal so that not only saturation changes but also hue changes
occur. While in the NTSC system the just noticeable differential gain amounts
to about 15%, in the FAM system this value is about 8% 89). As to differential
phase errors: it can be expected that the behaviour of the system will be comparable to that of the SECAM system.
2.11. Ease of decoding the transmitted signal
A further point to be taken into account when comparing transmission systems concerns the requirements to be met by the decoding system. This is an
important question since it is related to the costs of the receiver.
The decoding instrumentation depends on the type of display system employed. We shall discuss this matter at length in the chapter on decoding systems but here we have to make some general remarks in order to be able to
incorporate this topic in our comparative considerations on the various transmission systems.
At present three types of display systems are of practical interest. First of all
there is the well known three-gun shadow-mask tube. Its guns have to be driven
with the gamma-corrected primary colour signals ER', Ea' and En'. The same
is valid for projection display systems, which are at present only in use for large
screen reproduction.
From the NTSC signal the colour-difference signals ER'- Ey', EB'- Ey' and
Ea'-Ey' can be obtained by synchronous detection of the subcarrier signal
while Ey' is taken from the luminance channel.
The SECAM system transmits ER'-Ey' and
line-sequentially.
These signals are obtained in the receiver by frequency demodulation of the
subcarrier signal. It must be noted that the frequency discriminator has to meet
stringent requirements in tuning stability. To make available both signals at
the same time a delay line is employed which stores the chrominance information during one line scan. For the 625-line system this delay line has to delay the
signal for 64 ftSec. The need for this delay line and the associated line-switching
circuits complicates the receiver so much that the overall chrominance processing circuitry is even more complicated than in the NTSC receiver.
In the FAM system the signal ER'-Ey' is obtained by amplitude detection
of the subcarrier signal while the signal En'-·Ey' is obtained by frequency
detection. As far as the detection technique for a three~ gun receiver is concerned
this transmission system provides the simplest solution.
The second group of display tubes employs only one gun. The single beam is
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frequency) is equal to the subcarrier frequency and the switching rate of the
beam differs from the subcarrier frequency. As to the switching as such: the
sequence of the colours can be monotonously repeated, for instance RBGRBG-RBG etc. and the sequence can be alternated, for instance RBG-GBRRBG-GBR etc. The first case is commonly called "continuous colour sequence"
(CCS), the second case usually is referred to as "reversed colour sequence"
(RCS).
For each of these cases a required driving signal can be formulated. The
technique for deriving such formulations is well known 97). It appears that the
required driving signal for RCS operation does not resemble any of the signals
provided directly by one of the transmission systems under discussion. Hence,
the driving signal has to be obtained by demodulating the sul>carrier signal and
by forming the driving signal from the demodulated colour signals. In certain
cases different methods can be applied, which are, however, not much simpler
to accomplish.
The CCS case offers more interesting possibilities. It appears that the required driving signal for this case resembles very much the composite signal
transmitted by the NTSC system. The driving signal can therefore be formed
by simple transformations of the transmitted signal. The SECAM and the F AM
system do not offer such simple possibilities. Here the transmitted signal has
first to be decoded fully. From the demodulated signals subsequently the driving signal has to be formed.
We conclude that with one-gun display tubes the NTSC system has strong
advantages. It is true that at present only three-gun tubes are applied in commercial colour receivers, but in view of their inherent features it seems not
unlikely that the development of one-gun tubes will make further progress so
that one day or another the application of such tubes will be attractive.

2.12. Compatibility of the colour television signal
A further property of the various transmission systems worth incorporating
in our comparative study is the extent to which the requirement of compatibility
is fullfilled.
In a black-and-white receiver the demodulated composite video signal is fed
to the picture tube. Basically the compatible picture is formed by the luminance
signal. For all systems under discussion this signal is of the form:
(1.4)

We have seen earlier that this signal does not exactly describe the luminance of
the original scene due to the method of gamma correction. It follows that the
luminance signal does not exactly yield the intended compatible picture. The
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aberration is equal to the constant-luminance error in the colour reproduction.
Though in saturated colours this aberration can be quite large, in practice the
wrong gradation of parts of the scene containing saturated colours is rarely
annoying.
In addition to the luminance signal the subcarrier signal also contributes to
the monochrome reproduction of the colour television signal. Due to the nonlinear transfer characteristic of the picture tube the subcarrier signal is rectified.
If we write for the subcarrier signal Aceos(rost + g;) and if we assume that the
current in the picture tube can be written Io k VY, where V denotes the
driving signal, we obtain
Io

[Ey'+Aceos(wst

fl')]".

(2.21)

, Assuming y = 2, to facilitate the calculation, we obtain

+ !Ac2 COS 2 (rost + fl') + !Ac2 + 2Ey'Ac COS (w t + tp). (2.22)
The term with cos 2( rost + q>) describes a brightness pattern of very fine struc-

fo = Ey' 2

8

ture. Its average value is zero. Due to the finite resolution of the picture tube
caused by the dimensions of the scanning spot, this a.c. contribution can be
neglected.
The contribution 2 Ey' Accos(wst + rp) describes the dot pattern that is usually
visible in the monochrome reproduction. In the NTSC system h( ros/2n)
is exactly an odd multiple of half the line frequency. Hence, the dot pattern
is interlaced and nominally does not contribute to the luminance of the picture.
In the SECAM and the FAM system the subcarrier is frequency-modulated,
hence dot interlace is not perfect. This can be improved by resetting the phase of
the subcarrier at the start of each scanning line; however, the resulting dot
pattern always remains more annoying than that of the NTSC signal if the
average subcarrier amplitude is the same in both systems.
The term t Ac2 describes the luminance contribution of the subcarrier signal.
This contribution adds to the light output Ey' 2 due to the luminance signal.
For the NTSC system we found earlier (sec. 2.8.2.2), that the intended luminance can approximately be written:

L = Ey' 2

+ 0·52 Ac2 •

(2.20)

According to (2.22) the reproduced luminance on the monochrome receiver is
(2.23)
Comparison of (2.20) and (2.23) shows that the reproduced luminance is
almost equal to the intended luminance thanks to the subcarrier rectification in
the picture tube. We must remark here that in practice the compensation is not
so ideal for two reasons. First in very saturated colours the picture tube is
driven beyond cutoff. In these regions the power law is violated, hence the
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effects of overdriving the picture tube is given by Maurice 98 ). Furthermore, in
most receivers the subcarrier frequency is fairly attenuated, so the value of Ac of
the signal attaining the gun of the picture tube is smaller than that in the transmitted signal.
However, it appears that the favourable effect of subcarrier rectification in
practice is considerable. This was revealed by a series of experiments on the
monochrome reproduction of the NTSC signal employing both commercially
available black-and-white receivers and studio monitors while, moreover, the
amplification of the subcarrier signal could be adjusted separately.
In the SECAM and the F AM system subcarrier rectification occurs likewise.
However, there is not such a simple relationship between luminance errors and
the contribution of the subcarrier signal to reproduced luminance due to the
different modulation method for the chrominance signals. In this respect the
NTSC system is without doubt superior to the other systems.
As to the subjective effect of the visibility of the subcarrier dot structure in the
monochrome picture, this can only be evaluated by practical experiments.
Schonfelder 51 ) has measured the viewing distances for vanishing visibility of
the dot pattern for both the SECAM and the NTSC system. He finds that the
noticeability of the subcarrier dot pattern of the SECAM system is equal to
that of the NTSC system if the SECAM subcarrier amplitude is about 8 % of
the luminance signal for peak white. Bernath 79) found that the dot-structure
visibility in the modern version of the SECAM system with subcarrier amplitude 10% of peak white 5 2) is slightly greater than in the NTSC system. Comparative experiments carried out in the Philips Research Laboratories 99) also
showed that the visibility of the subcarrier dot pattern in the modern SECAM
system is greater than that in the NTSC system.
As to the F AM system, Mayer 8 9) has carried out subjective experiments
comparing the visibility of the subcarrier in the NTSC and the F AM system,
which show that the NTSC system is superior in this respect.
2.13. Modifications of the basic transmission systems

2.13.1. Introductory remarks
The preceding paragraphs provide the material needed for a comparative
evaluation of the merits of the various transmission systems. Before we try to
formulate these conclusions we shall first survey in brief some proposals for
modifications of the basic systems as described previously.
To start with, we note that the majority of such possible modifications have
already been discussed in connection with the aspects of the system to be improved by the proposed modifications. The various methods for improving
constant luminance may be mentioned as an example.

812.13.2. Modifications of the NTSC system

2.13.2.1. Adaptation of the subcarrier signal to one-gun decoding
As to the NTSC system: what remains is a number of modifications proposed
for the subcarrier signal. On the general idea opinions are quite uniform: two
linear combinations of the signals ER' -Ey' and EB' -Ey' have to be modulated in quadrature on the subcarrier. In sec. 2.2 we have discussed the considerations that led to the choice of these signals in the standard NTSC system. It
must however be noted that the mentioned desiderata do not lead absolutely
to the choice as made; there appears to be a rather broad range of design possibilities. This means that, within certain limits, there is room for modification
with a view to simplification of instrumentation, in particular of the receivers,
without leading to inferiority in transmission quality. In particular the question
might be posed whether it is possible to find a signal formulation that simplifies
the decoding system for one-gun display tubes. We shall discuss this question in
chapter 3, for the present the conclusion arrived at there may suffice. This
conclusion is that within the range of formulations satisfying the transmission
requirements a subcarrier signal can be formulated that considerably simplifies
decoding instrumentation for CCS operation.
2.13.2.2. Circular subcarrier signal

Another modification which was considered at a certain stage of the development of the standard NTSC system was the circular subcarrier signa157,61).
With such a subcarrier signal the luminance contribution of the colour signal
is independent of the phase of the subcarrier. This feature has the advantage
that the imperfect rendering of luminance detail can be compensated for relatively simply by deriving a signal proportional to the amplitude of the subcarrier.
However, from the point of view of general transmission quality the circular
subcarrier signal was judged to be inferior to the standardized signal. Moreover,
it may be noted that the slight ellipticity of the standard signal is hardly a drawback if circuits for luminance detail correction have to be designed. We shall
investigate the possibilities of such luminance correction circuits in chapter 3.
2.13.2.3. Enhancement of single-sideband components of the subcarrier signal

A further group of modification proposals concerns the single-sideband
modulated part of the subcarrier signal. In the standard system this part is
devoted to the high-frequency components of the /-signal. The single-sideband
transmission of these components however causes that the synchronous detector delivers them with half the intended signal level. If the correct signal level
relations should be restored these components had to be "boosted" by a special
output filter, whose gain characteristic should be ideally as depicted in fig. 2-15.
Needless to say that the desired steep transition in the amplitude characteristic
cannot easily be obtained.
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Schonfelder lOO) has proposed to boost these signal components in the encoder, since there more elaborate circuits may be applied. The disadvantage of
this technique is that crosstalk of the chrominance signal into the luminance
channel increases, while also the compatibility of the signal is unfavourably
affected.
2.13.2.4. Signal-controlled encoding
An entirely different proposal is made by Richman 9). He proposes to select
the broad-band coding axis in dependence of the momentaneous signal content.
For unsaturated colours the broad-band axis should coincide with the /-axis.
For saturated colours the luminance defects due to lack of constant-luminance
operation dominate the colour errors, so it is suggested to choose here the
broad-band axis in such a way that the luminance defects are minimized. In the
"intermediate saturation". region some reasonable adaptation between the
coding for saturated and for unsaturated colours must be found. The instrumentation of the coding along the proposed lines is very complicated. It might
be doubted whether in practice satisfactory and stable operation might be
realized.
The receiver must be of the "broad eq uiband type", that is, both chrominance
channels have full bandwidth including the single-sideband components. This
is a consequence of the proposed "signal-controlled encoding". It is argued that
the quadrature crosstalk that dominates the luminance errors in colours of low
and of moderate saturation will not lead to visible colour distortions thanks
to the tritanopia of the fovea (see sec. 2.4.1). In fact the entire proposal is based
on the assumption that the usual theory pertaining to the relation between
foveal tritanopia and chrominance-bandwidth reduction in colour television
transmission is valid. On the ground of the fundamental criticism we have
developed against this theory we must conclude that signal-controlled encoding
as proposed is based on a wrong assumption and hence can not lead to satisfactory results, not to mention the technical difficulties arising in connection
with the formation of the signal.

2.13.2.5. Colour phase alternation
Another variant of the NTSC system investigated at length during the development period of the system employs the technique of "colour phase alterna-
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sequence of colours modulated on the subcarrier alternates either at field frequency or at line frequency. This can be accomplished by alternating the polarity of one of the quadrature components of the subcarrier signal. For instance
the signal alternates between the forms
0·88 (ER'- Ey') cosw 8 t

+ 0·48 (EB'- Ey') sin w t
8

and
0·88 (ER'- Ey') cos w 8 t - 0·48 (EB'- Ey') sin w 8 t.
The main feature of the method is that quadrature crosstalk errors are opposite in successive cycles of the switching sequence. Due to the integration properties of the eye the result is that these errors tend to cancel. This is also true
for colour errors due to differential-phase effects. It was thought that the crosstalk-reducing feature of the method might permit the employment of a subcarrier frequency near the upper limit of the video band, while both chrominance signals were single-sideband modulated on the subcarrier. However, the
disadvantages of the system were found to be so important that CPA was not
recommended at the time of the final system standardization. The main disadvantage is the occurrence of flicker effects. If the signal reversals are made
between fields, flicker is at one half of field frequency, if the reversals are made
between successive lines, flicker is at one quarter of field frequency. It must be
noted that due to the aberrations of the constant-luminance operation not only
does chromaticity flicker occur but also luminance flicker, in particular in areas
of high saturation and high brightness. According to Brown and Luck 1° 2) the
flicker at colour-edges can be quite excessive. Furthermore the method has the
effect of coarsening vertical colour detail. Finally the need for extra circuitry in
the receiver for performing the decoding reversals must be mentioned as an
inconvenience.
A theoretical study of the reproduction of transitions in the CPA-system and
in the standard system, made by Howells 1 0 3) also indicates that the standard
system is to be preferred.
In recent times new interest has arisen in the method of line-sequential phase
alternation, becoming known as PAL (Phase Alternation on Lines) 83, 1 0 4 ,10 5).
According to a proposal by Bruch 1 0 4 , 1 05) the phase alternation is effected by
transmitting line-sequentially the subcarrier signals
E/cos (w 8 t

+ 33°) + EQ'sin (w t + 33°)
8

and
-E/cos (wst
It can be shown

1 0 4)

+ 33°) + EQ'sin (w t + 33°).
8

that by averaging the chrominance information over two
successive scanning lines the effects of differential phase (sec. 2.10) and quadrature crosstalk (sec. 2.6.3) can be considerably reduced. In a decoding system of
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simple design the averaging can be obtained by the visual integration of the
reproduced picture during successive scanning lines. However, experiments
show that, if differential phase errors are present to an extent that leads to
noticeable errors of colour reproduction in the NTSC system, the PAL picture
shows line-crawl effects which are noticeable to practically the same extent 106).
A more perfect method of averaging employs a delay line which stores the
subcarrier signal for the duration of one line-scanning (64 p,sec for the 625line standard). However, vertical resolution is reduced by this technique. The
delay line has to meet very stringent stability requirements since the delay has to
be correct to within a few degrees of the subcarrier frequency. The need for this
device and the line-sequential switching circuits make the PAL receiver considerably more complicated than the NTSC receiver.
It must be noted that with ideal transmission channels the quality of the
reproduction will in principle be equal for both systems. Only when strong
differential-phase errors occur does the PAL system yield better results than the
NTSC system. It can therefore be stated that the PAL system alleviates tolerances on professional parts of the transmission chain while complicating the
receiver. In the opinion of the present writer such a modification is advisable
only if the advantages gained are very important. Whether this is so is open to
discussion. At present this question is under investigation in several laboratories.
If the subcarrier in the PAL system would be an odd multiple of half the
line-scanning frequency, as is the case in the NTSC system, its noticeability in
the compatible picture would be considerably greater than in the case of NTSC
transmission. Bruch 1 05) has shown that the subcarrier dot pattern with the
PAL system is least noticeable if the subcarrier frequency obeys the general
formulation.fs = (n--!-)fL + /F cjs, where n is an integer and/F is the frame
frequency (25 c/s).
2.13.3. Modifications of the SECAM system
As to the SECAM-FM system: a number of improvements of the simple
system as it was described earlier (sec. 1.3.3) 'have been proposed 52) and are
still under investigation at the time of writing. These modifications are mainly
concerned with the unsatisfactory compatibility of the system. Compatibility
can be improved by lowering the average subcarrier amplitude. However, if no
special measures are taken, reduction of the subcarrier amplitude magnifies
the susceptibility of the subcarrier signal to noise and to crosstalk from highfrequency components of the luminance signal. The compromise can be shifted
favourably by the application of pre-emphasis to the chrominance signals.
To amplify the effect a kind of pre-emphasis is also applied to the frequencymodulated subcarrier signal in that this signal is fed to a filter having high
attenuation at the nominal subcarrier frequency (corresponding to zero colour
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saturation) and increasing gain at frequencies which are off the nominal subcarrier frequency. In this way a favourable feature of the NTSC system is more
or less imitated in that the subcarrier vanishes for colourless parts of the scene.
Thanks to these measures the average subcarrier amplitude is reduced considerably; however, in regions of high luminance detail, where the luminance
signal contains many high-frequency components, excessive crosstalk of these
components is induced into the subcarrier signal. To reduce this crosstalk an
auxiliary signal is derived that is proportional to the momentaneous amount of
high-frequency components in the luminance signal. This auxiliary signal is
employed to elevate the subcarrier level during its occurrence. However, this
again affects unfavourably the compatibility of the signal; moreover, the technique of pre-emphasis and luminance-controlled subcarrier amplitude also
increases the defects introduced by the envelope detection of the vestigial-sideband modulated i.f.-signal in the colour receiver. It will be clear from the above
reasoning that the real improvement that can be gained by the introduction of
the measures mentioned above must necessarily be limited. Practical experiments will have to show what performance can be obtained with optimum design.
2.13.4. Modifications ofthe FAM system

As to the FAM system: an obvious modification is to transmit ER' -Ey' by
frequency modulation and EB'- Er' by amplitude modulation of the subcarrier.
This version has the disadvantage that overmodulation of the subcarrier is
more probable, in particular if the scene contains bright yellow 89).
The employment of the signals E/ and EQ' for modulating the subcarrier
yields no advantages as the F AM method does not provide simple means of
transmitting both components with different resolving capacity. Moreover, the
need for adding a matrix circuit to the decoder provides an extra complication.
2.14. General comparison of transmission system; conclusions
We are now prepared to give a final comparative evaluation of the transmission systems under discussion. It will be understood that absolute evaluation
is beyond the actual possibilities as in fact advantages and disadvantages of a
quite different nature have to be compared.
The most important aspect in the comparison is certainly the quality of the
system as a means of carrying relevant information about the scene. We have
seen in sec. 2.7 that in this respect the NTSC system is far superior to the other
systems.
Let us now survey further points of comparison. Crosstalk of the subcarrier ·
signal in the luminance channel in the NTSC system is reduced by the fact that
the subcarrier has a fixed frequency and vanishes for unsaturated colours.
Moreover, the remaining crosstalk reduces luminance errors in transitions
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(sec. 2.6.1.2). The other systems do not offer these advantages. Therefore,
though no systematic investigations are known about this point, it must be
expected that the other systems will certainly not be superior to the NTSC
system. As regards crosstalk from luminance components into the subcarrier
signal, the NTSC system profits here from the statistical properties of the colour
information in that the compromise between detail resolving capacity and
crosstalk is adapted to the individual colour signals by transmitting them with
different bandwidths (sec. 2.6.2.5). Moreover, since a fixed subcarrier frequency,
which is an odd multiple of half the line-scanning frequency, is employed the
visibility of the crosstalk is reduced by the favourable effects of dot interlace.
The other systems lack these features. Schonfelder gives a detailed analysis for
the SECAM system 51).
Susceptibility to noise and interference was considered in sec. 2.9. It was
fQund that, depending on the nature of the unwanted signal, the susceptibility
of the other systems is in general equal to or larger than that of the standard
NTSC system.
As regards imperfections of the transmission path we found that the susceptibility to linear distortion is about equal for the systems under discussion
with the exception that the F AM system is more susceptible to aberrations of
the gain-frequency characteristic (sec. 2.10). As to non-linear distortions it was
found that the NTSC system is considerably more susceptible to differentialphase errors than the SECAM system and the FAM system. Susceptibility to
differential gain proved to be greatest in the F AM system and least in the
SECAM system (sec. 2.10).
The compatibility of the NTSC system proved to be very good thanks to
three important properties of its subcarrier signal: it has a fixed frequency, it
vanishes for unsaturated colours so that the average subcarrier amplitude is
small and its resulting effect improves gradation of the reproduction (sec. 2.12).
The outstanding features of the NTSC system on this point cannot be equalled
by the other systems.
As to receiver complexity, if a three-gun display tube is to be employed, the
FAM system offers probably the simplest solution. The NTSC receiver has to
contain a subcarrier regenerator while the SECAM receiver must contain a
64 ,usee delay line and the line-switching circuits associated with it. If a CCS
one-gun tube is employed, the NTSC signal provides the easiest decoding
techniques (sec. 2.11).
Stability of receiver circuitry does not differ essentially for the three systems.
American and European colour receiver practice has shown that instabilities, if
present, almost always have to do with the picture tube and its associated circuitry 107). Of course, this part of the receiver is equal for all the systems considered.
The results presented compactly in this section show quite clearly what basic
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philosophy underlies the SECAM and the FAM system. As regards their ca·
pacity as carriers of information and their general reproduction quality, both
systems are without any doubt inferior to the NTSC system. In the F AM system
this is the price of simplifying decoding techniques in a three-gun receiver. It
must be admitted that in broadcasting techniques it is generally considered to
be a sound principle to attach much weight to receiver simplicity. The accept·
ance of next-best solutions as far as general transmission quality is concerned
in order to simplify receiving techniques is quite common in the field of broadcasting. The two-subcarrier system (TSC-system) was also based on this general
idea. However, the present author is of the opinion that the advantage gained
in the F AM system does by no means outweigh the loss of overall transmission
quality.
In the SECAM system the price is paid to decrease the susceptibility to non·
linear distortions. The distortions which are at issue here (primarily differentialphase errors) occur almost only in transmitters and point-to-point links. It
has been shown that, if they are designed properly, these parts of the transmission path can fully meet the requirements of the NTSC signal (sec. 2.10). So it
must be concluded that the SECAM system pays with loss of transmission
quality for simplifying professional transmitting apparatus. This is quite uncommon in the field of broadcasting. In the opinion of the author here the
price to be paid is much too high for the advantage gained.
The final conclusion can only be that the NTSC system is the best transmis·
sion system proposed up to now. Moreover, it must be concluded that the
standard form of this system is to be preferred. There appears to be no reason
for employing a differently shaped luminance signal, nor for utilizing colour
phase alternation or signal-controJied encoding. The only type of modification
which in the opinion of the author might be further considered is the possibility
of adapting the signal to the needs of one-gun display systems. This point will
be dealt with in a subsequent section of this study.
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3. INVESTIGATIONS ON DECODING IN COLOUR TELEVISION
Abstract
This chapter is concerned with decoding techniques in colour television. First an analysis is made of the essential functions of the decoding
system. In particular, methods of separating the luminance and chrominance information are considered. Then the mechanism of self-decoding
in one-gun display systems is dealt with. The errors inherent to this
decoding method are analyzed. Subsequently the problem of how to
translate the NTSC signal into a driving signal for a one-gun display
system working in continuous colour sequence is discussed. A new type
of signal translator circuit is dealt with, in which the overall decoding
circuitry is simplified. A subsequent section discusses the possibilities
of modifying the transmitted signal to the needs of sequential displays.
It is found that a modification in which a symmetrical subcarrier signal
is transmitted in place of the conventional NTSC subcarrier signal
permits simplification of one-gun decoding techniques while not detracting from transmission quality. Accordingly, a proposal is put forward for a subcarrier signal employing quadrature modulation with
modified /- and Q-signals. A subsequent section of this chapter deals
with possibilities of proper utilization of the vestigial-sideband components in the subcanier signal. Practical methods are surveyed and a
novel method is presented which is particularly suited for application
in decoding systems for one-gun tubes. This method employs two mixer
stages both acting as elliptical-gain amplifiers, of which the first is fed by
the complete subcarrier signal including the vestigial-sideband components, and the second by the double-sideband portion of the subcarrier
signal only. It is shown that the elliptical amplification of the second
mixer can be modified in such a way that without extra circuitry, the
conversion of the NTSC signal into a CCS dot-sequential signal is
incorporated in the circuit. It is also shown that theY-to-M conversion,
needed for translating the luminance signal into the monochrome signal
for a one-gun tube, can conveniently be incorporated into this circuit.
The last part of this chapter is devoted to methods of improving
luminance rendering in colour transitions. Because of imperfect adherence to the constant-luminance principle, luminance rendering is erroneous
in transitions. Since the magnitude of the errors depends on the subcarrier signal, correction methods can be devised by proper utilization
of this signal. Various groups of such methods are discussed. It is concluded that there are certain promising solutions which provide partial
correction but do not require complex additional circuitry.

3.1. Introduction
The discussion of transmission systems revealed the outstanding features of
the NTSC system and led to the conclusion that this system was preferable for
colour television transmissions.
Our study of principles and methods of decoding will therefore be based on
the assumption that an NTSC-type colour television signal is available in the
receiver. This does not mean that our considerations will be without any value
if other transmission systems are concerned; the results will also be applicable
in part to other band-sharing transmission systems.
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3.2.1. Filtering of the chrominance signals
The available signal is band-shared, that is luminance and colour information
are both transmitted within the video band. The luminance information is distributed over the entire video band while the chrominance information is contained in the subcarrier signal which occupies only the upper part of the video
band. In order to prevent it from being disturbed by the luminance information
filtering is essential.
The composite signal can be written

Et

Ey'

+ Ac COS (ws

(3.1)

V'),

where Ac denotes subcarrier amplitude and V' subcarrier phase. Decoding the
chrominance information requires synchronous detection of the subcarrier
signal. If no filtering is applied we have at the output of a synchronous detector
working in the cosine-phase

Eo= [Ey'

+ Accos(w t + V')]cos wst =
8

Ey' COS Wsl

!

AcCOS

(2wst

+ tp) + ! Ac COS tp

(3.2)

The contribution t Ac cos(2wst + V') is outside the video band and can be
removed simply by a suppression filter. The term tAceos'l' describes the wanted
chrominance signal, while the term Ey'coswst is an unwanted contribution
due to "synchronous detection of the luminance signal". Splitting up Ey' into
Eyz' and En', where En' denotes the band-shared part of the video band, we
have Eyz'cosw8 t + En'cosw 8 t. The term En'cosw 8 t describes the unavoidable crosstalk of the band-shared luminance components into the subcarrier
signal. It was considered in detail in sec. 2.6.2. The term En'coswst contains
only frequency components above the pass bands of the chrominance channels.
Hence these components can be filtered out in the receiver, either by having a
band-pass filter in front of the detectors or by having low-pass filters behind the

From video
detector

Fig. 3-1. (a) Block diagram of decoder employing cbrominance filtering.

-92detectors. In practice a combination of the two is commonly employed (fig.
3-la). In the case of "1-Q demodulation" filters of different bandwidth are
needed for both detectors.
The delay of the chrominance signals introduced by these filters must be
compensated for by passing the luminance signal through a delay line. This
delay line, which is found in every colour television receiver, is a component
whose proper design and application is a source of considerable trouble. In
practice, delays between 0·5 ttsec and I ~tsec are involved depending on the type
of filters employed in the chrominance channels.
The required delay time can considerably be reduced if an alternative filtering
method is employed. This method consists of separating the chrominance
information from the composite signal by subtracting the output signals of two
low-pass filters. The first low-pass filter passes the entire composite colour
television signal, the second passes solely the components below the subcarrier
band. Figure 3-lb shows the block diagram of a decoder based on this method
for the case of equi-band modulation. In the case of 1-Q demodulation with
unequal bandwidths a third low-pass filter is needed, the cutoff-frequency of
which should be about 3 Mcjs.

Fig. 3-1. (b) Block diagram of decoder employing luminance filtering.

The delay line which is needed must compensate the difference in delay of the
two low-pass filters. A rough calculation can give some idea of the reduction in
compensating delay. Let us assume that a subcarrier band from 4 Mc/s to
5 Mcfs must be separated from the composite signal and that the signal delay
introduced by a low-pass filter section is inversely proportional to its bandwidth
while the delay introduced by a band-pass filter section is inversely proportional to its half-bandwidth. Assuming in both cases that simple constant-k
filters are employed it can be shown that for equal attenuation the low-pass
filters must contain three sections for every section of the band-pass filter.
If the compensating delay in the case of the band-pass filter is 1 ~tsec, the lowpass filters only require about 0·075 psec.
Figure 3-lc shows schematically a convenient decoding circuit employing the
filtering method explained above. The composite colour television signal is fed
to three detector circuits in parallel producing directly the primary colour signals ER', Ea' and EB'. Each detector consists of two mixer stages. The left-
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Fig. 3·1. (c) Basic circuit of decoder employing luminance filtering.

hand stage is fed by the composite colour television signal. It is designed in
such a way that the direct amplification through this stage and the conversion
product of the input signal and the appropriately phased reference signal from
the subcarrier regenerator together produce the wanted primary colour signal.
The unwanted conversion product of the low-frequency components of the
luminance signal and the reference subcarrier are cancelled by the output of the
right-hand tube which is fed by the output signal of the 4 Mcfs low-pass filter
and the phase-inverted reference subcarrier. The subcarrier signal and the
reference subcarrier signal are removed from the output signal by a suppression
filter. This suppression filter has the same function as the suppression filter in
the luminance channel of the conventional circuit shown in fig. 3-la.
3.2.2. Decoding with sequential display devices
3.2.2.1. Three-gun and one-gun decoding systems

In the preceding section it was tacitly assumed that a three-gun display
system was employed. The detection has then to be accomplished by synchronous detectors which derive the chrominance signals from the subcarrier
signa1 1 •2).
Display systems of the one-gun type can reproduce only one primary colour
at a certain moment. They can therefore be said to operate sequentially. In a
certain given sequence, depending on the type of tube, samples of the primary
colour signals have to be fed to the gun. These samples can of course be formed
by appropriately gating the three primary colour signals obtained by full detection of the composite NTSC signal. In this way a driving signal is produced,
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one-gun tube such a composite driving signal can be formulated. The picture
tube can be said to decode this composite signal. For this reason the one-gun
tube is often called a self-decoding device.

3.2.2.2. Basic principles of one-gun display tubes
The described method of fonning the driving signal by full detecti<?n of the
transmitted signal with subsequent gating of the output signals is quite unpractical and leads to very complicated receiver circuitry 3). It is never applied
in its full strength in decoders for one-gun tubes. In practice a simplified signal
is always formed that approximates to the theoretically correct signal. We shall
analyze this technique for the case of picture tubes working with continuous
colour sequence (CCS) as this type of operation is the one most commonly
applied. In this mode of operation the beam hits the colour phosphors always
in the same sequence, e.g. RBGRBG etc., in contrast to "reversed colour sequence" (RCS) where the colour sequence alternates, e.g. RBGGBRRBGGBR,
etc. 4 ). For the latter case considerations can be put forward analogous to those
in the CCS case.
In order to make sure that the samples of the primary colour signals are fed
to the gun at the right moment it has to be known at any instant what colour
phosphor is hit by the electron beam. Existing one-gun picture tubes can be
divided into two classes that solve this problem in an essentially different way.
In the first group the beam is forced by an external signal to hit a certain
colour phosphor at certain predetermined instants. The best known and most
highly developed example of this type of tube is the one-gun"Chromatron''5,6,7).
Here control of the beam position is accomplished with a switching-grid exactly
parallel to and at a short distance from the phosphor screen that contains
horizontal or vertical phosphor stripes. The signal at the switching-grid causes
post-deflection of the beam, which therefore hits the different colour phosphors
in a sequence determined by the waveform of the switching-grid signal and the
structure of the screen. To prevent loss of information available in the colour
television signal, switching has to be carried out at a sufficiently high frequency.
In order to simplify decoding circuitry it is in practice commonly done at
subcarrier frequency.
If the electron spot has to move instantly from one colour phosphor to the
other the switching waveform has to be very steep. However, feeding a steep
rectangular waveform at subcarrier frequency to the switching-grid with its
large input capacitance is quite unpractical. Therefore in practice a sine wave
switching signal is employed. The switching-signal amplitude needed for proper
post-deflection is so large that even with sine-wave switching the problem of
preventing unwanted radiation of the switching signal is considerable.
The employment of a "smooth" switching signal causes the electron spot to
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be hit at the same instant if the colour lines were not separated by black
"guard lines". ln a typical "Chromatron" tube these black lines are of about the
same width as the colour lines.
In the second class of one-gun tubes the electron beam is allowed to find its
own way. It is not externally forced to hit a certain phosphor at a certain moment. However, means are provided that continuously detect the position ofthe
electron beam. For this purpose index lines are available in the screen structure
in addition to the colour phosphor lines. These index lines can, for instance,
consist of a material with large secondary emission. The secondary electrons
are collected by a collector. The index signal thus obtained is utilized to synchronize the scanning of the colour phosphor lines and the gating of the primary colour signals 8, 9 , 10 ·11 •12 ·13 ·14). An alternative solution is to employ for
indexing an extra light emitting phosphor. Since it must be possible to distinguish the separate indexing pulses the decay time of this phosphor has to be
very small. Only phosphors emitting ultra'Violet light meet this requirement.
The emitted u.v. light is collected by a photocell whose output signal serves
again as the index signal15).
In tubes of this general type it is essential for focussing of the electron beam
to be very good over the entire screen surface. The spot is not permitted to hit
more than one colour 'line at the same moment. As in practice the spot never
can be infinitely small black guard lines are indispensable here also. In practical
index tubes they are of about the same width as the colour phosphor lines.
3.2.2.3. Formulations of the driving signa/for one-gun tubes

If a one-gun tube works correctly, in that the beam never hits the wrong
phosphors when a certain gated primary colour signal is fed to the gun, the
reproduction can be exactly right. The writing signal can for this case be written
(3.3)

where GR, GB and Ga denote gating functions working on the gamma-corrected primary colour signals ER', EB' and Ea' (fig. 3-2).
~
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-+
Fig. 3-2. Gating functions working on the primary colour signals:
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The usual simplification consists in the employment of a writing signal containing a d.c. term and a first harmonic term only. A more elaborate approximation employing in addition a second harmonic component has also been
proposed 16). The associated circuitry is then considerably more complicated.
We shall not extend our considerations to this latter method.
If the efficiencies of the colour phosphors are matched in such a way that
with constant beam current the colour of the screen is white and if the instants
that the three colour phosphors are hit are separated by equal time intervals,
which is commonly the case, we have, by virtue of the time-relationships between GR, GG and GB,

Ew
COS

(ER' + EB'
(wwt-4nJ3)],

=a

+ Ea') + fJ

[ER'cos wwt

+ EB'cos

(wwt-2nJ3) +Eo'
(3.4)

where a and fJ are constants and ww denotes the writing frequency.
If the d. c. terms and the a. c. terms in (3.4) are taken together we can rewrite
this expression as
(3.5)
where Aw and fllw denote amplitude and phase of the a.c. component of the
writing signal. From (3.4) it is clear that Aw and fllw are functions of ER', EB'
and Ea' and hence of time.
3.2.2.4. Analysis of the mechanism of self-decoding in one-gun tubes
Let us now analyze what the light output of the tube is if the gun is fed by a
signal of the form (3.5). The electron beam, which is driven bythewritingsignal
is intercepted by the screen structure; the interception by the red phosphor
pattern produces red light and similarly for green and blue. We can describe
this process by multiplying the expression for the beam current by a function
representing the scanning of the screen structure. We shall call the latter function
the "scanning function". It can be defined as the light output, due to the excitation of a certain colour phosphor, as a function of time if the beam current is
constant. It may be noted that our assumption that the electron spot never
hits two different colour phosphors at the same time implies that the three
scanning functions never overlap each other.
First we consider the case that the scanning function consists of equally
spaced pulses of infinitely short duration (fig. 3-3a). In the case of a postfocussing tube this means that the switching signal is assumed to consist of
such very narrow pulses or that the colour phosphor stripe width and the spot
width are assumed to be infinitely small. In the case of an index tube it means
also that we assume the width of the phosphor lines and the width of the electron spot to be infinitely small.
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Fig. 3-3. Typical scanning functions.
(a) Scanning function if the width of the phosphor stripes and of the electron spot is infinitely

small.
(b) Scanning function if width of phosphor stripes is finite while electron spot width is still

infinitely small.
(c) Practical scanning function if electron spot has finite width and non-uniform current

density.

If the tube characteristic obeys a power law we can write
lo

k EwY.

(3.6)

Hence the red light output can be written
(3.7)
where SR denotes the "red" scanning function. The notation [D ]*denotes that
negative parts of the function between brackets have to be taken zero. In this
way the fact is taken into account that below cutoff the tube current is zero.
As for a scanning function of the type of fig. 3-3a
(3.8)
and in addition, by its very nature SR is never negative, (3.7} can also be written
(3,9)

Fig. 3-4. Phasor representation of the writing signal.

EwSR can be found by taking the value of Ew at the moments determined by SR.
From the phasor representation of Ew (fig. 3-4) we see that if SR is taken such

-98that it is in phase-synchronism with the phasor PER', the value of EwSR at the
moments determined by S R equals

This equals ER' if a = t and f3 = f.
According to (3.9) the red light output is

as at the moments that Ew equals ER' obviously the tunction EwSR is positive.
Likewise it is found that 2nj3ww seconds later the light output equals kEa
and 4nj3ww seconds later kEB. We conclude that for the ideal case that the
scanning function is infinitely narrow, the reproduction is exactly right, also
when y '# 1.
We shall now consider what happens if the scanning function is still infinitely
steep but has finite width (fig. 3-3b). In the case of an index tube this pertains to
phosphor stripes of a certain width while the spot is still infinitely small.
For this scanning function too the relation SRY
SR is valid, hence (3.9) is
also valid. However, EwSR can now not be evaluated as simply as in the former
case. We therefore expand SR into a Fourier series, obtaining

+ EB' + Ea') + P{ER' cos wwt + EB' cos(wwl- 2nf3)
+ Ea' cos ( wwl- 4n/3) }] [so Sl cos wwt S2 cos 2wwt + ..........] =
=so a (ER' + EB' + Ea') + Slfl/2 (ER'-! EB' -tEa')+ a.c. terms. (3.10)

EwSR = [a(ER'

If the tube characteristic is linear (y
1) eq. (3.9) can be written LR
k
((EwS R) ]*. So long as the tube is never driven beyond cutoff, which is the case
for not too saturated colours this equals kEwSR, hence the red light output
is in this case proportional to EwSR and given by (3.10). As will be shown in
sec. 3.2.2.5., form the a.c. terms in this formula the mathematical expression of
the fact that the picture shows a striped structure. They do not contribute to
the total light output which is entirely determined by the d.c. terms. From
(3.10) we see that the light output is exactly proportional to ER' if

afsl = f1/4so

(3.11)

In the case of infinitely narrow pulses s1/so = 2, so here we have af{J = t.
which is in accord with the result of the calculation pertaining to that case.
If the tube is driven beyond cutoff the relation [EwSR]*
EwSR is no longer
valid. The beam current now also contains higher harmonics of the writing
frequency and new d.c. terms will be introduced in the expression for LR depending on the conduction angle of the picture tube. We conclude that with a
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scanning function consisting of steep pulses of finite width the reproduction
is exactly right if y = 1 and the tube is not driven beyond cutoff. If the tube is
driven beyond cutoff the reproduction is erroneous. The smaller the conduction
angle of the tube the larger the errors.
If the tube is non-linear, which in practice is always the case, then k(EwSR)"~
no longer is proportional to EwSR. Inspection of the expression for EwSR (3.10)
shows that (EwSR)"~ will contain additional d.c. terms even in the case that the
tube is always conducting. The errors in the reproduction. take the form of
crosstalk between the primary colour signals, as will be shown later.
Subsequently we shall consider the case that the scanning function does not
consist of steep pulses (fig. 3-3c). For an index tube this pertains to the practical
case that the electron spot has finite width and current-density distribution is
not uniform. Now no longer (3.8) is valid, so we have to work with (3.7).
Again we can expand SR into a Fourier series and once again EwSR is described
by (3.1 0), although of course with new values for so, s1. ......... sn.
If y = 1 and the tube is never driven beyond cutoff, again a value for aj f3 can
be found yielding exact reproduction. With y :f 1 again crosstalk errors are
present.
In practice the situation is still further complicated by the fact that the width
of the electron spot depends on the deflection of the beam and on the momentaneous value of the beam current ("spot blow-up"). As a consequence the
scanning function depends also on the beam current and hence on the writing
signal. This causes areas of high brightness to be reproduced with too small
saturation. To improve the rendering of bright colours usually a correction
signal is added to the luminance signal. Such a correction signal can for instance be obtained by envelope detection of the a.c. component of the writing
signal ("diode correction") 17).
It will be clear that exact numerical computations on the reproduction errors
taking into account all effects occurring in practice, will necessarily be very
cumbersome. Such numerical computations have been carried out for the
"Apple"-tube (an index tube with secondary emission indexing) employing
certain decoding instrumentation l8, 19). However, such numerical computations, though indispensable as a final check of colour fidelity for a completed
one-gun display design, do not give much insight into the general nature of the
colour distortions. To obtain such general insight a formal mathematical approach, dealing with a simplified but sufficiently realistic case, can be of value.
3.2.2.5. Mathematical analysis of one-gun decoding errors

Let us assume again y =2 in order to simplify the calculation. Furthermore
we assume that the tube is not driven beyond cutoff, which is valid for not too
saturated colours. Finally we assume the scanning function not to depend on
the beam current (no "spot blow-up"). Equation (3.7) then reads
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Expanding SR into a FourieNeries:

LR

k [aEM' + fJAw cos(wwt + fPw )]2 (so+ s1 cos wwt + s2 cos 2wwt + .... )
+! so{J2At«2 + s1afJEM'Aw cos fPw +! s2P2Aw2 cos 2rpw]

k [so a2EM' 2
+ a.c. terms.
=

(3.12)

Employing the definitions of EM', Aw and fPw (3.5), we can express these
quantities in ER', Eo' and EB'. We obtain

LR

= ER' 2 (a2so + !P2so !P2sz -!-- afls1) +
(Ea' 2 + EB' 2 ) (a2so + !P 2so-i-f32s2-!aflsl) +

(ER'Ea' + ER'EB') (2a 2so-!fJ 2so-!fJ2sz +!aPs1) +
Eo' EB' (2a2so-!fl 2so + -tf32s2-aPs1) + a.c. terms.

(3.13)

As a check we can substitute the values of so, s1 and sz for infinitely narrow
pulses (s1
s2 = 2so). It is then found that the coefficients of the crosstalk
terms vanish, so that here the decoding proves to be ideal, as was to be expected.
Expression (3.13) describes the red light output as a function of time. However, what interests us is the distribution of the red light over the screen structure.
To learn this we note that, no matter the spot size and shape, the red light is
always emitted where red phosphor is available. Hence, all the light emitted
during one period of the scanning function is emitted by one phosphor line.
Hence, to find the light output of one red colour stripe we must integrate (3.13)
over one period of the scanning function. If we do so, the a. c. terms of course
do not contribute. We can therefore say that the a.c. terms in the time function
(3.13) are the mathematical expression of the fact that the reproduced image
necessarily has a striped structure.
By the way, we note that the visual effect of the light contribution described
by the a.c. terms also includes secondary phenomena such as beat patterns
between the stripe structure of the screen and periodic structures in the picture
content (moire effect). We shall not deal with such phenomena in the present
discussion.
It is interesting to look at this conclusion from yet another point of view.
Investigating the general properties of decoders for three-gun tubes we have
seen that an essential element in the decoding system is a filter preventing interference between the luminance and chrominance components in the composite
signal. It may be noted that this apparently essential element is not available in
the self-decoding one-gun system. Inspection of the derivation of (3.13) reveals
why this is so. It appears that the terms corresponding to the interference effect
in the three-gun decoder contribute in the one-gun system only to the a.c.
terms in the output signal. So the remarkable result is obtained that the interference effect in the three-gun system in the one-gun system is included in the
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striped structure of the reproduced image. The striped structure of the picture is
unavoidable and essential for the one-gun system. It can not be eliminated by
the employment of electric filters as in the three-gun system. If filtering is employed, for instance, in a one-gun decoder for gated tube operation, where first
the primary colour signals are formed with the aid of synchronous detectors,
the image reproduction reintroduces the phenomenon.
As the output of the decoding element in the self-decoding one-gun display
system is not an electric signal but light, the only way to reduce the visible effect
of the striped structure is the employment of optical filtering. This can be done
with the aid of a so-called lenticular screen, that is a screen consisting of parallel
c~lindrical lenses of optimally chosen design placed in front of the phosphor
screen. However, if such optical filtering is not employed the stripe structure
in the one-gun reproduction will in general be less annoying than the interference effect would be in three-gun reproduction. This is because there are two
differences in the decoding mechanism. In the case of the three-gun system we
usually have sine-wave detection, whereas in the one-gun system we have essentially pulse-type detection. A more important difference is that in the three-gun
system the demodulation as such is followed by a non-linear operation on the
signal (the non-linearity of the picture tube), while in the one-gun system the
non-linear operation precedes the demodulation of the composite signal by the
scanning of the screen structure. Theoretically, if the demodulation in the threegun case were carried out with sharp pulses of infinitely small width rather
than with sine wave signals, a similar reproduction as with the one-gun system
would be obtained.
Let us now analyze the expression found for the output light, viz., the nonperiodic terms in (3.13). If the detection were ideal it would equal ER' 2 • Inspection of the formula shows that this would require a and fl to be such that simultaneously the following conditions are fulfilled:
2

a so

+ !fl2so - lfJ2s2 - !af1s1 = 0
ifJ 2s2 + !afls1 0

2a2so - !fl2so
2a2so- !fl2so

+ !f12s2- afJs1

l

0

(3.14)

The quantities so, s1 and s2 are determined by the shape of the scanning function. It is at once clear that in general a and f1 can not be chosen such that the
three equations (3.14) are fulfilled. Thus the coefficients of the terms (Ea'2 +
EB'2), ER'(Ea' + EB') and EB'Ea' in (3.13) are in general not zero. Apparently
the decoding errors take the form of a certain crosstalk between the primary
colour signals, which can be minimized by a judicious choice of the ratio fJ/a.
The best choice depends on the values of so, s1 and s2 and hence on the shape of
the scanning function.
For convenience we write (3.13) in an abbreviated notation:
LR

= mER' 2 + n1(Ea' 2 + EB' 2)

n2ER'(Ea'

+ EB') + naEB' Ea'.

(3.13a)
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La and LB are given by similar expressions, which can be found by simple cyclic alteration of the expression for LR.
We shall now compare the transfer of two colours, differing in luminance
only. Let the input quantities for the first colour beER, Ea and En and those for
the second colour pER, pEa, pEn. For the first colour we have
LR mER+ n1(Ea +En)+ n2ER'(Ea' +En') + naEB'Ea', since, for l'
2,
Ea'
El;, etc. La and LB are again found by cyclic alteration.
For the second colour we have
LR

pmER

+ pn1(Ea

+En)+ pn2ER'(Ea' +En')+ pnaEn'Ea', etc.

We conclude that the output colours differ by their luminance only, so saturation and hue are not affected.
Let us now compare two colours differing in saturation, but not in hue. The
input quantities be denoted by ER, Ea, En and (ER + c), (Eo + c), (En + c).
The output quantities for the first colour are
LR mER + m (Ea _J_ EB)
n2ER'(Ea' + En') + nsEn' Ea',
La mEa+ n1 (En+ ER) + n2Ea'(En' + ER') + naER'En',
Ln = mEB + n1(ER + Ea) + n2En'(ER' + Ea') + naEa'ER'·

(3.15a)

For the second colour we have
c) + n1(Ea
c
na(En + c)'(Ea + c)',

+ c) + n2(ER + c)'

[(Ea

+ c)' +

La= m(Ea c) + n1(En
c + ER + c) + n2(Ea +c)' [(En +~c)'
(ER +c)']+ na(ER + c)'(En +c)',
Ln m(En
(Ea +c)']

+ c) + n1(ER + c
na(Ea +c)' (ER

Ea
c)'.

+

+ c) + n2(En + c)' [(ER + c)' +
(3.15b)

What interests us now is whether both colours have still the same hue. ln
order to investigate this point we determine what colours of full saturation have
the same hue as the given colours. This can be done by subtracting equal
quantities from LR, La and Ln (that means, we subtract a certain ainount of
white light) until the smallest of them becomes zero. If we assume for instance
that Ln is the smallest of the three we obtain in this way for the first colour
LR = m(ER-En)
La= m(Ea-En)
Ln = 0.

+ ni(En-ER) + n2Ea'(ER'-En') + naEa'(En' -ER'),
+ ni(En-Ea) + n?BR'(Ea'-En') + naER'(En'-Ea'),
(3.16a)

And for the second colour
LR = m(ER- En)
n1(En:_ ER) + n2(Ea
+ na(Ea + c)' [(En c)' -(ER + c)'],

+ c)' [(ER + c)' -(En + c)']

La= m(Ea-En)
nl(En-Ea) + n2(ER
+ na(ER +c)' [(En c)' -(Ea + c)'],
Ln= 0.

+ c)'[(Ea + c)'-(En +c)']
(3.16b)
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These colours are of equal hue only if the ratio LR/La for both colours is the
same. Obviously this is generally not the case. However, if ER
En or if
Ea = EB the required condition is fulfilled~ It can hence be concluded that for
unsaturated primaries and their complementaries the transfer process does not
introduce a hue shift, while for colours off the lines joining the primary colours
and their complementaries in the colour triangle increasing hue shifts occur.
So much for the general properties of the derived expression for the colour
errors due to the detection method. For a numerical evaluation the values so, s1
and sz pertaining to the scanning function under investigation must be substituted. As an example we consider the case of the idealized scanning function
of fig. 3-3b with steep edges. Let the duty cycle of the waveform be 1 : 6. We
have then So
1;, S1 = 1/n and S2 = y3J2n.
It seems reasonable to choose the ratio aj(J such that the coefficient n1 in
(3.13a) is minimum. Substituting the values for so,s1 and s2 into the equation
for n1 we find
nl =

a2

(!6 + ~

{1

2
-

12 a2

v:f pz - 2_ ~')· .
16n

a2

2n a

(3.17)

By differentiation of this function we find that n1 is minimum for {Jfa = 1·61.
As could be expected this value differs from the value found for the case of a
scanning function consisting of infinitely narrow pulses, where we found
{Jfa = 2.
Substituting Pfa
1·61 into (3.13) we obtain

LR

a 2 [1·06

Choosing a 2

LR

ER

+ 0·03(Ea + EB)

+0·23 ER' (Eo'

+ En')-0·03 EB'Ea'].

= 0·94 we obtain

= ER + 0·03(Ea +En)+ 0·21ER' (Ea' + EB')-0·03En'Ea'.

(3.18)

This expression indicates that the crosstalk effect caused by the non-linear
detection system is quite moderate which is confirmed by experiments.
Summarizing we conclude that the combined effect of tube non-linearity,
finite phosphor stripe width and spot size gives rise to errors in the reproduced .
colours if sine-wave driving of a one-gun picture tube is employed. However,
these errors are small enough that they may be tolerated in practical applications where very exact colorimetric accuracy is not required (i.e. for home receivers).
3.3. Decoding circnits for one-gun display tubes
3.3.1. General theory of signal translators
In the preceding section we have found that one-gun picture tubes operating
in continuous colour sequence (CCS) work satsifactorily if they are fed by a
driving signal consisting of a linear combination of the three primary colour
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signal therefore resembles the composite NTSC signal. This suggests that the
composite writing signal can be formed from the available detected NTSC
signal in the receiver more directly than by full splitting-up into the three primary colour signals.
For RCS operation a similar derivation can be made. It then turns out that,
in addition, a component at two times the writing frequency should be available.
The resemblance to the NTSC signal is therefore much less than in the CCS
case. It is true that in the RCS case also the required writing signal can be
formed by transformations of the composite NTSC signal, but here the total
effort is so considerable that the overall circuit is hardly less complicated than
that employing full detection and remodulation or gating.
The transformation in the CCS case is certainly interesting enough to be
discussed in greater detail. The NTSC signal can be written

Et =By'

+ 0·88(ER' -Ey') cos wst + 0·49(EB'-Ey') sin wst.

(3.19)

The CCS signal can be written

Ew

=

a(ER'

+ EB' + EG') + fJ [ER' coswwt + EB' cos(wwt

+ EG' cos( wwt

4nf3) ].

2n/3)
(3.4)

For an ideally shaped scanning function consisting of infinitely narrow pulses,
a= ! and {3
f. We shall base our further considerations on these values.
Applying simple trigonometric operations we can rewrite (3.4) as

Ew = !(ER'

+ EB' + EG') + 0·89 (ER'-Ey')cos(wwt-19°)-j-0·74(EB'-Ey')

Sin (Wwt- 21 °).

(3.20)

Phasor representations of the a.c. terms of the NTSC signal and the CCS signal
are given in fig. 3-5.
Comparison of (3.19) and (3.20) shows that the transformation of the NTSC
signal into the CCS signal requires three steps 2o,21,22).
(a) The subcarrier frequency has to be replaced by the writing frequency. If
the writing frequency equals the subcarrier frequency, as in one-gun focusmask tubes, this step can be omitted.
(b) The signal Ey' has to be transformed into !(ER'
EB' +Eo'). For convenience we shall from now on denote the latter signal by EM' (not by aEM' as
we did in the preceding calculations where this was more convenient). We shall
call EM' the "monochrome signal".
(c) The a.c. terms of the NTSC signal have to be transformed into the a.c.
terms of the CCS signal.
At present we shall confine ourselves to points (b) and (c), assuming that the
writing frequency equals the subcarrier frequency. As to (b): translation from
Ey' to EM' requires the addition of EM'-Ey' to the available signal Ey'. The

+
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11
Fig. 3-5. Phasor representations of (a) NTSC signal and (b) CCS writing signal.
The right-hand phasor diagrams are equivalent to the left-hand diagrams.

signal EM'-Ey' can be written as a linear combination of ER'-Ey' and
EB'-Ey',
EM'-Er'

0·17 (ER'-Er')

+ 0·27 (EB'-Er').

(3.21)

It can hence be obtained by synchronous detection of the subcarrier signal.
Calculation shows that the demodulation should be carried out at a phase of 19°
and a gain of 0·58.
As to (c), translation from the NTSC subcarrier signal into the CCS subcarrier signal requires a change of the lengths of the (ER'-Er') and (EB' -Ey')
phasors and ofthe angle between them (see fig. 3-5). This can be done by applying the subcarrier signal to a so-called elliptical-gain amplifier, that is a circuit
in which the gain is governed by the phase of the input signal. Elliptical amplification can be brought about by mixing the input signal with a second-harmonic subcarrier of proper phase. If the input signal is Aceos(rost + lfl), the ratio of
conversion gain to direct gain is given by m, and 0 is the phase of the second
harmonic of the subcarrier frequency, we have for the output of the amplifier
Ac cos(rost + p)
(ro 8 t + 0-1p),

[1

2m cos (2fUst

+ 0)] = Ac COS ( rost + lfJ) + mAc cos
(3.22)

if we omit the term at 3ros which can be removed by filtering. By properly
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choosing the values of m and () this signal can be made to be equivalent to the
desired CCS signal 22),
3.3.2. Simplified signal translator circuit
We can now draw the block diagram of a complete signal translator. It is
shown in fig. 3-6. The delay line in the Y-channel has to compensate for the
delay introduced by the band-pass filters in the translator sections. The delay
line in the M-Y channel compensates for the delay introduced by the extra
band-pass filter in the elliptical-gain channel. For proper operation of the circuit, two reference signals, one atfs and one at 2fs have to be provided by the
subcarrier regenerator. The signal at Is must be entirely free from components
at 2fs, while the signal at 2/s must be entirely free from components atfs.

CompositeNTSC

from video

detector

Fig. 3-6. Block diagram of conventional decoder for CCS one-gun picture tube.

It may be noted that the overall circuit is rather complicated. The splitting-up

of the various functions demands the use of several filters and delay-lines while,
moreover, the requirement that both reference signals should be free of unwanted components introduces a complication.
As in the case of the three-gun decoder, here too a simpler design is obtained
if the separation of the luminance signal and the subcarrier signal is carried
out by low-pass filters. Figure 3-7 shows a possible design based on this principle 23) employing two mixer tubes.
The left-hand tube amplifies the Y-signal, acts as a synchronous detector
producing EM'- Ey' by the multiplication of Accos( wst + 'I') and the reference
signal A cos(wst + rp) and acts as an elliptical gain amplifier by virtue of the
second reference signal Bcos{2 wst + 0). The only unwanted components
which are not automatically removed by the output low-pass filter are the
directly transferred reference signal Acos(wst + rp) and the term described by
the product Ey'Acos(w 8 t + rp). These terms, however, are cancelled by the
output of the right-hand tube.
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Composilf! NTSC
E:~ +A,cos(t.>,l+lll)

Fig. 3-7. Simplified decoder for CCS one-gun picture tube.

An analysis of the operation of the circuit shows that the circuit in its basic
form produces the Ey'-signal at its output with an amplitude which is two times
too large. There are several ways of compensating for this error. One possibility
is shown in fig. 3-7 by the connection drawn in broken lines: at the output the
proper amount of £y'-signal is subtracted from the output signal. A second
possibility is the application of "chromaboost" somewhere in the circuit, that
is, the amplification of the circuit is made to depend on frequency in such a
manner that signal components around the subcarrier are amplified twice
as much as the low-frequency components. Various designs of decoders of this
general type have been built and investigated experimentally by van Odenhoven 24 ).
The advantages ofthis type of decoder are obvious, it requires fewer tubes
and filters while, moreover, the only delay line needed has to compensate for the
small difference in delay of both low-pass filters. In addition, no "clean"
reference signal is required.

3.4. Modification of the transmitted signal for simplifying one-gnn detection
3.4.1. Can a one-gun tube be devised needing the NTSC signal as the driving

signal?
In the preceding section it was shown that the composition of the NTSC
signal resembles the writing signal for a CCS one-gun display tube. Thanks to
this similarity no full detection to the three primary colour signals is necessary
but simpler detection systems, known as signal translators, can be employed.
The problem now arises whether it is possible to facilitate the translation process
by modifying the transmitted signal slightly.
An obvious question is whether a different construction of the phosphor
screen and the colour-scanning mechanism would enable a tube to be made
requiring the actual NTSC signal as its driving signal. Such a modification of
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spaces between the red, green and blue colour stripes of the screen so that the
three scanning functions are not 120° apart. Though the writing signal needed
for such a modified tube differs from the symmetrical signal needed for a sym- ,
metrical screen construction, one property of the writing signal remains valid:
during one cycle of the writing frequency the signal has at three different moments to be precisely equal to the red, the green and the blue primary signaL
Let the formulation for the writing signal of a generalized CCS one-gun
tube be written
a1ER'
a2Ea' + aaEB' + (c1ER' + c2Ea' + caEB') cos wwt +
+ (d1ER' + d2Ea' + daEB') sin wwt.

Ew

(3.23)

Let h, t2 and ta be the moments at which the signal should represent the red,
green and blue primary colour signals. We have then

+

a1ER'
a2Ea' + aaEB' + (c1ER' + c2Ea'
d2Ea'
daEB') sin wwt1
krER'

+

+

=

+ caEB') cos wwt1 + (d1ER' +
(3.24)

and similar expressions for t2 and ta. The quantities kr, kg and ko depend on
the luminous efficiency of each of the colour phosphors and on the width of the
phosphor stripes.
The coefficients of the left-hand terms in these identities should be equal to
the corresponding coefficients of the right-hand terms. In this way nine equations are obtained in the quantities a1, a2, aa, c1, c2, ca, d1, d2, da, t~, t2, ta,
kr, kg, k 0• The first nine of these quantities describe the composition of the
given writing signal, while the remaining six describe the composition of the
screen. Hence we have nine equations in six unknown parameters. By substituting the parameters of the NTSC system we can easily see that there is no
solution to our problem. However, it may be asked whether our problem might
be solved if the NTSC signal were slightly modified, in such a way that its essential properties as a transmission system were not affected. The most essential
features of the NTSC signal are its adherence to the constant-luminance principle and modulation of the subcarrier by linear combinations of colour difference signals. The general form of a composite colour television signal complying with these basic requirements can be written
Et

=

Ey'

+ ao(ER'-Ey') cos rost+ fJo(EB'-Ey') sin (wst + x).

(3.25)

The question is now whether ao, flo and x can be chosen such that Et at
three different moments within one cycle of the subcarrier frequency represents
the three primary colour signals. This requires

=

+ ao(ER'-Ey') cos rosfl + fJo(EB'-Ey') sin (rosti + x) krER',
Ey' + ao(ER'-Ey') cos wat?. + fJo(EB' -Ey') sin {ros12 + x) = kgEa',
Ey' + ao(ER' -Ey') cos wsta + fJo(EB'-Ey') sin (wsta + x)- koEB'·

Ey'

(3.26a)
(3.26b)
(3.26c)
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in the left-hand terms of (3.26a) equal to corresponding coefficients in the right
hand terms we have
kr = 1 and cos x/sin

x = - Vao 2 -1

(3.27)

x- 0·06 sin x/ao] = 0·186,

(3.28)

Similarly (3.26b) yields
kg = 1 and flo [{ 1 - (0·06/ao ) 2 }! cos

while (3.26c) yields
kb = 1 and cos

x = 1/flo .

(3.29)

Eliminating ao and flo from the equations, we obtain an equation in cos
reading
1

(1-0·0036 cos 2 x)z
Obviously, 0·0036 cos 2

x

~

+ 0·06 (1-cos 2 x)z =
1

0·186.

x

(3.30)

1, hence the equation can be simplified to

1-0·0018 cos 2 x

+ 0·06 (l-cos2 x)z =
1

0·186.

This is a quadratic equation in cos 2x having conjugate complex roots. This
means that no value of x can be given complying with the requirements. It is
therefore impossible to design a phosphor screen requiring a driving signal
that exhibits the essential properties of the NTSC signal.
3.4.2. Modification of certain design parameters of the transmission system
3.4.2.1. Modification of primary colours and choice of reference white
A different approach to the problem of how to adapt the transmitted signal
to the requirements of a CCS display tube is to maintain the requirements of
symmetry for the writing signal while modifying one or more of the parameters
of the transmission system. The symmetry of the writing signal requires the
transmitted luminance signal to be of the form tER' +tEE' +tEa'. It is
possible to give the luminance signal this form by changing the point of reference white or by changing one or more of the primary colours of the transmission
system. It must be noted that only very slight shifts of these quantities, whose
choice is based on the properties of colour perception, can be allowed. K ustarev 25) has calculated how the point of reference white should be shifted if the
primary colours remain what they are in the NTSC system. It turns out that a
considerable shift towards blue is required which is certainly unacceptable. A
further possibility, investigated by the same author, is to change one of the
primary colours. Shifting solely the green primary leads to a nonexisting colour
(outside the CIE colour triangle). The same applies for a shift of the red primary. Shifting the blue primary turns out to be possible in principle. However,
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the shift required (from x
0·14; y = 0·08 to x
0·12; y = 0·20) is so large
that the gamut of reproducible colours would decrease considerably, which
makes this method unpractical.
3.4.2.2. Modification of the subcarrier signal
From the foregoing it can be concluded that changing the colour points of
reference white or the primary colours would detract too much from the quality
of the transmission system. If these parameters remain what they are the composition of the luminance signal also remains unaffected. Any modification of
the luminance signal aiming at simpler one-gun decoding would detract from
its constant-luminance properties. It is therefore not possible to transmit the
signal EM' instead of Ey'. This means that it is impossible to discard the necessity of having a Y-to-M converter in the decoder. Thus, if anything can be done
to improve the adaptation of the transmitted signal to one-gun decoders it has
to be found in a modification of the subcarrier signal.
The obvious modification of the subcarrier signal is to choose it such that the
need for the elliptical-gain conversion is eliminated in a decoder for a symmetrical CCS one-gun tube. This requires transmission of the symmetrical CCS subcarrier signal instead of the NTSC subcarrier signal 26). Such a modification is
permitted only if the transmission features of the new signal are not inferior
to those of the original signal. We have therefore to investigate whether the
modified signal complies with the requirements to be met in general by the
subcarrier signal.
As we have seen earlier (sec 2.2.) the composition of the subcarrier signal
is dictated by the following considerations:
(a) The subcarrier must be modulated by linear combinations of ER'- Ey' and
EB'-Ey'.
(b) The subcarrier signal should not extend too much in the blacker-than-

black and the whiter-than-white regions of the dynamic signal range. Commonly an "overswing" of 33% of peak-white is assumed to be tolerable.
(c) The effect of improper phase of the subcarrier signal should be such that
the noticeability of phase errors depends not too much on.the hue to be rendered.
{d) The signal-to-noise ratio and the wanted-to-unwanted signal ratio for the
subcarrier signal should be satisfactory.
Together with (b), our additional requirement that the signal be symmetrical
fully determines the composition of the chrominance signal. If the symmetrical
subcarrier signal is transmitted together with the standard luminance signal,
its amplitude for saturated primary and complementary colours should equal
0-44 if the maximum overswing, which occurs for blue and yellow, is not to
exceed 33 %. Figure 3-8 shows the phase and the amplitude of the subcarrier
for saturated colours together with an equivalent representation with two
colour-difference phasors. This figure also makes clear that the symmetrical
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Fig. 3-8. Phasor representation of modified subcarrier signal.

signal can be formed by modulating linear combinations of ER'- Ey' and
EB' -Ey' onto the subcarrier, so that requirement (a) is also fulfilled.
As to point (c), de Vrijer 27) has investigated the optimum composition of the
subcarrier signal if the effect of phase errors on the hue should be as independent as possible of the phase of the subcarrier signal. His investigation takes
into account the differential sensitivity of the human eye to colour and is
concerned with a subcarrier signal composed of linear combinations of ER'Ey' andEs'- Ey' while the "overswing" should not exceed 33% of peak white.
Figure 3-9 gives this optimum subcarrier signal. If we now compare fig. 3-9

0.65(£!?-EYJ

Fig. 3-9. Subcarrier signal for best adaptation to noticeability of hue errors.

with figs 3-5 and 3-8 we see that the symmetrical signal is even closer to the
"flat-hue-error" signal than the NTSC subcarrier signal. It can be concluded
that, from this point of view, there are no objections against modifying the
signal in the way proposed.
The only point remaining at this stage concerns the signal-to-noise ratio for
the subcarrier signal and the mutual crosstalk of the luminance signal and the
subcarrier signal. We note that the proposed modification consists mainly of a
reduction of the amplitude of the ER'- E y' component in the signal. This
makes the signal-to-noise ratio for this component smaller than in the NTSC
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sensitive to noise in the luminance signal than to noise in the subcarrier signal
(see sec 2.9., numerical data are also given by Burgett 28)). It seems, therefore,
fully permissible to transmit one of the components· of the subcarrier signal
with smaller amplitude than in the NTSC signal.
The crosstalk of the subcarrier signal into the luminance channel will be
slightly smaller than in the standard NTSC system since the average amplitude
of the subcarrier signal is smaller. On the other hand, the crosstalk of the highfrequency components of the luminance signal into the subcarrier channel will
be somewhat greater in the modified system.
In conclusion we can state that the confrontation of the proposed signal
composition with the basic requirements to be met by the subcarrier signal
shows that transmission of the symmetrical signal does not jeopardize any of
the essential features of the NTSC signal.
3.4.2.3. Choice of the I- and Q-signals in the modified subcarrier signal

Having justified the proposed modification of the NTSC signal we have now
to investigate how the broad-band /-signal and the narrow-band Q-signal,
which are modulated in quadrature on the subcarrier, should be chosen.
In the NTSC signal the I- and Q-axes are selected such that their loci cover
certain colours in the CIE colour diagram. If the composition of the subcarrier
signal is changed in the proposed way it is not possible to maintain the loci of
both the /-axis and the Q-axis in the CIE diagram. When one of these axes has
been chosen the other is determined by the already fixed composition of the
subcarrier signal. Since the latter differs from the composition of the NTSC
subcarrier signal it is obvious that no more than one of the axes can be made to
coincide with the corresponding axis in the NTSC system. If the locus of the
/-axis is maintained the Q-axis turns towards a line connecting points quite
near to green and magenta. If, on the other hand, the Q-axis is maintained, the
/-axis turns to near the line red-cyan. It is, however, not necessary to choose
between these two possibilities, but also a third one differing from both can be
chosen.
In sec. 2.5. the problem of how to choose the I- and Q-axes in the NTSC
system was analyzed. It was found that this choice is governed by the statistical
properties of the chrominance signals. It was concluded that the /-axis should
coincide with the axis of maximum "average signal excursion" (sec. 2.5.2.).
The measurements concerning these statistical properties of the chrominance
information were carried out with an NTSC subcarrier signal. Owing to the
asymmetrical nature of the NTSC subcarrier signal their results can not be
applied directly to the case of the 'proposed symmetrical signal. However, a
correction accounting for this known difference can easily be made. If this is
done, the measuring results can be used to select appropriate modulation
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to be rather flat, this choice is not very critical. Working on these lines one finds
that it is appropriate to choose the axes such that the Q-axis is 30° from the
B-Y axis. The /-axis will then be located 28° from the R-Y axis (fig. 3-10).
From these data the composition of the corresponding /- and Q-signals can
easily be calculated. The result is presented in the table below; .for ease of
comparison the formulae for the NTSC system have been included 26).

Fig. 3-10. Choice of I- and Q-axes for the symmetrical subcarrier signal.

NTSC

Modified signal

Ey' =0·59Ea' +0·30ER' +O·IIEB'
E/ = -0·21(EB'- Ey')+0·14
(ER'-Ey')
EQ' = 0·4l(EB'-Ey')+0·48
(ER'-Ey')
E/ =-0·28Ea' +0·60ER'-0·32EB'
EQ' =-0·52Ea' +0·21ER' +
0·31EB'

Ey' =0·59Ea' +0·30ER' +O·llEB'
EI* =-0·25(EB -Ey')+0·52
(ER'-Ey')
EQ* = 0·42(EB' -Ey')+0·28
(ER'-Ey')
E1* =-0·16Ea' +0·44ER' -0·28EB'
EQ* = -0·42Ea' +0·07 ER' +
0·35EB'

Composite signal:
Ey' +EQ'sin(w8 t+33°)+
E/cos(w 8 t+33°) if phase 0° represents the phase of (EB'- Ey')

Composite signal:
Ey' +EQ* sin(w8 t+30°)+
E1* cos(w 8 t+30°) if phase 0° represents the phase of (EB' -Ey')

1

3.4.2.4. Constant-luminance errors with the modified signal

As we have seen earlier, the luminance signal of the NTSC system does not
provide full constant-luminance operation due to the method of gamma correction. Part of the luminance information is transmitted by the narrow-band
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The modified signal employs the same luminance signal as the NTSC system.
As a consequence the portion of the luminance information that is carried by the
subcarrier signal is the same for both systems. However, the broad-band and
the narrow-band components (I- and Q-signals) in the subcarrier signal are
different. This causes the luminance errors in transitions between saturated
colours to be slightly different from those in the conventional NTSC system.
Assuming y
2, we have found that for the standard NTSC system the
reproduced luminance obeys the equation
L

= Ey'2 + LJ2, where
(2.4)

The loci of constant L1 2 in the 1-Q plane are ellipses. The ratio of the lengths
of the major and minor axes is 1·27, the angle between the major axis and the
/-axis being 17°.
In the same manner L1 2 can be expressed in the/- and Q-signals of the symmetrical subcarrier signal. One finds
(3.31)
The ratio of the lengths of the major and minor axes is 1·68, the angle between
the major axis and the /-axis being 45°. We see that the symmetrical signal is
more elliptical than the NTSC signal. This is a slight disadvantage of the symmetrical signal.
Compensation of luminance errors by forming and utilizing the envelope of
the subcarrier signal in the receiver will be less effective. As further effect the
crosstalk of the luminance signal into the subcarrier channel (cross-colour) will
be enhanced. According to (3.31), spurious signals in the /-channel and in the
Q-channel donate roughly equal luminance contributions. We have seen (sec.
2.6.2.5.) that in the standard NTSC system advantage is taken of the fact that
the /-signal contributes less to the luminance than the Q-signal does. This is
favourable because the /-channel has the larger bandwidth so that the amplitudes of the spurious signals in this channel are larger. As a consequence a very
favourable compromise between the amount of useful information and the
available crosstalk is obtained. In the symmetrical signal this compromise is less
favourable.
Finally we note that the luminance contribution of the subcarrier signal in a
black-and-white receiver, due to rectification of the subcarrier signal, depends
on the amplitude of the subcarrier only, so the compensating effect of this
rectification on the constant-luminance errors will be less the larger the ellipticity of the subcarrier signal is.
It must be noted that these disadvantages of the symmetrical signal are so
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completeness they should, however, be mentioned.
3.5. Utilization of the vestigial-sideband components of the /-signal
3.5.1. Introduction

In the preceding sections the principles of three-gun and one-gun decoding
methods have been analyzed. So far the analysis did not include refinements
which, though within the capabilities of the transmission system, at the present
time are never utilized in practical designs. We shall now deal with some of
these possible improvements of the decoding system.
The first point we shall pay attention to is the possibility of better utilization
of the information in the vestigial-sideband of the /-signal.
It is true that taking advantage of the possibilities of improving the rendering
of colour transitions provided by the extra bandwidth makes sense only if it is
in balance with other aspects of the system which have a bearing on the quality
of transitions. In present day receivers the rendering of colour transitions is
determined mainly by errors of the picture tube assembly, but it can be expected
that in future designs these practical imperfections will be overcome.
3.5.2. Practical methods for utilizing the vestigial-sideband information

If the vestigial-sideband components are utilized at all the usual way to do so
is to demodulate the subcarrier signal along the I- and Q-axes. In that way the
I- and Q-signals are obtained which are subsequently combined to colourdifference signals in a matrix network 29). However, with this technique the
vestigial-sideband components are obtained with half the intended signal level.
Equalization of the spectral amplitudes requires a "boosting filter" (fig. 3-11).
In practice such a filter can not be made satisfactorily because the discontinuity
in the gain-frequency characteristic cannot be obtained without seriously
affecting the phase response.
Prose

tl~
0.5

1.5 MC/s
-freq.

0.5

1.5MC/s
-freq.

Fig. 3-11. Theoretical characteristics of "boosting filter".

With self-decoding one-gun picture tubes the problem is even more difficult.
Theoretically the I- and Q-signals may be formed here first by full demodulation, and subsequently remodulated in the proper way on the writing frequency.
As a rule this method is unattractive in practice. But the conventional technique
of translating the NTSC signal into a CCS writing signal directly does not ac-
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conserved, then full quadrature crosstalk of the sideband components into the
Q-signal will be introduced by the self-decoding of the picture tube. The only
way to avoid this dilemna is to transfer the subcarrier signal into a full doublesideband signal. This means that the missing upper sideband has to be added to
the writing signal.
By heterodyning against a second harmonic carrier frequency it is possible to
form a signal with solely an upper sideband from a signal having solely a lower
sideband. Hence, by combining the original signal and the heterodyned signal a
double-sideband signal is obtained. Figure 3-12 shows a method based on this
principle.
Input
composite
subcarrier signal
EJ.cosc.>st+E~sin "ls

Double sideband
components of
subi:arrier signal

.£
Fig. 3-12. (a) Method of forming subcarrier signal with full sidebands.
(b) Frequency spectrum of input signal.
(c) Frequency spectrum of output signal.

Though theoretically sound, this method has the disadvantage that spectral
components in the region of 4·0 Mcjs are on the slope of both filters. The
amplitude and phase characteristics of both filters must therefore match each
other very precisely. This complication originates from the separate processing
of the vestigial-sideband component. Figure 3-13 shows a method which avoids

Output signal

having Ml
sidebands

Fig. 3-13. Practical method of forming double-sideband signal.

-117the separation of this component from the total signal by the employment of
two mixer stages. The filter in the upper branch passes the .full input signal
including the vestigial-sideband components, the filter in the lower branch
passes only the double-sideband components in the input signal (see fig. 3-12b).
The different delay of both filters is equalized by the delay line.

3.5.3. Analysis of the two-mixer circuit
In order to analyse conveniently the operation of the circuit of fig. 3-13 we
assume that the Q-signal consists of a single sine wave while the /-signal consists of two ~line-waves, one in the double-sideband region and one in the singlesideband region. So we can write
E/ = COS P..If +COS f.J..Ivf,
EQ' =cos P..Qt.

(3.32)

For the subcarrier signal we have
Es =(cos P..If +cos f.J..Ivl) cos Wst +cos P..Qf sin Wst = t cos (ws + ,ui)t +
! cos (ws-P..I)t +!cos (ws-P..Iv)t +!sin (ws + P..Q)t +!sin (ws-P..Q)t,
(3.33)

if, for convenience, we omit the phase shifts of 33° in relation to the reference
phase in the NTSC signal.
The wide-band filter passes this signal fully whereas the narrow-band filter
rejects the vestigial-sideband component cos (w 8 -Mv)t. If k2 denotes the
direct gain of mixer I and h its conversion gain, its output signal can be written,
omitting the terms at 3 w 8 ,
EMI = Es(k2 + 2klcos2wst) = !-(k2+k1) cos (ws + fti)t + !(k2 + k1) cos
(ws-M)t + !k2cos(ws-Mv)t + !k1cos(ws
Mv)t + !(k2-k1) sin (ws + P..Q)t
+ -!(k2-k1) sin (ws-P..Q)t.
(3.34)

If k2 h the sine terms cancel while the cosine terms describe a full doublesideband signal.
If k4 denotes the direct gain of mixer II and ka its conversion gain, the output
of this mixer can be written
EMQ
M)t

=

Es(k4-2kacos2wst)

!-(k4-ka)cos(ws-P..I)t + -!(k4-k3)cos(ws +
+ !(k4 + k3 )sin(ws-PQ)t.
(3.35)

!(k4 + ka)sin(ws + PQ)t

If ka
k4 now the cosine terms cancel; thus, combining the signals Er.u and
EMQ yields the original subcarrier signal to which the missing upper sideband

is added. However, the high frequency components of the /-signal have still
half the intended signal level. This is because all !-components are produced by
one and the same mixer, viz. mixer I.
We note that mixer II does not affect the vestigial-sideband components in
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k4, but also low-frequency /-components, the ampli-.
tude relationships between the high-frequency and the low-frequency components in the /-signal may be changed. From (3.34) and (3.35) we see that with
k1 = k2 =
and ks
0 a double-sideband signal with flat spectrum is
obtained. A further possibility requiring no negative value of one of the gain
factors is ka
k1
k2 and k4 = 0. The phasor diagrams in fig. 3-14 illustrate
this case. It may be noted that the direct gain of mixer II has to be zero, which
requires a fully balanced mixer. However, this disadvantage can easily be avoided
because it is not necessary to maintain the ratio of the signal levels of the /- and

r

1cos

I
I
I
I

I

I

I
I

Fig. 3-14. Phasor diagrams of the operation of the mixers for the case k 1 = k 2 = k 3
·
and k 4 = 0.
(a) signal delivered by mixer I.
(b) signal delivered by mixer II.
(c) addition of (a) and (b).
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Q-components of the NTSC subcarrier signal. For instance, if 2k1 = 2k2
ks
= 2k4, we get the output signal shown in fig. 3-15. Again a full double-sideband
signal .is obtained. The amplitude of the Q-signal is larger than in the original

Fig. 3-15. Phasor diagram of output signal if k 1

=

k2

= k~

tk 3 •

signal but for the further signal processing of the full double-sideband signal
this is no disadvantage at all.

3.5.4. Application to one-gun display systems
If we have to do with a one-gun tube the double-sideband signal delivered by
the two-mixer circuit can be fed to an elliptical amplifier in order to convert it
into a CCS writing signal. By the self-decoding action of the picture tube this
writing signal is then decoded without quadrature crosstalk being introduced,
while full advantage is taken of the high-frequency components of the /-signal.
Figure 3-16 shows a block diagram of the essential elements of a CCS decoder
working along the lines described above. This figure reveals a remarkable peculiarity of this decoding method: both mixers I and II and the elliptical amplifier
Ey
Input

composi!J,NTSC

Output

ci:Jrr(:lo5lteccs

writing s/gllal

Fig. 3-16. Block diagram of CCS decoder utilizing the high-frequency components of the
1-signal.
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be it at different phase angles. This suggests the possibility that these two operations may be combined in some way or other, thus substantially simplifying
the overall signal-processing chain. We shall now analyze whether such a simplification is possible and under what conditions.
First of all we note that essentially the function of mixer I is to produce the
missing upper sideband of the /-signal. This requirement fixes the phase of its
auxiliary signal at 2/s. Changing this phase would introduce an unwanted
quadrature upper-sideband component. Mixer II operates on a full doublesideband signal. It can therefore not introduce any quadrature crosstalk,
irrespective of the phase of its second harmonic auxiliary signal. It is clear that
the functions of mixer I and of the elliptical-gain amplifier cannot be combined.
If any combination of functions is possible, it must consist of incorporating
the elliptical amplification into mixer II. We note that in fact mixer II can be
looked upon as a special elliptical amplifier, hence what is needed is a change in
the parameters of the elliptical amplification. To this purpose the amplitude
and phase of the second harmonic auxiliary signal have to be changed. Bearing
this insight in mind we can proceed to a mathematical analysis of the problem.
As the numerical formulation of the NTSC signal will be of interest in the
analysis it is convenient to reintroduce here the phase angle of 33° with respect
to the reference phase, occurring in the NTSC signal specifications. Of course,
the choice of the reference phase is.unessential in our problem but it may be an
advantage that numerical results are obtained which are directly applicable to
practical design considerations.
The input signal to the circuit is
EI' cos (wst

+ 33°)

EQ' sin (w 8 t

+ 33°).

Omitting the terms at 3w8 , which are removed by the output filter, the output
signal of mixer I can be written
[EI' cos (wst + 33°) + EQ 1 sin (Wsl + 33°)] [k2 + 2kl cos 2(wst + 33°)]
2k1E1' cos (wst + 33°)
2kl[0·15(EB' -Ey') sin Wst- 0·23(EB' -Ey')
cos Wst-0·40(ER'- Ey') sin w8 t + 0·62(ER'- Ey') cos wst ],
(3.36)

since k1 = k2, as was derived earlier.
Expression (3.36) is valid for the double-sideband components in the input
signal. For the high-frequency (originally single-sideband) components the
output is half this value.
If q; denotes the phase angle of the second harmonic signal fed to mixer II,
the output of this mixer can be written

+ 0·88(ER'- Ey') cos w t] [k4 2ka cos (2wst + q;)]
+ O·SS(ER'-Ey') cos Wst] + ks [-0·49
(EB'- Ey') sin ( ~»st + q;)
0·88(ER'- EB') cos ( wst + q;)].
(3.37)
[0·49(EB'- Ey') sin wst

= k4 [0·49(En'-Ey') sin Wst

6
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This output signal contains no high-frequency components thanks to the bandpass filter at its input. Adding the signals described by (3.36) and (3.37) we
obtain the complete output signal of the circuit so far as the low-frequency
components are concerned.
Ev

0·49k4(EB'-Ey') sin wst + 0·88k4(ER'-Ey'}cos w8 t
-0·49ka(EB'- By') (sin w8 t cos r.p + cos w8 t sin p)
+ 0·88ks(ER'-Ey') (cos wst cos p-sin wst sin q;)
-0·45kl(EB'-Ey') cos wst + 0·29kl(EB'-Ey') sin wst
1·24kl(ER'- Ey') cos w8 t-0·80k1(ER'- Ey') sin Wsf.

=

(3.38)

According to equation (3.20) and fig. 3-5 the symmetrical CCS subcarrier
signal can be written
0·66[ER' COS w8 t EB' COS (wst-120") + EG' COS (w 8 t-240°)]
0·89(ER'-Ey') cos (w 8 t-19°) + 0·14(EB'-Ey') sin (w 8 t-21°).

We note that this formulation assumes that phase angle zero corresponds with
red. The formulation can be made more general by introducing an arbitrary
phase angle .5 and by multiplying the expression by an amplitude scaling factor
k5. Doing so we obtain as a generalized expression for the CCS subcarrier
signal
Ez

k5[0·89(ER'-Ey') cos (w 8 t-b)

+ 0·74(EB'-Ey') sin (w t-b-2°)
8

or,
Ez = k5 [0·89(ER'- Ey') cos wst cos o + 0·89(ER'- Ey') sin wst sin o +
0·74(EB' -By') sin w 8 t cos ( o + 2°)-0·74(EB'-Ey') cos w 8 t sin ( o + 2°)].
(3.39)

Correct signal translation requires Ev and Ez to be identical. Comparing
equivalent coefficients of (3.38) and (3.39) we obtain the following equations
0·49k4-0·49ka cos q; + 0·29kl = 0·74k5 cos ( o + 2°),
0·88k4 0·88ka cos q; + 1·24kl = 0·89ks cos o ,
-0·49ks sin q; -0·45kl = 0·74ks sin ( o + 2°) ,
~·0·88ks sin q; -0·80k1
0·89ks sin o .

(3.40)
(3.41)
(3.42)
(3.43)

In these four equations six quantities occur, viz. k~, ka, k4, ks, o and q;. Of
these, k5 occurs in the same manner in all right-hand terms, it can thus be considered to be a gain factor that is unessential to our problem. Without loss of
generality it can be put equal to 1. Of the remaining parameters obviously one
can be chosen at will, the other four parameters are then fixed by the equations
(3.40) to (3.43). However, the proper solution to our signal translation problem
forces us to choose two parameters. To see this we note that the ()Utput signals
of mixers I and II have to be added and hence have to be matched to each other

122in the correct way. The operation of mixer I is entirely determined by the fact
that is has to process the vestigial-sideband components of the input signal.
These components are not subjected to elliptical amplification. In consequence,
they remain components of a NTSC-type subcarrier signal, not of a CCS
subcarrier signal like the low-frequency components, due to their simultaneous
processing in both mixers. Figure 3-17 illustrates the situation.
Exact matching of both contributions of the output signal requires that the
components of the CCS signal along the !-axis obey the same equation as the
NTSC !-signal.

r '" • '}

,.,_. ~~Directiot!
£' -E:/ of

k,L-Qo27{£.-E, + IJ-741"•-l:.J.

= k,Ef -----

I/ R

y

Fig. 3-17. (a) Phasor representation of high-frequency components delivered by mixer I.
(b) Phasor representation of low-frequency components delivered by the combination of
mixers I and II.

Mathematically (see fig. 3-17)

0·89(ER' -Ey') cos (33° + o)-0·74(EB'-Ey') sin (35°
k1 [-0·27 (EB'- Ey') + 0·74(ER'- Ey')].

+ o) ==
(3.44)

Or,
0·89 cos (33° + o) = 0·74 k1
and 0·74 sin (35° + o) = 0·27 kt .

(3.45)
(3.46)

Solution of these equations yields o = -11° and k1 = 1·12. Inspection of
eqs (3.42) and (3.43) shows that these equations can only be obeyed if o =
-1 °15'. This means that exact matching is not possible; the vestigial-sideband
components are about 10° out of phase with the double-sideband components.
However, this slight phase shift leading to a very slight hue shift in colour transitions cannot be called a serious drawback. It could be avoided by introducing
one extra degree of freedom. An obvious method of obtaining this would be to
shift the entire input subcarrier signal to mixer II in phase. However, the effort
would not be worth the slight advantage gained in this way.
Assuming o =
]0 15' we can solve ks, k4 and p from eqs (3.40) to (3.42).

-123We find then

k4 = 1·26-1·00 kl '
tan rp

=

0·45 kl
0·12

+ 0·20 kl

,

- 0·23 kl
ka =
0·25 · sin rp
Putting k1 = 1·12 we find k4 = 0·14, ka = 1·21 and rp = 238°.
Figure 3-18 shows schematically the subcarrier translator according to the
results of our calculations.

Input
NTSC subcarrler
signal
cos(u:>st-!{13o)+
EQ sin(c.:st+330)

t:£

Fig. 3-18 Schematic representation of the subcarrier signal translator.

3.5.5. Incorporation of Y-to-M conversion in the two-mixer circuit
An obvious further possibility is to incorporate the required Y-to-M conversion in the translator stage of fig. 3-18 also. We have seen that the required
correction signal EM'- Ey' can be produced by synchronous detection of the
subcarrier signal. The required detection phase is 19° and the required conversion gain for this conversion process is 0·58 3°).
Figure 3-19 shows how the circuit can be modified to this purpose. The synchronous detection of the input signal by the signal at w 8 at the second grid of
mixer I yields the desired signal EM'- Ey'. But the second grid signal at w 8 is
also available in the output. As the common impedance Z 2 has to be tuned to
the subcarrier frequency this unwanted component cannot be removed by
filtering. To cancel this unwanted component a signal at w 8 of opposite polarity
is fed to the second grid of mixer II. The impedance Z 1, which is supposed to
have negligible response at subcarrier frequency but full response at the frequencies composing the EM'-Ey' signal (0-1·3 Mc/s), is inserted into the
anode lead of mixer I only, so that the wanted EM'- Ey' signal is not cancelled
by a signal of opposite polarity produced by mixer II. The required value of the
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Fig. 3-19. Circuit providing both double-sideband elliptical amplification and Y-to-M conversion.

conversion gain can be obtained by choosing suitable values of the amplitude
of the reference signal and of the impedance zl.
If Z 1 is inserted in the anode lead of mixer I, as indicated in the figure, the
signal EM'
contains quadrature crosstalk due to the vestigial-sideband
components in the input signal. IT, alternatively, Z 1 is inserted in the anode
lead of mixer II, the EM'- Ey' signal is free of quadrature crosstalk, but lacks
the vestigial-sideband components. Small errors in the EM'- Ey' signal, which
itself is usually small, have negligible influence on picture quality, so the place
of
is rather immaterial. It may be noted that the decoding axis for the signal
EM'-Ey' is quite near the Q-axis, so the contribution of the /-signal to the
EM'- Ey' signal is small. It might therefore be preferred to take this signal
from mixer II rather than from mixer I.
A further simplification of the overall processing circuitry would be obtained
if the circuit could at the same time be employed for the amplification of the
luminance signal Ey', so that the circuit could be driven by the composite
NTSC signal. With the signal translator circuit of fig. 3-7 it appeared that this
feature could be incorporated simply. However, with the present circuit this

Suppression
of 2f5 ard 3~

·~:::j~~~+<>oj--;z;;;:;:'----t""";:;;;;,~---j-;;,:::;:-;JI.;:-¢=if:e CCSsigna/
-s (rost+l9") "+ros(2GJst+238")

E] cos(wst~)+ EQ sln(wsl+33")

Fig. 3-20. Circuit providing full translation of composite NTSC to composite CCS signal.
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is not so easy. The difficulty here is to prevent the production of unwanted
interrnodulation products between the luminance signal and the reference
signal at subcarrier frequency. Compensation of these unwanted signal components is of course possible by the addition of a third mixer, for instance as
indicated in fig. 3-20. Here the extra tube is driven at its first grid by the luminance signal only, while the signal at its second grid is the opposite of the corresponding signal of mixer I. Though such a circuit might work properly, its
practical value is doubtful since separate amplification of the luminance signal
is more obvious and hardly more complicated.
3.6. Compensation of luminance errors
3.6.1. Introduction

This section aims to introduce a second topic in the field of receiver techniques
to which until now little attention has been paid in the technical literature. It
concerns the possibilities of compensating for luminance errors caused by
imperfect constant-luminance operation.
We have seen that the NTSC system, though basically a constant-luminance
system, does not provide full constant-luminance operation. The aberration is
caused by the method by which the signal is gamma corrected. In consequence,
part of the luminance information is transmitted by the narrow-band colour
channel. For the case y = 2 we found in sec. 2.3.2. for the luminance contribution of the subcarrier signal
(3.47)

Replacing by approximation the elliptical subcarrier signal by a circular
subcarrier signal we found in sec. 2.8.2.2. that (3.47) can be simplified to
(3.48)

where Ac is the amplitude of the subcarrier signal. Hence we have by approximation for the total reproduced luminance
(3.49)

The portion 0·52 Ac2 is transmitted through the narrow-band colour channel.
Its lack of high-frequency components manifests itself in transitions between
saturated colours. The luminance errors caused are commonly called "luminance notches".
3.6.2. Analysis of the luminance errors

For the analysis of the luminance errors it is useful to represent (3.48) graphically. For this purpose we draw (fig. 3-21) lines of equal Ll 2 using EQ' and El as
the quantities plotted along the x- andy-axis (so-called 1-Q plane). These lines
are of course circles thanks to our approximation of circularity of the subcarrier
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Fig. 3-21. Different types of transitions between saturated colours. The circles represent loci
of constant subcarrier amplitude.

signal. If we assume for simplification of the problem that the bandwidths of
the J. and Q·channels are equal and that no ringing occurs in these channels,
the transitions between complementary colours will follow straight lines. In
practice neither condition is fulfilled, which means that as a rule the transition
will not follow a straight line but a more complicated curve. In our further
analysis we shall assume equal bandwidths for the chrominance channels.
We can distinguish three essentially different types of transition:
(1) From a certain colour to its complementary colour or to a colour near this
complementary colour (A-Bin fig. 3-21).
(2) From a certain colour to white (C-D in fig. 3-21).
(3) From white to a certain colour (D-E in fig. 3-21).
Figure 3-21 shows also a fourth type of transient (H-G), from a certain colour
to another nearby; we can see that in this case not many circles are intersected
or, in other words, that the luminance contribution of the colour signal changes
only slightly during the transition. In principle the process may be compared
to the transition from A to B, but the effects are much smaller.
The time required for each transition equals the rise time of the chrominance
channels, '~'chr·
With the aid of fig. 3-21 and eq. (3.49) it is easy to see which luminance
errors Le can occur during the transitions drawn. Figures 3-22a to 3-22d show
these luminance errors. In practice the case of fig. 3-22a is the most trouble·
some. This is because the errors shown in figs 3-22b and 3-22c have a smaller
maximum (0·39 Ac2 against 0·52 Ac2) while the most important part of the
error takes up a shorter time(-! •chr against •chr).
The ensuing considerations will only cover the cases represented by figs
3-22a, b and c, because these are the most serious ones. The other cases may, if
necessary, be dealt with in an analogous manner.
Whether a luminance error is present or not does not follow from the value of
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Fig. 3-22 Luminance errors in transitions between saturated colours.

A c since in large areas luminance is always correct. Errors can only occur
during transitions. During a transition involving a luminance error, Ac will
show a "notch" (compare fig. 3-22). Hence, in any case that a transition occurs
dAc/dt differs from zero. We can therefore say that the value of dAc/dt can be
used as a quantity to reveal whether a transition occurs. It does not disclose the
magnitude of the luminance error during the transition which, as we have seen,
is determined by the value of A c. It is a serious drawback that the correct
value of A c is not known the moment we need it, due to the occurrence of the
"notch". As it is, we have to estimate the value with the aid of the known
values, that is, from preceding and following moments.
It will be clear that if all transients in the chrominance signals were steepened
so that they had the rise time of the transients in the luminance signal, the luminance errors would be satisfactorily compensated. As is well known, such
steepening of signal transients which are unsteep due to bandwidth limiting
can be obtained by a technique called "signal crispening" 31). In accordance
with the considerations put forward above the chrominance signals have to be
differentiated in order to derive a criterion for the occurrence of a transient in
the signals. Furthermore, a suitable non-linear operation governed by the
differentiated signal has to be performed on the chrominance signals. In that
way all transients in the signal can be given a uniform short rise time. Of course,
in this way overcompensation can occur: transitions which are not intended to
be steep will nevertheless be rendered as steep transitions since no discrimination is available between transitions that have lost their steepness by bandwidth
reduction and those which are unsteep in themselves. Unhappily enough this
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employed if the fully demodulated chrominance signals are available in the
receiver. In general such is only the case in three-gun decoding systems. It is
therefore desirable to look for methods which require less complicated circuitry
than full crispening does and which act more directly. If such methods tum
out to be simple enough they might be applied even if only partial compensation could be obtained with them.
Differentiation of the subcarrier signal is not the only way to obtain information whether a transition occurs at a certain time or not. As a rule a transition in chromaticity will be accompanied by a luminance transition. Hence the
presence of high-frequency components (mixed highs) in the luminance signal
can also be employed as a criterion for the occurrence of a colour transition.
3.6.3. Possible practical methods of luminance correction
3.6.3.1. Addition of a correction signal to the luminance signal
We shall now briefly survey possible methods of luminance correction. So far
as theoretical considerations are needed we shall base them on the approximations assumed in the preceding paragraph.
To substantiate the correction it will be necessary to form a correction signal.
As the intended correction concerns the luminance of the reproduction it is
obvious to apply the correction signal to the luminance channel. Let us assume
that a correction signal S is added to the luminance signal, then the rendered
luminance can be expressed by
L

=

(Ey'

+ S) 2 + kAc2,

where k is about 0·52, according to (3·48). Hence,
L = Ey'2

+ 2 Ey'S

S2

+ kAc2

(3.50)

During the transients the term kAc2 is too small or even becomes zero (see
fig. 3-22) and it must be corrected by the terms S2and2£y'S; in other words,
the luminance notch must just be filled by the contribution from these terms.
The moment the luminance notch is deepest (fig. 3-22a), the deficit equals kAc 2 •
For this reason S should be so chosen that at this moment
(3.51)
This shows that S has to depend on Ey' as well as on Ac. Similar considerations apply to any value of L1Ac (the aberration of the proper value of Ac arising
from the finite rise time of the chrominance channel).
It is theoretically possible to produce a signal S that is properly governed by
both Ey' and Ac, but the practical solution is complicated, let alone the essential difficulty that Ac is not well known at the required moment. Moreover
(3.51) tells us only how large S should be at its maximum; nothing definite is
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known about the shape of the required signal. Furthermore we have to make
sure that the correcting signal is only effective during transitions. As we have
seen this requires the formation of a signal representing dAc/dt, which must work
on the correction signal. This suggests deriving the correction signal not from
Ac but directly from dAc/dt. Figure 3-23 shows the waveforms representing
dAc/dt in the idealized cases of fig. 3-22a, band c.
Comparison of figs 3-23a and 3-22a shows that the simple signal representing dAcfdt cannot serve, even approximately as a correction signal. The term
2 Ey' S, which is usually the principal component of the correcting signal always
has the same sign as S. The type of luminance notch shown in fig. 3-22a must
be compensated for by an ever-positive luminance contribution. We might
therefore make the dAc/dt-signal positive by rectification. However, by doing
so we encounter erroneous signs in the cases represented by figs 3-23b and
3-23c, which can be seen in the associated figs 3-22b and 3-22c where, apart
from the negative portions, positive ones are present. No easy measures can be
taken to avoid this situation, but the errors in the cases of figs 3-22b and care
not very troublesome, so that in practice this simple correction method might
well be useful.
I
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Fig. 3-23. Representation of Ac and dAc/dt for the cases of fig. 3-22a, band c.

We notice that the straight portions of fig. 3-23 will have to be rounded off
slightly if the more flowing lines of fig. 3-22 are to be correctly imitated. In
practice we shall get more or less flowing lines as a result of the bandwidth
limitations of the circuits involved in producing the correcting signal.
The compensation method developed so far requires in the receiver three
extra circuits for deriving the compensating signal. First, envelope detection of
the subcarrier signal is needed in order to produce a signal representing Ac.
This signal has to be differentiated and subsequently rectified; then it is added
to the luminance signal. It is true that these operations do not require many
extra components. On the other hand it must not be forgotten that only partial
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discussion, though usually noticeable, are rarely annoying.
The compensation method indicated here must be looked upon as suggesting
the direction experimental investigations in this field might take. Many possible
variations based on the general outline will occur to the reader. An obvious
one is the employment of a signal representing Ac2 instead of Ac. When differentiated this gives 2Ac dAcfdt, which also differs from zero only when dAc/dt
differs from zero, i.e., during a transition. A signal representing Ac2 can be
easily obtained by squaring the subcarrier signal.
3.6.3.2. Luminance correction by controlled amplification of the "mixed highs"
We have already seen that the presence of "mixed highs" in the luminance
signal can be taken as a criterion for the occurrence of a transition.
Of the luminance information transferred in the frequency range below the
cutoff-frequencies of the/- and Q-channels nothing is lost, though there are two
ways by which the information reaches the reproducing device, viz. the luminance channel and the chrominance channel. Luminance information conveyed
in the frequency band lying above the cutoff-frequencies of the chrominance
channels gets lost as far as the portion that is suppressed in the narrow-band
colour channel is concerned. But the portion fed through the luminance channel will still reach its destination. Now, it must be possible to arrange the receiver in such a manner that any losses of luminance information in the colour
channel are compensated by an additional amplification of the portion passed
by the luminance channel. This additional amplification must be higher as the
losses are higher. Again, the amplitude of the subcarrier is a measure of these
losses. We shall now first try to find the relation between the amplification of
the mixed highs in the luminance channel and the amplitude of the subcarrier.
The total luminance is given by Ey' 2 + kAc 2 • For the mixed highs only the
portion Ey'2 is present. The additional amplification G of the mixed highs
should therefore satisfy the equation
(G Ey') 2

Ey' 2

kAc 2

,

hence
(3.52)
It cannot be said that the generation of a signal obeying this equation is easy.

To simplify the matter we might overlook the dependence on Er' and use a
value of G belonging to a conveniently chosen "average" value of Ey'. Let this
value be Eym', then
(3.53)
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\2

If, in addition, k ( Ac ,)
EYm

~

1, then G will be approximately equal to
1

~(~)2
2 Eym'

(3.54)

The indicated condition will, however, not always be fulfilled.
When Er' is larger than Eym', G will be too large, giving rise to overcompen~
sation, and vice versa. A further problem is presented by the fact that we need
Ac at the moment its correct value is not available: as we have seen, Ac shows
a notch during a transition. We can eliminate this notch by applying the signal
representing Ac 2 to a "crispening circuit" 31). However, such an additional
circuit would make the overall circuitry rather complicated. A simpler approximation is to use the value of Ac found before or after the transition, which
may be achieved by introducing a suitable delay into the circuit.
Figure 3-24 shows the block diagrams of the video section of a receiver employing luminance correction in the suggested way.

to

synchronous
detectors

Fig. 3-24. Luminance correction by controlled amplification of "mixed highs".

3.6.3.3. Luminance correction employing the existing crosstalk of the subcarrier
into the luminance channel
Hitherto we have based our considerations on the assumption that only the
luminance signal adds to the luminance contribution of the signal in the luminance channel. Actually there will be a fraction of the subcarrier signal left
in the luminance channel, since the suppression filter in the luminance channel
does not fully suppress the sidebands of the subcarrier signal. This fraction is
rectified by the picture tube so that an extra luminance contribution occurs
during transitions.
In sec. 2.12. we have found that the luminance contribution of a subcarrier
signal with amplitude Ac in the luminance channel is! Ac 2 , for the casey = 2.
Hence, the total luminance of the reproduction will be given by
L

Ey'2

+ kAc 2 + ! Ac2 •

(3.55)

132Let us now examine the type of waveforms to be expected for the remainder
of the subcarrier signal at the output of the suppression filter. We assume that
its frequency response is symmetrical around the subcarrier frequency (fig.
3-25). The subcarrier signal can be written Accos(wst + 'P); Ac and 'Pare both
functions of time. However, in the transitions which are of special interest to
us, E/ /EQ' is constant so that during the transition 'P is either constant or
shows a 180°-jump. If 'Pis constant there remains amplitude modulation of the
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Fig. 3-25. Assumed gain-frequency characteristic of suppression filter.

subcarrier by Ac only. The effect of a band-suppression filter with bandwidth B
on an amplitude-modulated signal is the same as the effect of a high-pass filter
with cutoff-frequency 1;B on the modulating signal before it is modulated on the
subcarrier, provided the group-delay characteristics are the same for both
systems. We can employ this rule to good advantage when determining the
output signal of the suppression filter. In the case that the transition passes the
white point so that a 180°-phase jump is present we can not employ this rule
directly. However, it is easy to see how we can dea" with such transitions. The
response of the suppression filter to a transient signal in which a 180°-phase
jump is present is equal to its response to the same transient signal to which a
subcarrier signal of constant amplitude and constant phase is added as the
filter is supposed to have infinite attenuation at the exact subcarrier frequency.
If the phase of the input signal is 0 before the transient and 0 + :n: after the
transient and we add a constant subcarrier signal of phase 0 and sufficient
amplitude we obtain a transient signal of constant phase yielding the same
output signal as the original signal did.
Figure 3-26 illustrates the addition of the auxiliary subcarrier signal. Its
amplitude is chosen to be equal to Ac so that after the transient the resulting
signal has zero amplitude.
At this stage it is not difficult to construct the shape of the subcarrier signal
after it has passed the suppression filter. We simply take the envelope of the
subcarrier or of the "adapted" subcarrier signal described above, construct
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Fig. 3-26. Addition of auxiliary constant phase subcarrier signal.

then the response of a low-pass filter to this envelope signal, and subtract the
output signal of this filter from the original signal, thus finding the output
signal of the complementary high-pass filter. To simplify the matter we assume
that the low-pass filter does not produce ringing and only magnifies the rise
times which, for our purpose, is a satisfactory first-order approximation. This
enables us to construct the envelope of the resulting output signals by means of
simple drawings. Figure 3-27 presents the results for the transients depicted
in figs 3-22a, b and c. In the case of fig. 3-22a first the transformation of fig.
3-26 is applied. Fig. 3-27a shows that
a

=

t'Ip- t'chr

2 Ac ,

(3.56)

t'Jp

position of the true
luminance transition

original signal
response of /ow-pass f1/ler to
the original signal
response of high-pass filter to
original signal

2Ac

0

-

(a)

····· ·······
0

(b)

....

~

---t

(c)

Fig. 3-27. Construction of envelope of output signal of the suppression filter in response to
input signal transients accordip.g to fig. 3-22.
1:1p is the rise time of the low-pass filter complementary to the hypothetical high-pass filter.
<em is the rise time of the chrominance signals (equi-band case).

-134whilefrom figs 3-27b and 3-27c can be derived that
a'

t'Jp- t'chr

Ac •

(3.57)

t'lp

If B denotes the bandwidth of the suppression filter (fig. 3-25) by approximation the relation
TJp

=

0·8

.

I'd

IS Val •

The maximum contribution to the luminance is, according to eq. (3.55), equal
tot a2 or t a'2.
Assuming <chr = 0·4 p,sec (bandwidth of the chrominance channels about
1 Mc/s) and assuming B
l Mc/s, we find with the aid of(3·56) and (3·57)

From this we see that, when a normal suppression filter is used, the compensating contribution is of the correct order of magnitude.
The waveforms depicted in fig. 3-27 are the envelopes of the filtered subcarrier signal. Hence the output signals for the three cases are as shown in fig. 3-28,
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Fig. 3-28. Practical output signals of suppression filter.

where the shapes have been rounded off slightly. We see that around the transient we have always a "hump" with a peak value a or a', and a well-defined
"tail". As the bandwidth of the suppression filter becomes narrower, a becomes larger and the tail longer.
To prove that these approximating theoretical considerations are accurate
enough for practical uses the details of the filtered subcarrier signals were studied with a line-selector oscilloscope. It was found that the actual output
signals are remarkably similar to the "constructed signals". By employing a
suppression filter with variable ba.ndwidth (see sec. 2. 6.1.2.) the influence of
the suppression bandwidth could be investigated, which turned out to be in
good agreement with the expectation.
When we compare the luminance contributions of fig. 3-28 with the luminance errors of fig. 3-22, we can see that, whereas in fig. 3-22 the true transition
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is in the centre, the main part of the correcting signal in fig. 3-28 is shifted
to the right. For this reason the compensation is generally rather poor. The
situation would improve considerably if we could shift the phenomenon of
fig. 3-28 forward in time. Figure 3-29 ,Shows once more the luminance errors for
our three types of transitions. However, the luminance contribution of the
crosstalking subcarrier signal is now shown shifted forward in time over !Tchr·

I
Lumit>ai'ICo
error causlld
by lack of

constant
/uminDncfl

II
Luminance
e1rror caused
by rosidual
crosstalk
(shifted forward
in limo}
III
Remaining
overall

luminance
~rror

Fig. 3-29. Residual luminance errors after compensation by rectification of residual subcarrier
·
signal.

The sketches show that the annoying pronounced "luminance notch" disappears and the overall error is distributed more evenly. The forward shift of the
crosstalk contribution is especially effective in case a, which is by far the most
troublesome in practice.
In order to shift forward the effect caused by the residual crosstalk of the
subcarrier signal into the luminance channel, it is apparently necessary to have
all chrominance transitions in the composite NTSC signal preceding the associated transitions in the luminance signal. An obvious method of doing this is to
give the luminance signal the required additional delay in the encoder before it
is combined with the chrominance signal, but this method has two drawbacks. First the crosstalk effects of the luminance signal in the chrominance
channel (see sec. 2.6.2.) and effects due to differential phase and differential
gain (sec. 2.10.) no longer coincide with the transitions. Second, in the compatible black-and-white picture the transitions in the dot pattern fail to coincide
with the luminance transition. The first disadvantage cannot be called troublesome, as was shown during experiments. The second effect turned out to be
rather troublesome, at least with the monochrome receivers used in our experiments. It should be noted, however, that the seriousness of this drawback
depends largely on the type of receiver used, more specifically on its response to
the highest video frequencies and on its group-delay characteristics; the effect
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may even become favourable in some types of receivers where group-delay
errors are present which counteract our delay shift.
The experimental investigation of the described method is very simple. One
only has to increase the delay of the Y-signal in the encoder by the required
amount and to decrease the delay in the decoder correspondingly in order to
maintain the correct overall delay. The experiments showed that the desired
luminance compensation is clearly perceptible.
Should we decide not to change anything at the transmitting end, we could
then try to obtain the required situation as well as possible at the receiving end.
This could be done by introducing an extra delay for the highest frequencies
in the video amplifier or in the i.f. amplifier. It is true that the same delay is
then also given to the components with the highest frequencies in the luminance
signal, but most probably this effect will not be very troublesome in practice.
The signal components affected by this procedure are in the high-frequency
region whereas the errors to be compensated are of a low-frequency nature and
will be far more troublesome.
It may be noted here that the luminance contribution, due to rectification of
the remainder of the subcarrier signal will always be present when the subcarrier is not fully suppressed in the luminance channel of the receiver. This fact
should be borne in mind also when other methods of compensation are applied.
The main disadvantage of the method discussed so far is that the compensating signal has a "tail", as was shown previously. This is because we have not
differentiated the signal representing Ac but have passed it effectively through a
high-pass filter instead. It may therefore be expected that the employment of
true differentiation could obviate this drawback. The required shift in the delay
distribution could then be smaller or even zero (see next paragraph). A similar
result might be obtained by the employment of a more complicated suppression
filter behaving more like an ideal differentiator.
The results of our investigation justify the conclusion that compensation of
constant-luminance errors by judicious utilization of residual subcarrier crosstalk is certainly promising.

3.6.3.4. Luminance correction by the addition of a differentiated subcarrier
signal
In the preceding paragraph we discussed a method of luminance correction
employing the residual subcarrier signal as a correcting signal. The correction
is accomplished by the rectification of the subcarrier signal in the picture tube,
which explains that no separate subcarrier envelope detector is required. This
method suggests the alternative possibility of employing not the residual subcarrier in the luminance channel but a signal derived directly from the subcarrier
signal proper without preceding envelope detection of this signal. It may be
expected that in this way the employment of true differentiation will be easier
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differentiation is at any rate necessary since the correction signal should be
effective during transitions only.
Let the subcarrier signal be written

Es

Ac COS (wst

=

+ ffJ).

(3.58a)

Differentiating (3.58a) we find
df{J) sm
. (wst + ffJ)
+ ffJ)-Ac ( Ws +dt

dEs =-cos
dAc
(wst
dt
dt

(3.58b)

and

d2Es
dt 2

=

[d2Ac - (ws
dt2

2

- [ddt2~~' Ac + 2(w

8

+ df{J)2Aclcos (wst + ffJ)
dt

+ ~!) ~~] sin (rust + If').
dt' dt

(3.58c)

According to (3.50) the luminance contribution of a correction signalS in the
luminance channel is

S2

+ 2S Ey'.

(3.59)

From (3.58) we see that, if the correction signal is a linear combination of E 8
and its derivatives, then 2 SEy' contains only terms describing modulated
signals at subcarrier frequency, i.e. terms whose visible effect is negligible by
virtue of the dot-interlace principle. Hence, the only term which can give lu·
minance correction is the term S 2 • Now we want S 2 to be composed in such a
manner that a luminance contribution occurs during transitions only. This
requires that S should contain only terms which contain derivatives of Ac and 'P
as a factor. From (3.58) we see that the simplest signal complying with this requirement is of the form

S

'YJ

[Es + _1
d2~] •
Ws2 dt2

(3.60)

The signal Es is already available in the luminance channel since this channel
transmits in principle the composite colour television signal. That Es in the
luminance channel is employed as a correction signal means that no subcarrier
suppression filter is needed in this channel. The second component in the correction signal must be formed by processing of the subcarrier signal.
A simple calculation may give an impression of the order of magnitude of
the correcting luminance contribution and of the amplification r1 needed for the
correction signal. We are interested in particular in transitions through refer1
ence white. For such transients either f/1 is independent of time or we can get
rid of the time-dependence of f/1 by adding an appropriate subcarrier signal of
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can be explained by a reasoning analogous to that given for the same problem
in the compensation method discussed in the preceding paragraph. Hence we
can disregard the time dependence of 'lfl in the case of the transients which are
of special interest to us. If d 'lfJ/dt
0 eq. (3.60) simplifies to

l

s

2 dAcl .
sm (wst
Ws dt

11 - - - - .

11

d2Ac
+ 'lfJ) + w11 2 --cos
(wst + 'lfJ)
dt2
8

r~ ('dAc)2 + _1 (d2Ac)' 21! cos (wst + 'lfl-0),
Ws 2

dt

Ws 4

1

(3.61)

dt 2

where

dAc
-2wsdt

tan fJ

(3.62)

d 2Ac
dt 2

According to (3.59) the luminance contribution of this correction signal is

! 112 l~2 (dAc)2 + _14 (d
w8

dt

w8

2

Ac)
dt 2

2

J

(3.63)

if again the term at 2 ws is neglected.
For a transition from a saturated colour to the complementary saturated colour
we have approximately (see fig. 3-30)
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Fig. 3-30. (a) Subcarrier amplitude Ac for transition from a colour to its complementary
colour.
(b) The same transition in Ac after addition of a constant-amplitude subcarrier signal.
(c) Idealized representation of dAc/dt for transient of fig. 3-30b.
(d) dAc/dt for a practical circuit.
(e) Shape of d 2Ac/dt 2 for the case of fig. 3-30d.
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2Ao

dt

Tchr

(3.64)

Hence, the luminance contribution due to the first term of (3.63) is
81) 2A2 o/ro82 >chr2• Substituting/8
4 Mcfs and •chr = 0·4 psec as practical
values we find 112Ao2/12·8.
The luminance contribution of the second term in (3.63) can only be estimated with some exactness if the circuits employed are known in detail; it can
be expected that the contribution in general will be small (see fig. 3-30e).
The luminance deficit in the "luminance notch" is, as we have seen, 0·52 Ao2.
If we disregard the contribution of the second term in (3.63) we see that the
compensation is only partial if the correction signal is not amplified (that is, if
'fJ
1). The compensating contribution would equal the deficit for 11 = 2·5. The
need for amplification of Ea in the luminance channel militates against a very
attractive aspect of the method as it means that the composite colour television signal can no longer be employed without extra processing. A moderate
amplification can however be accomplished by introducing some "chromaboost" in the luminance channel. A further point to be taken into account is
that rigorous application of the described method is even undesirable because
then the mixed highs of the luminance signal, which are also transmitted in the
region of the subcarrier frequency will be attenuated too much. In the case
that the amplification factor 1J
1 the suppression of the mixed highs is
comparable to that caused by a broad suppression filter. To make clear this
point let us assume that the luminance signal contains a component cos wst.
This component is treated by the compensation circuit like a subcarrier signal.
The addition of the second derivative with amplitude l I ws2 cancels the signal entirely. Let us now suppose that a component at angular frequency differing
from ws is available. The addition of the second derivative gives no full cancellation. Obviously the resulting signal is (1 w2fw82) cos wt. Assuming.fs =
4 Mc/s, for f = 3 Mc/s the resulting signal is 0·44 1J cos wt and for f = 5 Mc/s
0·56 11 cos wt. Thus, with 11 = 1 the response of the
the resulting signal is
equivalent suppression filter is 44% at 3 Mc/s and 56% at 5 Mc/s (with inverted
phase). The suppression obtained in this way is more than in general will be
wanted. It may therefore be desirable to deduce the differentiated signal only
from the part of the subcarrier signal situated in the direct neighbourhood of
the subcarrier frequency. The compensation of the luminance errors will then of
course be less effective since the rise time of the employed subcarrier signal is
longer. But, on the other hand an extra compensation is afforded by the rectification of the remaining subcarrier sideband components originating from E8 •
What is ultimately the best practical compromise and what is the best practical
design can only be found with the aid of suitable experiments based on the
outlines presented in this paragraph.

n

-140The needed differentiation may be accomplished by means of simple Resections. It is true that such sections give considerable attenuation but this can
be fully compensated by the gain of the subcarrier band-pass amplifier. Figure
3-31 gives the block diagram of the video section of a receiver employing the
discussed compensation method.

Delay

T,

Ei'y

Subcorrier
bai>d-pass ampli·

fier: delay

'72

to synchronous
detectors

Correction: delay •2 in right hand block must read: delay 7:.
Fig. 3-31. Block diagram of video section of receiver employing differentiated subcarrier
signal for luminance correction. If <2 7:1 is not zero, it must be a multiple of the subcarrier
period T8 = 1/2/s.

3.6.3.5. Final remarks
Our discussion on luminance correction methods has shown that several
methods can be devised which promise improvement of the rendering of luminance detail. Until now practical circuits aiming at luminance correction have
not been published. But it is probable that future development of receiving and
display techniques will create the need for attacking the residual errors due to
the imperfections of the transmission system. The present investigation might
well serve as a starting point for further work in this field.
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4. DECODING WITH BEAM-INDEX DISPLAY TUBES
Abstract
This chapter is devoted to decoding methods when a one-gun beamindex tube is employed for picture reproduction. First the general principles of beam-indexing are discussed. The stability of the index loop, the
occurrence of cross-modulation between indexing information and
writing information and various methods for reducing this cross-modulation are investigated. In particular a theoretical and experimental
investigation is described on non-linear compensation techniques (premodulation) in conJlection with the employment of a high-frequency
pilot carrier. It is concluded that practical application of methods of this
type is not attractive. The same conclusion holds for separation in time
of the writing and indexing functions of the beam and for the employment of a separate index beam. The best method for loop stabilization
and elimination of cross-modulation turns out to be the related-frequency method in which the number of index stripes in the screen structure
differs from the number of colour triplets. Then an analysis is presented
of essential problems in the processing of the indexing information if
this method is employed. Methods for compensation of phase errors due
to frequency variations of the index signal are studied and the dynamic
behaviour of such phase-compensation systems is analyzed. Furthermore, methods are investigated both theoretically and experimentally
for direct conversion of the subcarrier signal into the writing-frequency
signal needed for driving the display tube. Subsequently attention is
paid to the operation of the frequency divider converting the index
frequency into the writing frequency; in particular the conditions for
proper synchronization, when the index frequency is not constant, are
studied. Finally the transient behaviour of the signal processing system
is briefly considered.

4.1. Introduction
In the preceding chapter we discussed the principles and methods of decoding
techniques common to all types of display systems. The only distinction made
in the treatise concerned the employment of three-gun and one-gun display
systems. For all known types of three-gun tubes and for focus-mask one-gun
tubes the discussion presented the essential functions of the decoding system for
NTSC type colour television signals. However, one-gun display devices of the
beam-index type (see sec. 3.2.2.2.) present a number of additional problems no
less essential than those discussed before. To fill up this gap our last chapter will
therefore be devoted to the discussion of some fundamental aspects of decoding
with beam-index tubes. Here again emphasis will be laid upon problems of a
general nature while matters of practical technology will only be touched
incidentally.
4.2. Basic principles of beam-index display tubes
In beam-index picture tubes the phosphor screen, in addition to the colour
phosphors, contains indexing material which provides an index signal when it is
hit by the electron beam. All types of index tubes developed or proposed
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vertical or horizontal stripes.
When horizontal stripes are proposed 1) the number of these stripes is related
to the number of scarming lines. Colour selection is then provided by auxiliary
vertical deflection ("wobbling"). The indexing information is employed to
correct the wobbling in order to ensure that the horizontal scanning is centred
correctly around the colour triplet. However, tracking of the main vertical
scanning so that certain colour triplets are not scanned twice and others not
at all, presents a major problem for which no satisfactory solution has yet been
proposed. Practical developments have therefore centred upon screen structures
with vertical stripes, so we shall confine the further discussion to this type of
screen.
In tubes employing such screens the colour phosphor Jines are hit by the
beam in a fixed sequence, e.g. R B G, etc. A group of three colour stripes,
together with the associated black guard lines separating them, is commonly
called a triplet. The function of the guard lines has been discussed in sec.
3.2.2.2.
The index stripes must be placed such that their position is uniformly related
to the position of the colour phosphor stripes. Their capability for yielding
indexing information may originate in several physical properties. A method
extensively practised is the employment of indexing material having a high
secondary emission factor (for references see sec. 3.2.2.2.). A method also
applied with success in practice is the employment of fast ultraviolet phosphors.
Further methods are the employment of conductive stripes or the utilization of
the light from the colour phosphors proper as a means of indexing. The problems associated with the latter methods are so great that they have got no
further attention of any importance.
Compared to one-gun focus-mask tubes, three additional basic decoding
problems arise with beam-index tubes. First, there is a fundamental stability
problem. The index signal obtained from the screen is employed to derive the
proper writing signal which is fed to the gun. If the writing signal in one way or
another influences the index signal a closed loop is formed. It is clear that this
leads to a precarious situation. The closed loop can give rise to instabilities and
even oscillations.
Secondly, derivation of the writing signal from the index signal requires
elaborate signal processing. The complex circuitry involved can cause phase
shifts and introduces delay of the information stream, which is a fundamental
source of indexing inaccuracy.
Thirdly, the writing frequency is usually not equal to the subcarrier frequency.
In the index tubes of practical importance, i.e. tubes with vertical stripes not
employing high-frequency wobbling the writing frequency is moreover not
perfectly constant during scanning. As a consequence, extra processing of the
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preceding chapter.
4.3. Conversion of subcarrier modulation to writing frequency

A carrier at writing frequency can be derived from the index signal. This
writing frequency carrier must then be modulated with the colour infonnation
available in the subcarrier signal. Basically there are two solutions to· this problem. The first method is to demodulate the available subcarrier signal with the
aid of synchronous detectors and remodulate the chrominance signals obtained
in this way on the colour writing frequency. This last has to be perfonned with
balanced modulators. The stability of the balancing of the modulators has to
meet stringent requirements. The method is straightforward but cumbersome.
In the second method the subcarrier signal is transfonned into a symmetrical
dot-sequential signal according to the theory developed in sees 3.3. and 3.5.,
while the modulation is transferred by a heterodyning process from subcarrier
frequency to writing frequency. In practice the frequency conversion is complicated by the fact that usually the writing frequency is rather near to the subcarrier frequency. Practical circuits depend on the method of indexing and will
be discussed later.
4.4. Stability of the index loop

4.4.1. General considerations
At first sight it seems obvious to build the screen of the index tube such that
there is one index stripe per colour triplet. The index frequency is then equal to
the writing frequency. Figure 4-1 gives the block diagram of a basic indexing
system employing this type of tube. In general such a simple system cannot

subcarrier
signa

Motlochrome
signal

Fig. 4-1. Basic indexing system.

work properly. The circuit forms a closed loop which will give rise to instabilities unless special measures are taken. Furthermore there is full crosstalk
between the writing signal and the index signal. This means that phase and
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amplitude of the index signal depend on the phase and amplitude of the writing
signal whereas for proper working the index signal should depend solely on the
scanning of the indexing structure. Hence large phase and amplitude errors can
occur giving rise to large colour errors.
To get rid of the amplitude errors a limiter can be inserted in the circuit in
front of the chrominance processing circuits. The system then behaves like an
oscillator which is synchronized by the index signal generated in the system
itself by the scanning of the index stripes. The amplitude of the index signal is
determined by the limiting level while the amplitude of the writing signal is
determined solely by the available video signals. Instead of a limiter an amplitude-dependent electronic switch (e.g. a Schmitt trigger) can also be employed.
Though amplitude errors can be effectively eliminated in this way nothing is
done against the phase errors in the index signal caused by the crosstalking
video information. Calculation shows that these phase errors are so large that
they greatly disturb colour rendering. It should be noted that this crosstalk
occurs even if the tube has linear characteristics since the screen structure
generating the indexing information works as a multiplicative device.
4.4.2. Use of high-frequency pilot carrier

In the light of the foregoing it will be clear that special measures should be
taken to get rid of the unwanted crosstalk effects between driving signal and
index signal. A well-known method of attacking such a problem is to separate

40·5Mc/s

Pilot
frequen::y
40-5Mcfs

From suhciirrier

regenerator 4•5 Mcfs
(reference phase:)

Suhciirrier
signal
4·5Mcjs

Fig. 4-2. Use of high-frequency pilot signal.

both functions in the frequency domain. To this end a low-level high-frequency
pilot carrier can be added to the writing signal. Figure 4-2 shows a solution
based on this method 2). A local oscillator generates a signal at 36 Mc/s. A
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the regenerator. This 40·5 Mc/s signal is employed as the pilot signal. A second
mixer stage adds the chrominance-modulated subcarrier signal to the local
oscillator signal. In this way a signal at pilot frequency is obtained which is
modulated by the chrominance information. When the screen is scanned, the
pilot signal is amplitude modulated in the rhythm of the scanning of the indexing
structure so that sidebands will occur at index frequency distance from the
carrier. By filtering out one of these sidebands and mixing it with the chrominance-modulated pilot signal the writing signal is obtained. Crosstalk due to
the multiplicative behaviour of the indexing structure is eliminated in this
manner, as the unwanted signal components can be removed by the filters in
the sideband amplifier. However, due to the non-linearity of the driving characteristic of the tube, modulation of the pilot signal by the writing signal will
already occur in the gun. As a consequence cross-modulation will again exist
between video signal and index signal and additional measures have to be taken
to eliminate it.
4.4.3. Particular problems of secondary-emission indexing

Now attention must be paid to a general disadvantage of the use of a pilot
carrier. To provide sufficient frequency separation between video signal and
pilot signal the frequency of the pilot carrier has to be high. A practical value
is about 40 Mcfs. The indexing mechanism has to follow the high-frequency
pilot-current fluctuations. In practice this means that only secondary-emission
indexing is feasible. Indexing by means of a light emitting phosphor cannot be
employed because of the relatively large decay times of existing phosphors.
In secondary-emission indexing two classes can be distinguished. First, true
secondary emission can be employed. To this end several "soft" materials can
be used. A suitable material is magnesium oxide. As is well known, secondaryemission electrons have low velocities, they must hence be collected with the
aid of an accelerating field. The electron transit times involved in the travel
from screen to collector are large and differ considerably for electrons emitted
by the centre of the screen and those emitted by the edges of the screen. These
differences in transit times are interpreted as phase shifts. To compensate for
them the index stripe pattern must be shifted with respect to the colour-phosphor
patterns. This complicates the technology of the tube considerably. A further
disadvantage is that the sensitivity of secondary emission is poor. As a result the
index signal must be considerably amplified. This enhances the susceptibility of
the system to spurious signals within the passband of the indexing amplifier
picked up by the large screen acting as a receiving aerial for such interfering
signals.
The second method employs no true secondary emission but reflected
electrons. The velocity of such electrons is near that of the primary incident
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secondary electrons, so the phase errors associated with this effect are also much
smaller. The remaining phase errors cannot be compensated by shifting the
indexing pattern as a sufficient yield of reflected electrons can only be obtained
from heavy materials like, e.g. bismuth oxide, that would produce visible
shadowing-off if the indexing pattern crossed the colour phosphor patterns.
However, since the remaining errors are small they can be compensated by
phase modulation of the indexing signal with an extra phase modulator driven
by suitable signals derived from the line-and frame-timebases 3) as has been
shown during experiments.
The elimination of the requirement of pattern shifting is certainly an important advantage from the technological point of view. This advantage is moreover stressed by the fact that heavy materials are more easily handled in screen
making than soft ones. However, the employment of reflected electrons has one
important disadvantage. With true secondary emission the secondary-emission
factor can be well above 1 but the reflection factor necessarily must be below 1.
Hence, the sensitivity obtained with this indexing method is still lower than
with true secondary electrons. As a consequence susceptibility to interfering
signals is untolerably large. An extensive theoretical and experimental investigation on the feasibility of this indexing method has been carried out by B.
Cornelissen and the present writer. It was found that the electron yield was so
low that even signal-to-noise conditions for the indexing amplifier became critical (for numerical data see sec. 4.4.5.). Moreover it was shown that due to the
very low efficiency of this indexing method, even when a separate pilot beam
was employed (see sec. 4.4.4.) the relative magnitude of the remaining crosstalk from the writing signal could be so large that instabilities occurred again.
For these reasons the method was dropped as impractical.
The conclusion from these considerations must be that the employment of
secondary-emission indexing suffers from great general drawbacks which have
to be accepted if a pilot carrier is used.
4.4.4. Employment of separate pilot beam

A method providing effective reduction of the crosstalk between indexing
and writing information (for references see sec. 3.2.2.2.) is the introduction of
a second beam, driven by a separate grid fed by the pilot signal. Theoretically,
mutual crosstalk between pilot signal and video signal is thus eliminated, hence
a "clean" index signal can be obtained from the tube. This method complicates
the tube design seriously. Much care has to be taken to assure uniform beam
tracking all over the screen as in fact the position of the pilot beam is used as an
indication of the position of the writing beam. The present writer has also carried out many experiments with beam indexing tubes of this type, which clearly
showed the very stringent requirements imposed by this method.
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system
A different method of reducing cross-modulation between the video signal
and the pilot signal is the employment of compensation techniques. Before
discussing such techniques we shall analyze first how severe the unwanted crossmodulation is in order to get an impression of the requirements to be met by the
compensation.
Suppose that in the simple indexing system of fig. 4-2 the sideband amplifier
passes only the upper sideband of the index signal. Let the pilot signal at
frequency fp be
Ep

=

A sin wpt ,

and the writing signal
Ew =EM'+ Aw COS (wwt

+ !J!).

We assume furthermore that the tube characteristic is quadratic. For the beam
current we have then
lo

=

k(Ep

+ Ew)2

•

(4.1)

To calculate the screen current Is we have to multiply the beam current lb by
a function representing the scanning of the indexing stripes. We shall call this
function the indexing function. In analogy to the definition of the scanning
function (sec. 3.2.2.4.) it can be defined as the output signal of the screen if it is
scanned by a beam of constant current. If a
p is the secondary emission
factor of the indexing stripes and fJ that of the parts of the screen between the
indexing stripes (see fig. 4-3), the indexing function can be written as 1 -{1-aSr,

+

Secondary
rtisslon foe/or

·~:~-~~:~---\})-----~
indexing stripes
Fig. 4-3. Secondary emission factors of index lines and of metal backing of the phosphor
screen.

where S1 is a switching function describing the position of the indexing stripes
(compare sec. 3.2.2.4.). Assuming that the width of the indexing stripes is! of the
colour triplet width and assuming that the spot width is infinitely small we can
write, expanding S1 into a Fourier series

1={1-a [-1
6

+ 1 coswwt -r-' v'3 cos 2 wwt + ....... ] . (4.2)
n

2n
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(4.3)
while the main cross-modulation component is given by

(1

{J

~)kAAwsin[(wp+ruw)t+?p].

(4.4)

The phase angle 'P can of course accept any value, depending on the colour to
be reproduced. The ratio F of the amplitudes of the unwanted cross-modulation
signal and the wanted index signal is

(4.5a)

1- Aw holds good. Substituting this into (4.5a) we

For saturated colours EM'
obtain

a

1-fJ--6

F=2n-~·--·

(4.5b)

a

The actual values of a and fJ depend on the type of screen. For the screen of an
experimental tube with bismuth oxide indexing stripes the following values were
found by measurements: a = 0·08 and {J = 0·10. lf we substitute these values
into (4.5b) we find F = 70. To assure that the phase of the index signal is sufficiently independent of the phase of the writing signal the ratio of unwanted
to wanted signal has to be well below 1. The compensation must therefore
reduce the crosstalk by a factor of about 103. This is certainly a very stringent
requirement.
1 and fJ
0, which is the theoretical optimum if
We note that even if a
reflected electrons ar~ employed, the compensation must reduce the crosstalk
considerably.
4.4.6. Compensation methods
4.4.6.1. Premodulation of the pilot signal
We shall now analyze practical possibilities for crosstalk compensation. An
obvious method which, as far as is known, was first proposed by E. M. Craemer 4) is to apply predistortion of the pilot signal by the writing signal in such a
manner that the beam current contains no cross-modulation products between
pilot signal and writing signal.
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Let the beam current be given by
(4.6)

k EaY ,

lo

where Ea is the total driving signal (pilot signal + writing signal) and k and y
are constants. Equation (4.6) is only valid if the driving signal always exceeds
the black level so that the tube is never driven beyond cutoff. It is always possi~
ble to assure that this condition is fulfilled in practice by clipping~offthe writing
signal at a level just above the black level. We want the beam current to contain
the proper video information and a "clean" pilot component. This can be
expressed mathematically as
k(EwY

lo

+ Ep)

.

(4.7)

Obviously (4. 7) can be satisfied if the driving signal is
Ea

(EwY

+ Ep)lfy

.

(4.8)

It is not easy to derive such a signal from the available signals Ew and Ep as
this would require two successive non~ linear operations. To obtain a more convenient type of driving signal we expand (4.8) into a binominal series
.
Ew [ l

1 1

+~
Y

(-- 1)

Ep
EwY

+ ~_!___
2!

( Ep )
EwY

2

.

+ .......

1

.

(4.9)

1

Taking the first two terms we get
I

Ep

Y

Ewy~l

Ew+-~

(4.10)

.

The signal described by (4.10) can be formed by only one non-linear ope.ration.
It can for instance be done by applying Ep to an impedance, which is controlled
by Ew in a prescribed way.
We must now analyze whether this simplification is permissible. To this
purpose we again write the new expression for the beam current as a binomial
series. We find
I Ep )"
k ( Eu•+--y EwY-1

k [EwY

+ Ep + y
,

I Ep

2

2y EwY

+ (y-1) (y-~!
2
6y

8

Ep
Ew2Y

+ ...... ·]·

(4.11)

It may be noted that the expansion is only permissible if the series is conver~
gent, that is if
(4.12)
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always exceeds the black level. As a consequence Ew has to be such that Ea is
always positive.
All components in the screen output signal produced by the third and higher
terms in (4.11) can be removed by simple filtering since they represent modulated harmonics of the pilot frequency. So (4.10) represents the simplest form
of driving signal yielding the desired output signal. We note that this simplification of the driving signal is permitted because the index signal is filtered in the
index-signal amplifier.
If the non-linearity of the tube transfer characteristic were the only cause
of cross-modulation between video and indexing information a driving signal
obeying (4.10) would, if it could be formed accurately enough in practice, provide an indexing signal free of cross-modulation. However, there is a second, if
less important, cause of this cross-modulation. The indexing function which
was defined earlier (sec. 4.4.5.), depends on the width of the scanning electron
spot and on the current distribution within it, which in turn depend on the
beam current and hence on the driving signal. Thus the indexing function is
modulated by the writing signal. Since the index signal is the product of the
indexing function and the beam current, the index signal is also modulated by
the writing signal. Further analysis of this phenomenon shows that adaptation
of the premodulation technique to this effect is almost impossible. Hence, even
if the driving signal is perfectly formed in accordance with (4.10) a certain
residual cross-modulation will exist. The analysis of the performance requirements for the premodulation technique (sec. 4.4.5.) has shown that operation
within very narrow tolerances is essential. The occurrence of the spot-dependent
crosstalk decreases the available margin still more.
Nevertheless, some experiments were set up to learn to what extent the spurious modulation of Ep can be suppressed with practical circuits. In these
experiments the signal Ep/EwY-1 was formed by applying Ep to an impedance
which was properly controlled by Ew. The latter could be realized by utilizing
the internal anode or cathode impedance of a vacuum tube with the signal Ew
applied to its grid. It can be shown theoretically that in this way a good approximation of the demanded operation can be obtained. It was found that the
overall circuitry, including the amplifiers which are needed, is very complex
and must meet stringent stability requirements. But even with circuits designed
very carefully the performance obtained was far below what was required. It
must therefore be concluded that premodulation of the pilot signal does not
provide a practical solution to the problem of preventing cross-modulation
between writing and indexing information.
4.4.6.2. Alternative techniques
If no pilot signal is added to the writing signal the screen current is
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Is= k(l-{3-aSI)EwY

(see sec. 4.4.5.).

We require a signal representing S1 uncontaminated by the writing signal.
Obviously this might be achieved by multiplying the screen output signal by a
signal of the type
where wa is an auxiliary frequency. This provides a signal of the type S1cos wat.
By demodulation we obtain the desired signal S1. The problem of deriving
the signal Ew-Y cos wat resembles that of achieving premodulation. It is therefore probable that this technique will not make things easier. The need for an
additional non-linear operation for achieving the multiplication of the screen
signal and the auxiliary signal makes this method even more complex.
Another possibility is to employ a pilot carrier which is not premodulated
while a suitably chosen harmonic of the pilot carrier is actually employed as the
pilot signal. In certain cases crosstalk of the writing signal on certain harmonics of the pilot carrier will be less than on its fundamental component. For
instance, in the case of an exactly quadratic characteristic, the second harmonic
of the pilot carrier is free of crosstalk by the writing signal. However, practical
application of this method suffers from two important disadvantages. First,
practical tube characteristics never exactly obey power functions and moreover
they differ from tube to tube. So here too a difficult tolerance problem has to be
solved. Second, picking up a small amplitude harmonic of a frequency, which
itself is very high, from an extended structure like a phosphor screen is hardly
possible in practice. The pilot frequency has to be very high in order to reduce
its visibility and to prevent interference patterns. Practical values may be in the
range from 30 Mcjs to 50 Mcjs. The wavelength of harmonics will therefore be
in the order of magnitude of the dimensions of tube and screen.
A different method, which seems promising at first sight is to linearize the
beam current characteristic for the high-frequency pilot signal by feedback.
In particular, feedback obtained by inserting a cathode impedance Zk (cathode
feedback) seems to offer the advantage of simplicity. However, the practical
possibilities of this method are very limited. By approximation, the transconductance gm of the gun is determined only by the writing signal Ew, since in
general Ep <ii Ew. We have therefore
gm

=

yk EwY- 1

(4.13)

The pilot current is then given by
yk Ep EwY-1

ip = --------------1

+ yk zk EwY-1

(4.14)

If Zk is chosen such that it represents a high impedance for the pilot signal
(4.14) is reduced to
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This requires yk Zk Ewv-1 ;p 1 in the frequency range which is of interest for
the signal Ep Ewv-I, that is, a broad band around the pilot frequency. The transconductance of practical guns is in the order of 0·02 mA/V. To provide tenfold
feedback, which is presumably not sufficient, Zk has to be of the order of 500
kQ, which is far beyond practical possibilities. The method might be saved by
employing amplified feedback. From the foregoing analysis it is clear that considerable amplification of the feedback signal would be needed. Assuming that
a cathode impedance of 500 Q can be realized with the bandwidth required for
proper operation, amplification by a factor of 1000 would be essential. The
design of an amplifier meeting the requirements is so complicated that it must
be concluded that application of the feedback method is not feasible in practice.
4.4.7. Related-frequency method

We have seen that the writing and the indexing functions of the tube must be
separated without mutual crosstalk being introduced. In the foregoing we discussed a method of separation in the frequency domain by modulating the
beam with a high-frequency pilot signal. It was shown that a disadvantage of
this method is that modulation of the pilot signal by the writing signal occurs
in the gun. Elimination of the crosstalk required far-reaching countermeasures
of which only the double-beam method proved to be practically usable, without
being attractive, however.
The cross-modulation caused by non-linearity of the tube characteristic could
be avoided if frequency separation were achieved without modulating the beam
current by a pilot signal. This is made possible by using an indexing structure
having a periodicity other than that of the phosphor triplets. The index frequency will then inherently be different from the writing frequency 5,6). In order
that the position of the beam can be located with respect to the position of the
colour-phosphor stripes and in order that the writing frequency can conveniently be derived from the index frequency, there must be a simple relation
between the index frequency and the writing frequency. In choosing the ratio of
index frequency to writing frequency residual cross-modulation errors must be
accounted for. Moreover, it is very desirable to have the index stripes in the
black "guard bands" between the colour-phosphor stripes. The number of
suitable index stripe arrangements is therefore limited. This question is discussed at length by Graham, Justice and Oxenham 5). Their conclusion is that two
stripe arrangements are promising, viz. three index stripes in every two colour
triplets and three index stripes in every four colour triplets. In the first case the
index frequency is I times the writing frequency, in the second case it is i times
the writing frequency. In the latter case there is more risk of crosstalk between
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and the index signal. For this reason the 3 : 2 ratio is to be preferred. Our
further discussion of this method will therefore be based on this choice.
An important advantage of this method is that it can employ photo-electric
indexing with fast ultraviolet phosphors because the frequency of the index
signal is relatively low, thanks to the fact that no high-frequency pilot modulation of the beam is needed. Compared with secondary-emission indexing, photoelectric indexing has several advantages. First, no spurious electric signals such
as short-wave broadcast transmissions are picked up by the indexing system.
Second, the complications due to transit-time differences are avoided. Third,
low-noise amplification of the index signal can be convenient1y obtained with a
photomultiplier.
A disadvantage of the related-frequency method is that the indexing information obtained is not unambiguous. To derive the writing frequency from the
index frequency a frequency divider is needed. If the division has to be by a
factor of 3/n (because the index frequency is 3/2 times the writing frequency),
where n is an integer being not a multiple of 3, the output signal can have one of
three different phases, mutually 120° apart. To overcome this difficulty the
frequency divider is started at the start of each line scan by index pulses obtained from "run-in" index stripes 5). These "run-in" stripes are located at the
left-hand edge of the screen. During the time they are scanned the writing signal
is suppressed, so no unwanted cross-modulation can occur. Their spacing is such
that the index frequency when they are scanned equals the writing frequency
or a submultiple of it. Once the divider is started by the run-in signal the index
signal has to be maintained until the end of the scanning line is reached in
order to maintain the proper phasing of the index signal. For this reason the
black level of the writing signal is not permitted to decrease below a certain
minimum level, otherwise index pulses are lost.
The run-in system and the associated circuitry complicates the overall
indexing system considerably. However, experiments have shown that with
appropriate circuits stable and reliable operation is quite within the practical
possibilities. This system is therefore interesting and promising enough to be
worth a more detailed discussion, which will be presented in a subsequent
section.
4.4.8. Time-domain separation of writing and indexing functions
A logical alternative to separation in the frequency domain of the writing and
indexing functions of the picture tube is separation of these functions in time.
In that case gating system switches the tube between writing operation and
indexing operation. As these functions are effectively separated in time, crosstalk
between writing information and indexing information cannot occur. Hence
there is nothing against having one indexing stripe in each colour triplet. During

a
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hence the beam current is clamped at a fixed value. Simultaneously, the index
signal is gated so that no crosstalk with the writing information can occur. It
should be noted that ideal separation in time requires infinite bandwidth of the
gating circuits.
This method seems at a first glance logical and attractive. The writer has
carried out an extensive theoretical and experimental investigation into the
practical aspects of this method. It turned out that realization of the concept
requires very complicated circuitry working within very close tolerances. The
cause of this disappointing result is essentially that the gating has to be extremely rapid in order to avoid confusion between the two functions of the tube.
This requires the employment of millimicrosecond pulse techniques at high
signal levels. In view of the disappointing final results, we shall neither deal here
with the detailed analysis of the problems involved in the realization of this
system nor with the experiments carried out.
4.4.9. Conclusion on methods concerning stabilization and elimination of crossmodulation

At this stage it is useful to formulate a conclusion on the practical usability
of the various methods aiming at reduction of crosstalk between writing and
indexing information. The foregoing analyses show that of the methods discussed, i.e. employment of pilot carrier on separate beam, employment of pilot
carrier in connection with a compensation method, related-frequency indexing
and separation in time, only the related-frequency method proves to be practically feasible. The other methods complicate the design of the tube and/or
the circuitry impermissibly while all of them, perhaps with the exception of the
double-beam system, require circuits working within very close tolerances. In
the remainder of this chapter emphasis will therefore be laid upon the relatedfrequency method of indexing.
4.5. Indexing errors due to phase shifts and time delay in the signal-processing
circuits

4.5.1. Need for integration of the indexing information
The third problem of a general nature we have to discuss pertains to the
indexing errors associated with the processing of the indexing information
(see sec. 4.2.).
We have already seen that the rough indexing signal as obtained from the
screen of a secondary-emission tube or from the anode of the photomultiplier
in the case of u.v. indexing, is contaminated with signals originating from the
writing signal and with cross-modulation products between writing and indexing information. We have further seen that, if appropriate measures are taken
(e.g. application of related-frequency indexing), things can be arranged such
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that disturbing signal components at the same frequency as the wanted signal
are greatly reduced. The remaining unwanted signal components must be
removed with the aid of filters. From another point of view we can also say that
we have to average the available indexing information over a certain time in
order to get rid of the unwanted periodic components. This requires integration
of the information.

4.5.2. Consequences of the integration of information

There are several methods of carrying out the integration in practice. A we11·
known method is the employment of an automatic phase control loop (apeloop). We then have an "active" integrator. A filter can be regarded as a passive
integrating device. Its integration time is inversely proportional to its bandwidth.
Averaging will essentially delay the information. We must therefore conclude
that a certain minimum time delay is unavoidable. Of course this delay has consequences for the picture reproduction: the indexing information is "stale" at
the moment of its actual use. When changes in the indexing information are
slow this does not present difficulties, but rapid changes in the indexing information can cause trouble. In practice such rapid changes can occur due to
"ringing" of the line-timebase, that is, contamination of the sawtooth waveform.by sine-wave oscillations of a rather high frequency. The scanning velocity shows these variations also and hence the frequency of the index signal
does so. If the period of the oscillations is in the order of the time delay of the
processing circuitry difficulties can be encountered.
A further cause of rapid changes in the index signal is the remaining crossmodulation from the writing signal into the index signal. The disturbing effect
of such signal changes can be enhanced by the delay in the processing chain.
The cross-modulation causes a phase transition in the writing signal to give
rise to a phase transition in the index signal. This transition is fed back with a
certain delay to the gun by the processing circuitry. In consequence the transition in the writing signal is followed by a "ghost". We shall consider this phenomenon in a subsequent paragraph in more detail.
The employment of an integrating device has a second important effect.
Such a device will introduce a phase shift as a function of frequency. With an
ape-loop this phase shift can be kept very small by providing sufficient loop
gain. However, if such an ape-loop is to be applied in practice serious trouble
is encountered from deviations of the index frequency from its nominal value.
Such deviations occur due to inaccuracies of the line-timebase. The design of an
ape-loop with a wide working-frequency range, a high loop gain and the proper
integration time is very difficult and hence in practice unattractive. The employment of a passive integrating system, i.e. a band-pass amplifier, is therefore
common practice. But then the phase shift as a function of frequency can be
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considerable. As is well known, this phase shift is closely related to the delay
time for the information that is passed through the filter.
If r:p ( w) denotes the phase characteristic of the filter the time delay produced
dr:pfdw. If the phase shift at the nominal index
by the filter is given by Tg
frequency fo is rpo, the phase shift as a function of frequency is given by
rp(ro) = rpo

+ JTgdro

.

(4.16)

lf Tg is constant over the frequency band of practical importance (linear phase
characteristic), then
rp( w) "-"" Po

+ rg(w- roo).

(4.17)

If we denote the phase-shift when changing the frequency from wo to w by
Llr:p and ro-roo by Llw, we can write (4.17) simply
Llr:p

=

TgLlW,

(4.18)

Let us now consider an indexing system in which the writing frequency is
8 Mcfs. Let us assume that the index frequency and hence the writing frequency
changes by 5% of its nominal value. In practice one has to expect frequency
variations of this magnitude if a line-timebase of common design is employed.
According to (4.18) the phase shift introduced by the frequency change is then
144° per p,sec delay time. The phase shift which can be tolerated is in the order
of 5". The delay of practical processing circuits is usually 1 to 2 psec, so the
phase error is much larger than can be tolerated.
4.5.3. Compensation of phase errors due to frequency variations of the index
signal
4.5.3.1. Application of frequency-dependent phase modulation

It is obvious that compensation of the phase errors due to frequency variations of the index signal is indispensable. One method of achieving this phase
compensation is by measuring the momentaneous frequency with a frequency
discriminator whose output is employed to control a phase modulator. Such a
phase modulator can be devised for example with an ordinary reactance tube
circuit. This method is straightforward but it has the disadvantage of requiring
rather much extra circuitry which has to meet high stability requirements.
4.5.3.2. Phase compensation by providing two signal paths

Another method of phase compensation consists in adding an equal phase
shift, but opposite in sign. This can be done with the aid of a mixer circuit. A
general theory of phase compensation methods of this type is given by Rihaczek 7). In practice this type of phase compensation can often be applied without
much extra circuitry.
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Fig. 4-4. Phase compensation system for which the output frequency is equal to the input
frequency.

We shall illustrate the method here with two examples. Figure 4-4 shows a
system in which the output frequency is equal to the input frequency. The signal
is delayed by rgt in the first part of the signal processing system. It is subsequently fed to two signal paths in parallel. The first one contains a frequency
multiplier, the second one provides the compensating delay r 0 2. The mixer stage
is designed in such a way that at its output only the component at the difference
frequency (2/1-/1 = /1) is present. The delay introduced by the output amplifier is denoted by r 03.
The phase shifts occurring under steady-state conditions due to deviations
from the nominal frequency are:
at point B,
at point C,
at point D,
at pointE,
at point F,

Lltp =
,1p =
Llq;
Llq; =
Llq; =

rg1

Llw,

+

(rgl
r 0 2) Llw,
2rgl Llw,
(ryt-Tg2)
(r0 1

Llw,

+ rg3-rg2) Llw.

Hence, if rg2
r 0 1 + r 03 a change in frequency has no influence on the
phase. However, it should be noted that this is only valid for the quasi-stationary case. In the dynamic case when the signal frequency changes during
the time that the signal is processed (that is rgt + r 0 2 + r 03) the effect of the
delay of the indexing information (the "staleness of the indexing information")
will become apparent. An approximating calculation may well illustrate this
effect.
Let the input index signal be given by sin tp(t). Let w(t) denote the frequency of
the signal. We can write w(t) = wo [1 + g(t) ], where wo is the nominal index
frequency and g(t) describes the variation of index frequency with time. For
convenience we assume that g(t) = 0 fort <0. We then have

t
tp(t) =Jw(t)dt = wot

+ wo [G(t)-G(O)],

(4.19)

0

where G(t) denotes the primitive of g(t). Hence the index signal can be written
e~ = sin [wot

+ wo{ G(t)-G(O)} ].

(4.20)
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This signal can be regarded as a phase-modulated carrier of frequency roo. The
modulation is described by the second term in the argument, that is, roo{ G(t)G(O) }. This modulation gives rise to the occurrence of sidebands of the index
signal. If the bandwidth of the index amplifier is so large that all sideband components are within its passband, the effect of traversing the index amplifier can
be described as a delay of the modulation content by a time •ul· The signal at
point Bin fig. 4-4 may then be written
eB =sin [root+ roo {G(t-•ul)-G(O)} ],
G{O).

since G {-•ui)

{4.21)

Hence, by traversing the index amplifier the phase modulation of the index
signal has changed by an amount
Llcp

=

roo(G(t)-G(t-<ui)].

{4.22)

Assuming that the dynamic behaviour of the frequency multiplier can be approximated as in the stationary case, that is, by doubling of Llcp, and assuming that
the bandwidths in all branches of the circuit are so large that any important
sideband components are transmitted, we find for the further points in fig. 4-4:
point C,
point D,
pointE,
point F,

Lltp = roo[G(t)-G(t-•ui-•u2)],
Lltp = 2roo[G(t)-G(t-•ui)],
Lltp = rooG(t)-2rooG(t-<gi) + rooG(t-<gi-<g2),
Llcp = rooG(t)-2rooG(t-<gl-<g3) + rooG(t-<gi-<g2-•g3).

If we again choose •u2 = •ui

<g3 the final phase error is

Lltp = roo [G(t)-2G(t-Tg2)

+ G(t-2<0 2) ].

(4.23)

It must be noted that, due to the simplifying assumptions we have made,
this expression does not present more than an approximation of the behaviour
of an actual signal processing circuit. However, it may well serve to increase the
insight into the phenomena we are studying here.
It is interesting to consider, with the aid of (4.23), what happens in certain
special cases. First, the case that the index frequency increases linearly with
time during a certain time interval, that is g(t) = at, where a is a constant. We
then have for values oft > 2 •u2
G(t) = !at2 and Lltp{t) = rooa<2g2 = woa(<ol

Tga) 2•

(4.24)

If no phase compensation had been applied the phase error would be
Lltp{t) = wo[at(•ul

+ >g3)-!a(<gl + <ua) 2 ].

(4.25)

So for values oft ?>:> •u1 + <g3 the phase compensation still provides a very
substantial reduction of the phase error.
Second, we consider the case g(t)
fort> 2 <0 2

sin at. We find then G(t)

=

1

-cos at and
a

-1604

roo .
sm2

a(<gl

+ Tg3) cos a { t -

2

a

( Tgl

+

-r 11a}

}

.

(4.26)

Without phase compensation the phase error would be
Ap

2roo . a
sm

+ r 11a)

(-rgl

a

2

. {
sm a t

(4.27)

By comparison of (4.26) and (4.27) we see that the phase compensation reduces
the amplitude of the oscillating phase error so long as
-r11a)
I
(
. a ( Tgl
2 Sill---~--<
or a <g1

1

<ga

)

n

<-.

3

Hence, as could be expected, if the period of the ringing frequency is of the
order of magnitude of the circuit delay the phase compensation no longer works.
It can then even magnify the phase error.

Fig. 4-5. Phase compensation system for which the output frequency is two thirds of the input
frequency.

Figure 4-5 shows the second circuit 5) illustrating the phase-compensation
method. Here the output frequency is two thirds of the input frequency, so this
circuit conveniently meets the needs of the related frequency indexing method.
Listing once again the phase errors due to deviations from the nominal index
frequency at various points we have
TgiLI ro,

at point B, Ll 'P

Tgl

at point C, Lip
at point D,
at pointE, Alf
at point F, Lip

Llro,
Llro,

=

Llro,

{i( -r11 1 + <11a)-!-rg2} Llro.

+

So the condition for phase compensation is -r11 2
2 ( Tgl
<ga). For the dynamic case a calculation similar to that pertaining to the first example can be carried out.
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4.6. Signal-processing methods with related-frequency indexing

4.6.1. Inventarization of the functions of the signal-processing circuits
The general considerations on beam-indexing principles and methods have
made it clear that among the thinkable methods the related frequency method
offers the best practical realization. In particular it has the advantage of requiring a comparatively simple display tube employing only one beam while
the index stripe pattern can easily be derived from the colour-phosphor stripe
patterns.
It is therefore worth while considering in some more detail the signal-processing problem for this method of indexing. For giving these considerations a
practical background we shall first discuss the question of how to choose the
writing frequency. Theoretically, if the luminance detail comprised in the luminance signal should be reproduced to its full extent the width of a colour triplet
should equal the width of one picture element. Hence the colour-writing frequency should be twice the cutoff frequency of the lurilinance channel, which is
5 Mc/s for the 625·line standard. However, focussing of the beam has to be so
good over the entire screen that the beam never hits more than one phosphor
stripe at the same time. Hence, any increase in the width of the colour
triplets facilitates the design of the focussing and deflection system.
The transmitted composite signal contains the subcarrier signal at about
4·5 Mcfs. In the receiver the components of the luminance signal around the
subcarrier are suppressed. Moreover, even if the colour triplet is slightly wider
than one picture element, so that the luminance signal can change within the
scanning of one triplet, the luminance information is not entirely lost, though
it is rendered slightly erroneous. Taking all these considerations into account
it may be concluded that choosing the colour writing frequency about 8 Mc/s
is a good compromise. The index frequency will then be about 12 Mc/s in the
3 : 2 related-frequency system. Where numerical data are needed we shall em·
ploy these figures in the further discussion.
Let us now draw up what is to be expected from the signal processing chain.
We have two signals comprising the input information: the index signal obtained from the photomultiplier and the composite colour television signal
obtained from the video detector in the receiver. The output information must
be delivered in the form of the composite writing signal.
The index signal at 12 Mcjs obtained from the photomultiplier has first to be
integrated in order to eliminate the influence of unwanted periodic components.
Furthermore, its amplitude variations have to be eliminated as the indexing
information is solely contained in the phase of the index signal. Then the index
frequency has to be converted to the writing frequency by means of a frequency
divider. Finally, phase compensation (sec. 4.5.3.2.) has to be provided.
The detected colour television signal has to be transformed into a symmetrical
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writing frequency. The luminance signal has to be translated into a symmetrical
monochrome signal (sec. 3.3.1.).
4.6.2. Demodulation-remodulation method
As we have seen earlier, two basic methods for the processing of the colour
information can be distinguished. In the first method the NTSC signal is fully
demodulated so that two colour-difference signals are obtained which are subsequently remodulated onto the writing frequency. The processing circuit may
then take the form presented in the block diagram of fig. 4-6, in which phase
compensation according to the method of fig. 4-5 is incorporated. The ampli-
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Fig. 4-6. Index-tube decoder employing demodulation-remodulation method.

fier following the frequency divider must contain a delay line to adjust the delay
of the compensating circuit to the correct value Tg2 (see fig. 4-5). The running-in
signal must ensure that the frequency divider starts in the right phase. The
running-in system will be considered in more detail in a subsequent paragraph.
The modulators must be of the suppressed-carrier type. Incomplete balancing
will lead to colour errors ("colour set-up"). Balancing has therefore to be good
within close tolerances. The overall circuit is straightforward but rather cumbersome.
4.6.3. Direct conversion of subcarrier signal into writing frequency signal
4.6.3.1. Elimination of unwanted conversion products
We shall now consider the second method of signal processing, which con-
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been converted into a CCS signal at subcarrier frequency (see sec. 3.3.).
We must first pay attention to an essential problem in the conversion of the
subcarrier frequency signal into the writing-frequency signal. Assuming that the
index frequency and hence the writing frequency can vary by 5% due to deviations of the scanning velocity, the writing frequency can vary between 7·6 and
8·4 Mcjs. The filters passing this signal must have a still wider passband to allow
for fast variations of the writing frequency. When the writing frequency signal
is modulated with the colour information the total occupied bandwidth increases considerably. Assuming that the chrominance signals have a bandwidth
of I Mcjs, the passband for the writing frequency has to be at least from 6·6
to 9·4 Mcjs.
These figures make clear that the frequency conversion is not so easy. The
pass bands of input and output signals tend to overlap each other, hence filtering requirements are very high. In addition we have to note that frequency
converters are inherently non-linear devices, so the production of harmonics of
the input signals and higher-order conversion products can hardly be avoided.
Part of these unwanted components can again be within the passband of the
output signal. This increases the filtering difficulties still more. In many cases
the unwanted components cannot be removed by filtering. Only balanced
circuits can then provide a solution, but such circuits are inherently critical
and therefore unattractive.
4.6.3.2. Phase compensation in systems employing direct conversion
The practicability of circuits yielding direct conversion of the subcarrier
signal depends strongly on the ease of removing the unwanted components in
the mixer outputs. There are two further criteria which have to be taken into
account when judging a particular practical circuit: the circuit must incorporate phase compensation and the overall delay must be as slight as possible.
Let the index frequency be denoted by .f, the writing frequency by t f. In
general terms we can say that the signal at if must be produced by mixing two
signals at frequencies mf/3 and n.f/3, where m and n are positive integers and
m-n = 2, as shown in fig. 4-7 (compare fig. 4-5 where m =-= 3 and n 1). Of
course this circuit must be extended in order to incorporate the conversion of

*'

Fig. 4-7. Generalized indexing-processing circuit.
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the subcarrier signal. To this end at least two further mixers are needed: one to
add the modulated subcarrier signal and one to add the reference subcarrier
which is derived from the colour synchronization signal (subcarrier "burst").
Hence at least three mixers are needed to provide the entire signal processing
including phase compensation.
The two subcarrier mixers may in principle be located anywhere behind the
frequency division. Since there are three branches in the basic circuit there are

1

3

5

Fig. 4-8. Survey of the possible circuit arrangements employing
direct conversion of subcarrier signal.
lA denotes index frequency amplifier.
WA denotes writing frequency amplifier.
f
denotes index frequency.
Is denotes subcarrier frequency.
M denotes mixer stage.
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six different circuit arrangements. Furthermore, in each of these cases we have
again two different possibilities: the subcarrier frequency can first be added
and then be subtracted and alternatively the subcarrier can first be subtracted
and then be added. This leads to 12 different arrangements in total. Figure 4-8
gives a comprehensive survey.
In figure 4-9 the group delays in the branches of the generalized circuit are
indicated. In the same manner as was done in connection with the circuits of

2
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Fig. 4-9. Group delays in the generalized circuit.

figs 4-4 and 4-5, for the circuit of fig. 4-9 the generalized condition for phase
compensation can be derived. One finds
(4.28)
The signal delay from input to output through the upper branch is
Ta while the signal delay through the lower branch is Ta + <c +
tuting (4.28) we find

Tlf,.

Substi-

(4.29)
+ 2/n) (•a +<a)+ mfn •b·
n, it is always true that •a + •c + <a > Ta + <& + <a, hence the
Ta

+ <c + •a =

•a + •b +

(1

As m >
overall delay of the circuit is determined by the delay of the lower branch. We
can call the lower branch the compensating branch since the phase shift caused
by Tc has to compensate for the phase shifts caused by <a, <band <a.
From (4.29) we see that for minimum overall delay <a, •b and -r:a must be
minimum. However the minimum values of Ta and <a depend on the selectivity requirements for the indexing and writing amplifiers. Increasing •a
beyond its minimum value has obviously an unfavourable influence on the overall delay. Hence, if possible, locating the subcarrier mixers with their inherent
band-pass filters in the writing signal branch must be avoided.
To keep •v small, none of the subcarrier mixers should be inserted in thembranch. We must therefore conclude that from the viewpoint of minimization
of overall delay, circuit arrangements in which both subcarrier mixers are in the
compensating branch (n-branch) are generally more favourable. In the survey
of fig. 4-8 circuits 3 and 4 are of this general type.
Considering (4.29) further we see that for small overall delay the value of n
should be large. At a first glance one might think that the larger n is, the smaller
the overall delay. However, it has to be noted that if both subcarrier mixers are
inserted in the compensating branch a certain minimum delay in this branch is
unavoidable. From (4.29) we know that <c 2/n (•a
1:o;) if Tb = 0. In consequence there is a practical limit to the delay minimization by increasing the
value of n: increasing

nbeyond the value 2 (~±_•a J , determined
Tc

1

by the

min

minimum values of •a, •a and Tc which can be attained, yields no further
decrease in the overall delay. In practice it holds that ( •a -r •a)mtn is about
equal to 2( •c)mtn. so n
4 can be considered to be the practical optimum.
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2 must be valid, optimum overall delay is attained with m
6,
n = 4. Of course common factors in m and n can be taken together, as is done
in the circuit of figure 4-10, where the index frequency is first multiplied by 2
(the common factor in m and n) and then divided by~· It is assumed that the
delay produced by the filters in the compensating branch is half the delay in the
index amplifier and the writing amplifier. If this is not so, delay has to be added
in one of these branches.

lrpvt

4•5f1c/s

Subcllrrier
signlll

Input

E:
Fig. 4-10. Index tube decoder employing direct conversion of subcarrier signal.

Critical consideration of the operation of the mixers shows that all unwanted
components in the mixer outputs can be removed by filtering. Filtering requirements are rather severe, though not beyond practical feasibility. They can
be alleviated when the unwanted components are attenuated by employing simple
balanced mixers. Balancing need not be critical since only moderate attenuation
of the unwanted components is aimed at.
4.6.3.3. Alternative solution; experiments

The described solution was found in a straightforward and logical way. It
complies with all the requirements set forth in advance. However, if we are to
be certain that there are no alternative solutions yielding equal or better performance, the full scale of possible circuits for usable values of m and n has to be
confronted with these requirements. This demands the separate investigation of
about 100 possible circuit arrangements.
In an investigation of this type no better circuit was found as far as filtering
requirements and overall delay are concerned. One circuit seemed to be only
little inferior in this respect while it had the advantage of not requiring an extra
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basic circuit. It may be noted that the second subcarrier mixer is not in the
compensating branch. This is not a great drawback since the delay assiociated
with this mixer is but small because of the great bandwidth needed in the output
circuit.

Fig. 4-11. Signal processing circuit with m = 3, n = l.

The overall delay in this circuit is more than in the former one because of the
lower value of n. In addition, two of the three mixers are rather critical. In
mixer I the second harmonic of both input signals is within the passband of the
output signal. In mixer III there is a comparable situation. The application of
balanced mixers is therefore essential. Whether this complication can be accepted or not depends on the visible effect of errors due to imperfect balancing.
The only method of investigating this point is to build. a practical circuit. An
experimental decoder based on this method was therefore built and measurements carried out on the effects of imperfect balancing of the mixers. The
result was disappointing: it turned out to be possible to produce pictures fully
free of the second harmonic errors but the slightest disturbance of balancing
proved to be disastrous.
In order to make possible a critical comparison, an experimental circuit based
on the first method (n = 4, m = 6) was built as well. The mixers were roughly
balanced to alleviate the filter requirements. Here the result was much better; as
was to be expected, balancing was less critical here so that stable operation
could easily be obtained.
We conclude that among the systems which can be derived from the generalized circuit of figure 4-7, that in which m
6, n = 4 and all subcarrier processing in the compensation branch, is by far the best.
For the sake of completeness we should note that the generalized circuit of
fig. 4-7 does not cover all conceivable methods of converting the subcarrier
signal into the writing signal. We have restricted the discussion to systems in
which the subcarrier signal is added behind the frequency divider. Formally it
is also possible to add the subcarrier in front of the frequency divider but then
the added frequency is also divided. This means that not the subcarrier fre-
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quency proper has to be added but a multiple of it. Moreover, in the running-in
circuit too an auxiliary signal has to be added at the proper harmonic of the
subcarrier frequency. In practice such circuits are so complicated that they
cannot compete with the systems presented in figures 4-6 and 4-10. The same
holds for systems in which the frequency conversion is effected with the aid of
an auxiliary frequency generated ·by a local oscillator (compare the circuit of
fig. 4-2).
A further range of possible circuits is found if the reference subcarrier is fed
to a frequency multiplier yielding a suitable harmonic of the subcarrier frequency while the colour information too is converted to this frequency. The
signals obtained in this way can be applied to the circuit of the general type of
fig. 4-7. Here also the overall circuitry becomes so complicated that practical
application is quite unattractive.
4.6.4. Frequency division and the running-in problem
4.6.4.1. Basic principles offrequency dividers
In the related-frequency indexing method the employment of a frequency
divider is essential. We have seen that the indexing frequency must be multiplied by n/3 and by m/3 where at least one of the quantities n and m is not a
multiple of 3, so in fact, frequency division is needed.
In the frequency range of the index signal regenerative frequency dividers
present the simplest solution to this problem. Their operation has been the
subject of many investigations s,9,IO,ll), so here a simple explanation of the
general principle may suffice. Figure 4-12 shows the basic circuit. The incoming
frequency f is multiplied by q. On the other hand, the output frequency nf/3 is
multiplied by p. Both q and p are integers. The signals at frequencies qf and
pnf/3 are fed to a mixer stage, whose output is tuned at the frequency qf- pnf/3.

Fig. 4-12. Basic circuit of frequency divider.

The condition for correct operation of the divider is that this frequency equals
the wanted output frequency nf/3. So the relation
(4.30)

where n, p and q are integers, must be valid. For n = 1 the simplest solution is
= 1 and p = 2, for n = 2 the simplest solution is q = 2, p = 2.
An alternative solution is obtained if the output signal at frequency n.f/3
is mixed with the signal at qf Multiplication of the difference frequency qf

q
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J

Fig. 4-13. Alternative circuit of frequency divider.

nf/3 by p must then produce the output signal at nf/3 (see fig. 4-13). Hence the

condition for operation reads
pq

For n

n

= 3 (1

+ p).

1 no solution exists, for n = 2 the simplest solution is q

(4.31)
l,p

2.

4.6.4.2. Phase relations in the frequency divider
We must now consider in some detail the phase relations within the frequency divider in order to find conditions for the running-in system. For
convenience we shall carry out the analysis for a numerical example, to wit,
division of the frequency by 3 ac<:ording to the method of fig. 4-12. In order to
separate the wanted and unwanted components in the divider the employment
of filters between the composing elements is essential. Hence frequency-dependent phase errors will occur.

J

H

lnp_ut
Running-in
signal 1)'3
Fig. 4-14. Group delays in frequency divider and running -in circuit.

As in our considerations on phase compensation we shall assume that group
delay is constant over the passband of the filters. Figure 4-14 shows the circuit
of the frequency divider including the group-delay times. Omitting first the
running-in channel we can write for the signals at the points indicated in the
figure:
A: cos (rot 2k:n). (k 0, I, 2, 3, .....)
· B: cos (wt-TL1w + 2kn).
J: cos (fwt + ~), where ~is the unknown phase shift of the output signal.
F: cos (twt--rLlw-~ 2k:rc).
G: cos (twt-dw-t-r" Llw-~ + 2kn).
H: COS (iwt-2-rLlw-j--r"Llw-2,; + 4kn).
J: COS (j-wt-2-rLlw-!T" Llw-!-r'" Llw-2.; + 4k:rc).
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The found signal at J must be equivalent to the assumed signal at the same
point, so g follows from

g=

-jdro-~Aro(•"

+ •"') + ~k'J't,

Substituting this value in the expression for the signal at point F (the output
signal), we find
cos (!rot-!dro

iLlro(•"

+ •"') +jkn)].

(4.32)

From this formula we can draw two important conclusions. First we note
that the frequency-dependent phase shift is Aro( -t•
+ i •"'). This
means that the delay within the frequency divider compensates partly for the
delay outside it. This is not so surprising, in fact, the frequency divider in itself
forms a phase-compensation system. In designing the main phase-compensation system in the signal-processing circuit this effect has to be taken into
account.
Second we note that, as was to be expected, there is an ambiguity as to the
phase of the output signal. Substituting k
0, k
1 and k = 2 we find
that there are three possible values for the output phase mutually 120°
apart. To be sure that the frequency divider starts in the right phase a runningin signal is needed that starts the divider unambiguously. The divider once
started, the running-in signal is switched off and the frequency divider runs on
in the phase nearest to the starting phase. From the expressions describing the
signals at points F and J we see that the running-in signal may be both at f/3
and at 2//3. This signal can be derived by the scanning of special "running-in
stripes" at the left-hand edge of the screen. Such running-in stripes can conveniently be obtained from the normal index-stripe pattern by omitting one in
every three stripes. In this way a running-in signal is obtained containing not
only f/3 but also 2//3 and J, so switching over from running-in operation to
normal frequency division can be smooth.

a•"

4.6.4.3. Phase relations during running-in
We shall now consider the phase relations during running-in. We assume that
the frequency divider is started by a signal atf/3, hence the running-in channel
is tuned at this frequency. Returning now to fig. 4-14 for the signal in the
running-in channel at point D we can write cos frot and at pointE, cos (twt1•'Llro). During running-in the mixer operates as an amplifier for the running-in
signal, thus at point F we also have the signal cos (trot -t•' Aro). After running-in
the divider will continue in that one of the possible output signals according to
(4.32) which is nearest in phase to the running-in signal cos (twt-i•' Aro).
Let us now suppose that the index frequency changes, for instance, due to a
change in the scanning velocity. According to (4.32) the phase of the output
signal will then change by -t•Ll ro + H•" + •" ')Ll w, while the phase of the
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certain amount, the frequency divider will switch over to a different value of k
so that a sudden phase jump of 120° occurs. To avoid this intolerable situation
obviously the relation
r' = r-j- (r"

+ r"')

(4.33)

must be valid. This means that the delay of the running-in channel has to be
less than the delay of the main indexing channel. This condition, which at a
first glance may seem strange, is caused by the inherent phase compensation
available in the frequency divider.
Making the delay in the running-in channel less than in the main channel has
a remarkable consequence. If, during running-in only starting signal (at frequency f/3) is available there will be no signal at all available at the input of the
frequency divider during a time j- ( r" + r'"). When the main index signal
arrives the divider may then already have "forgotten" the starting signal, so
that starting in a wrong phase can occur. For the case of a running-in signal at
2ff3 considerations can be put forward not essentially different from those given
there. It may be noted that we have based our considerations on the assumption that the filters produce a pure delay of the information which is comprehended in the running-in signal and the index signal. In fact they also introduce
smoothing of the information in time. By proper design of the circuitry it is
therefore possible to ensure that during the "dead time" still enough run-in
information is available. A better solution is to design the running-in stripe
pattern such that it produces simultaneously the running-in signal and the
main index signal. The described stripe-pattern complies with this requirement.
4.6.5. Phase errors in the index signal and transient behaviour of the processing
circuit
4.6.5.1. Phase errors due to cross-modulation

The information on the position of the electron spot scanning the screen is
comprehended solely in the phase of the fundamental component of the index
signal. As a consequence any phase error originating during the signal processing leads to misinterpretation of the positional information and hence to
colour errors. We shall here deal briefly with some causes of such phase errors.
In the first place a fundamental cause of wrong index phase has to be mentioned, i.e. residual cross-modulation effects within the picture tube due to its
non-linearity.
Let the composite writing signal be represented by
Ew =EM'+ Aw COS (wwt

rt'w).

Due to the non-linear transfer characteristic of the tube the beam current also
contains harmonics of the writing frequency. Hence, in general the beam current can be written
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=

ao

+ a1 COS (wwt + cpw) + a2 COS (2wwt + 2cpw) + a3 cos (3wwt + 3tpw) +
..... (4.34)

The coefficients ao, a1 etc. depend on EM', Aw and the transfer characteristic of
the tube.
The index signal is found by multiplying (4.34) with the indexing function S1,
which describes the scanning of the index stripe pattern (see sec. 4.4.5.). For a
tube in which there are 3 index stripes in every two colour triplets we can write
S1

=

bo

+ b1.COS I

wwt

+ b2 COS 3wwt + bs COS~ wwt + .....

(4.35)

As the index amplifier is tuned to i ww, only components in the index signal at
that frequency are passed. Hence, the index signal is given by
aob1 cos I wwt

-!a3b1 cos (i wwt

+ 3tpw) + i asbs cos (i wwt-3tpw) + .. (4.36)

The first term represents the wanted indexing signal, the other terms describe
the cross-modulation of the a.c. components of the writing signal in the index
signal. A more detailed analysis is given in an article by Graham et al. 5), where
also the results of numerical calculations are given. It turns out that the resulting phase errors are small; they do not exceed roughly 6°.
It must be noted that similar phase errors may occur in the photomultiplier if
this device operates in a non-linear way. This is so because it is essentially
impossible to apply filtering in front of the photomultiplier, the information
there being available in the form of a light signal, rather than an electric signal.
4.6.5.2. Conversion of amplitude modulation into phase modulation

A second cause of phase errors is the conversion of amplitude modulation
into phase modulation in the photomultiplier and in the index amplifier. The
index signal contains strong amplitude modulation because of the modulation
of the beam by the writing signal. Conversion of amplitude modulation into
phase modulation can among other things be due to voltage-dependent input
and output impedances of amplifying devices. Moreover, it originates from a
second cause: the index frequency can vary by about 5 %. If a deviation from the
nominal index frequency occurs the signal is not at the centre-frequency of the
passband of the amplifier. Hence sidebands originating from the amplitude
modulation are attenuated asymmetrically so that phase modulation occurs
during transients. Finally, the limiter, which has to cope with a very large
dynamic range of the signal, can introduce phase shifts. With a careful design
of the index amplifier it is possible to reduce satisfactorily these phase errors
due to the amplitude variations of the signal.
4.6.5.3. Imperfections ofphase compensation

A further important cause of phase errors is imperfect phase compensation.
The phase compensation system must work over the entire range of possible
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frequencies of the index signal. However, in the compensation branch the selective circuits, like filters, usually differ in structure from those to be compensated for. As a consequence the associated group-delay characteristics are of a
different nature. In order to overcome these difficulties in practical design
work on indexing circuits the phase relations throughout the frequency range
of the index signal have to be analyzed thoroughly to find the best possible
compromise on this point.
The conclusion from these general considerations may be that full mastering
of phase relations in the entire signal processing circuitry is essential. It must
be noted, however, that we have to do here with a problem of a practical nature,
not with an inherent shortcoming of the indexing system as such.
4.6.5.4. Transition effects of phase errors
The effect of phase shifts will in the first place manifest itself by erroneous
colour rendering, i.e. by hue shifts in coloured areas in the picture. In the second
place there will be an effect on transitions.
This can easily be seen with the aid of fig. 4-5. Let us assume that a phase
shift occurs in the input signaL For convenience we assume that the phase
transition is a linear function of time and fully free of ringing. Furthermore we
assume as a first order approximation that passing the signal through a filter
only delays the transient and possible adds to its rise time.
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Fig. 4-15. Phase transitions at various points in the circuit of fig. 4-5.
(a) transition at A,
(b) transition at B,
(c) transition at C,
(d) transition at D,
(e) transition atE,
(f) transition at F.
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rough approximations may suffice. By way of example we assume a series of
numerical values for delay times and rise times which are not too unrealistic,
viz. rise time of phase transition at point A in fig. 4-5, 0·25 psec, rise time at
B 0·8 psec, at C, D, E and F also 0·8 .usee; for the group delays: Tgl = 0·8.usec,
Tga = 0·25 psec, Tg2
2·1 .usee.
Figure 4-15 shows the phase transitions at the various points in the circuit.
The original phase transition Llrp in the indexing signal is of course converted
into a phase transition t Llrp in the writing signal. The figures show clearly that·
the final state of the output phase is preceded by a long smear in which the
phase shift is Atp instead oft Atp. It will be evident that such long smears are
very annoying. They are basically caused by the fact that the indexing information reaches the gun by two ways which have different delay times. We have
seen earlier that signal processing along two separate paths which differ in delay
time serves to provide phase compensation. We can therefore conclude that the
price of improving the colour rendering in large areas by the application of
phase compensation is enhancement of phase transitions in the index signal.
For different phase compensation circuits (see e.g. fig. 4-8) the smearing effect is numerically different, which can easily be seen by applying the construction of fig. 4-15 for each separate case, but the effect as such is of course always
present. The only method of getting rid of the smears effectively is therefore to
take care that no phase transitions occur in the index signal. This means that
in the design of the photomultiplier circuits, the index amplifier and the frequency divider, great emphasis must be laid upon the prevention of unwanted
cross-modulation and amplitude-dependent phase shifts.
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-177SAMENVATTING
Dit proefschrift behandelt problemen op het gebied van de techniek van de
transmissie van kleurentelevisiesignalen en de decodeertechniek van zulke
signalen. Teneinde de plaats en de betekenis van de behandelde onderwerpen in
het geheel van dit vakgebied goed te doen uitkomen is er naar gestreefd de stof
min of meer "van de grond af" op te bouwen; met het oog hierop worden ook
de grondslagen van het vak in het kort behandeld en is bijzondere aandacht
besteed aan de vermelding van de literatuur. Er wordt evenwel van uitgegaan
dat de lezer georienteerd is in dit vakgebied en op de hoogte is met de hiertoe
behorende problemen.
De behandelde onderwerpen zijn overwegend van fundamentele aard; uitgewerkte praktische schakelingen en dimensioneringsproblemen die bij zulke
schakelingen optreden, komen niet of nauwelijks aan de orde. De opzet is zo
dat elk hoofdstuk een duidelijk omlijnd gebied bestrijkt en als afzonderlijk
artikel kan worden gelezen.
Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een overzicht van de grondslagen van de kleurentelevisie
en in het bijzonder van de transmissietechniek. De belangrijkste eigenschappen
van het menselijk gezichtsvermogen, die het fundament vormen van de kleurentelevisietechniek zijn de trichromatische aard van het kleurenzien en het verschil
in appreciatie van scherpte in de weergave van helderheid en van kleur in het
beeld. In verband hiermee komen de keuze van het witpunt en van de primaire
kleuren, het "constant-luminance principle" en de overdracht met "mixed
highs" aan de orde.
Fundamentele problemen van technische aard zijn het scheiden van de
"mixed highs" en de ecrrrectie voor de niet-lineariteit van het weergeefsysteem.
In verband hiermee komen de toepassing van kleurverschilsignalen en de
grondslagen van de gamma-correctie in de kleurentelevisie aan de orde.
Vervolgens wordt een overzicht gegeven van de in de loop der tijd voorgestelde en ontwikkelde overdrachtssystemen voor kleurentelevisie, waarbij in
het bijzonder wordt nagegaan in hoeverre deze systemen voldoen aan de eisen
die uit de overweging van de behandelde grondslagen naar voren komen. De
conclusie is dat van drie systemen gezegd kan worden dat zij voldoen aan de
gevonden fundamentele eisen en op grond daarvan een nadere en vergelijkende
bestudering waard zijn, te weten het NTSC-systeem, het SECAM-systeem en
het F AM-systeem.
Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft een gedetailleerd onderzoek over transmissiesystemen
voor kleurentelevisie. Allereerst wordt een onderzoek beschreven naar de
consequenties van de beperking van de bandbreedte van de kanalen die bestemd
zijn voor de overdracht van de kleurinformatie. Uit dit onderzoek blijkt dat het
niet onverschillig is op welke wijze de kleurinformatie wordt gecodeerd. Het
beste resultaat wordt verkregen wanneer deze informatie zo wordt gecodeerd
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dat de kleursignalen corresponderen met de coordinaten van de kleurpunten,
gemeten ten opzichte van een bepaald assenstelsel in de kleurendriehoek (/- en
Q-assen). Dit resultaat was reeds vroeger gevonden bij de onderzoekingen die
geleid hebhen tot de formulering van bet NTSC-systeem. De verklaring van dit
verschijnsel wordt gewoonlijk gezocht in de tritanopie van bet oog bij beschouwing van kleine objecten. Analyse van de uit de experimenten verkregen gegevens doet evenwel twijfel rijzen aan de juistheid van deze verklaring. Om dit
punt tot klaarheid te brengen wordt allereerst de literatuur over het genoemde
tritanopie-verschijnsel hestudeerd, waaruit blijkt dat het onwaarschijnlijk is
dat dit verschijnsel in het Iicht zal treden in de waamemingssituatie die typisch
is voor het aanschouwen van televisiebeelden, Een experiment met televisieapparatuur blijkt dit te bevestigen. De conclusie is dat deze verklaring niet
juist kan zijn. Een verklaring die gebaseerd is op de statistische eigenschappen
van de kleurinformatie blijkt wei alle feiten te dekken. Statistische metingen aan
kleurentelevisiesignalen bevestigen deze verklaring.
Vervolgens wordt een studie beschreven over de overspreekverschijnselen die
samenhangen met de gecombineerde overdracht van helderheidsinformatie en
kleurinformatie binnen dezelfde frequentieband. Het blijkt mogelijk een algemene conclusie te formuleren over de optimale bandbreedte van de kleurkanalen. Wanneer de overdracht plaats vindt in overeenstemming met het gevonden
algemene inzicht, wordt bereikt dat niet aileen de totale hoeveelheid overgedragen informatie zo gunstig mogelijk is, gelet op de beschikbare kanaalcapaciteit, maar ook dat de meest relevante bestanddelen uit de totale beschikbare hoeveelheid informatie worden overgedragen, d.w.z. de meest geapprecieerde informatie. Het blijkt dat van de drie bestudeerde transmissiesystemen
aileen het NTSC-systeem een eenvoudige mogelijkheid biedt om deze gunstige
overdrachtssituatie te realiseren.
De gebruikelijke wijze van gamma-correctie bij de overdracht van kleurentelevisiesignalen heeft als hezwaar dat het systeem niet geheel werkt overeenkomstig bet "constant-luminance principle". Als gevolg hiervan vertoont de
weergave van de luminantie in overgangen tussen verzadigde kleuren bepaalde
defecten. In de literatuur wordt veel aandacht geschonken aan alternatieve
methoden van gamma-correctie die dit bezwaar in mindere mate zouden vertonen. Het blijkt evenwel dat dan andere bezwaren moeten worden aanvaard,
te weten fouten in de weergave van de luminantie in grote vlakken en/of toepassing van niet-Iineaire circuits in de ontvanger. Een statistisch onderzoek
over bet voorkomen van meer en minder verzadigde kleuren toont aan dat de
fouten die optreden bij de gebruikelijke wijze van gamma-correctie gemiddeld
zo gering zijn dat deze methode alleszins als verantwoord mag worden beschouwd. Voor de keuze tussen de verschillende bestudeerde overdrachtssystemen maakt dit niet uit: elk van deze systemen laat de geprefereerde methode van gamma-correctie toe.
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hun gevoeligheid voor storingen en ruis, ten aanzien van lineaire en niet-lineaire
vervorming in de overdrachtsweg, ontvangst van het signaal met bestaande
zwart-wit ontvangers (compatibiliteit) en geschiktheid voor ontvangers uitgerust met eenkanons-weergeefbuizen. Tenslotte worden varianten op de bestudeerde overdrachtssystemen besproken. De slotconclusie is dat het NTSCsysteem duidelijk in het voordeel is ten opzichte van de andere systemen en dat
daarom aan dit overdrachtssysteem de voorkeur moet worden gegeven.
Hoofdstuk 3 houdt zich bezig met decodeertechnieken voor het NTSCsignaal. Als essentiele punten komen bier eerst ter sprake het van elkaar
scheiden van de helderheidsinformatie en de kleurinformatie en het eigenlijke
demodulatieproces. Bij dit laatste onderwerp valt de nadruk op demodulatie
met behulp van eenkanons-weergeefbuizen, waarbij een analyse wordt gegeven
van de fouten die inherent zijn aan deze decodeeimethode. Vervolgens wordt
aandacht geschonken aan methoden om het NTSC-signaal om te zetten in een
signaal dat geschikt is om een eenkanons-weergeefsysteem te sturen, waarbij
o.a. een nieuw type omzetschakeling behandeld wordt. Dan wordt nagegaan of
het wellicht mogelijk is het NTSC-systeem zodanig te modificeren dat de weergave met behulp van eenkanonsbuizen eenvoudiger wordt, zonder dat afbreuk wordt gedaan aan de essentiele gunstige eigenschappen van het overdrachtssysteem. Het blijkt mogelijk in dit opzicht iets te bereiken en in verband
hiermee wordt een modificatie van het uitgezonden hulpdraaggolfsignaal
voorgesteld.
In praktische ontvangers worden gewoonlijk niet alle mogelijkheden die het
NTSC-signaal biedt, volledig uitgebuit. Met name worden de enkelzijbandcomponenten van het /-signaal veelal niet of onvolledig ten nutte gemaakt aan
de beeldweergave. Bij toepassing van eenkanonsbuizen met zgn. "self-decoding"
is dit nog moeilijker omdat daar de uitgangssignalen van het eigenlijke demodulatieproces beschikbaar komen in de vorm van Iicht, zodat verdere bewerking
van deze signalen met behulp van passieve filtersystemen niet meer mogelijk is.
Aan de bier optredende moeilijkheden kan men ontkomen door de ontbrekende
zijband in het hulpdraaggolfsignaal in de ontvanger te herstellen. Door toepassing van een nieuwe schakelmethode blijkt het mogelijk het gestelde doel
met eenvoudige schakelingen te bereiken. Deze schakelingen kan men bovendien
gemakkelijk zo inrichten dat ze tevens het ontvangen NTSC-signaal omzetten
in een signaal dat geschikt is voor een eenkanonsbuis.
Een ander aspect van de door het ontvangen signaal bepaalde weergavemogelijkheden dat tot nog toe ongeexploreerd is gebleven, is de verbetering van
de luminantieweergave in overgangen tussen verzadigde kleuren met behulp
van correctiesignalen die in de ontvanger op een of andere manier uit het hulpdraaggolfsignaal worden afgeleid. Een orienterend onderzoek leert dat zich op
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bieden.
Het laatste hoofdstuk is gewijd aan de bijzondere problemen die zich voordoen wanneer de ontvanger is uitgerust met een eenkanonsbuis van het zgn.
indextype. Bij dergelijke buizen is het weergeefscherm voorzien van zgn. indexlijnen. Wanneer zo'n indexlijn geraakt wordt door de elektronenbundel wordt
een signaal afgegeven dat informatie bevat over de positie van de bundel. Met
behulp van dit signaal worden dan de onderscheidene primaire kleursignalen
op de juiste momenten op het stuurrooster van het kanon gebracht. Wanneer
nu de vorming van het indexsignaal afhangt van het schrijfsignaal ontstaat er
een gesloten keten hetgeen aanleiding kan geven tot ernstige fouten in de kleurweergave en zelfs tot instabiliteiten. Een uitvoerige analyse van de verschillende
mogelijkheden om deze moeilijkheden het hoofd te bieden brengt aan bet Iicht
dat de praktische realisatie van het merendeel van deze mogelijkheden op
ernstige bezwaren stuit. De meeste oplossingen eisen gecompliceerde circuits die
bovendien binnen zeer nauwe toleranties moeten werken. De methode van de
gerelateerde frequenties blijkt de beste perspectieven te bieden. Nagegaan wordt
dan welke wegen openstaan voor verdere uitwerking van deze methode en
welke fundamentele problemen daarbij optreden. Van bijzonder belang blijkt
vooral te zijn het handhaven van de fazerelaties in bet signaal in de gehele gecompliceerde keten die bet indexsignaal doorloopt. Bijzondere aandacht wordt
hierbij geschonken aan methoden ter compensatie van fazefouten die van de
momentane indexfrequentie afhangen, aan mogelijkheden om het NTSC-signaal direct om te zetten in een schrijfsignaal op de kleurschakelfrequentie en op
het probleem van de aan de methode van de gerelateerde frequenties inherente
frequentiedeling. Tenslotte wordt bet overgangsgedrag van de signaalketen in
bet kort beschouwd.

STELLINGEN
Proefschrift: Transmission and decoding in colour television door J. Davidse

5mei 1964

I

De algemeen aanvaarde motivering van de keuze van de opbouw en de bandbreedte der signalen die de kleurinformatie overdragen in het NTSC-systeem,
welke gebaseerd is op de tritanopie van het menselijk oog bij het waarnemen
van kleurdetail, is niet in staat de experimentele feiten bevredigend te verklaren.
(Dit proefschrift sec. 2.4., pag. 38-43).

II

De schakeling voor het omzetten van het hulpdraaggolfsignaal in een stuursignaal voor eep weergee:tbuis met een electronenbundel in kleurentelevisieontvangers voor het PAL-systeem kan aanzienlijk eenvoudiger zijn wanneer
niet, zoals door Bruch wordt voorgesteld, de l-as wordt gebruikt als as waarlangs het signaal in het ritme van de lijnaftasting in polariteit wordt omgeschakeld, doch de (R-Y)-as.
(W. Bruch, Telefunken Zeitung 36, 70-88, 1963).

III

De door Kell en Schroeder toegepaste methode ter bepaling van de optimale
keuze van de coderingsassen voor de codering van de kleurinformatie in een
overdrachtssysteem voor kleurentelevisie sluit onvoldoende de mogelijkheden
uit van een onjuiste interpretatie van de resultaten.
(R.D. Kelland A.C. Schroeder, R.C.A. Rev. 14, 133-143, 1953),
(Dit proefschrift sees 2.3.4. en 2.5.2.).

IV
De conclusie van Wirth dat het niet mogelijk is het hulpdraaggolfsignaal in het
NTSC-systeem zodanig te modificeren dat in een ontvanger, die is uitgerust
met een weergee:tbuis met een electronenbundel geen hulpdraaggolfomzetter
nodig is, zonder de opbouw van het luminantiesignaal te wijzigen, is gebaseerd
op een onjuist uitgangspunt.
(K. Wirth, Onde electrique 40,411-414, 1960).

v
In sommige elektronenbuizen welke voorzien zijn van een remrooster heeft de

spanning van het schermrooster een zo belangrijke invloed op de verdeling van
de totale elektronenstroom tussen schermrooster en anode dat van deze weinig
of niet bekende eigenschap een nuttig gebruik kan worden gemaakt.

VI
De realiseringsmogelijkheden van brede-band versterkers met grote relatieve
bandbreedte berustend op het principe van "staggered-tuning" worden beperkt
door de praktische onmogelijkheid afstemkringen te maken waarin zelfinductie
en capaciteit geconcentreerd aanwezig zijn.

VII
Door gebruik te maken van tegenkoppeling kan men het ruisgetal van een
ingangstrap van een ontvanger voor het vhf- of uhf-gebied optimaliseren zonder
dat misaanpassing van de antenne aan de ingangsschakeling behoeft te bestaan. Wil men deze mogelijkheid ten nutte maken in het geval dat de ingangstrap is uitgevoerd met een conventioneel geconstrueerde buis in cascode- of
kathodebasisschakeling, dan dient deze uitgevoerd te worden met twee kathode·
pennen.

VIII
De belangrijke ontwikkeling van het inzicht in de eigenschappen van in faze
gesynchroniseerde oscillatoren (ape-loop), welke te dan ken is aan het onderzoek
over moderne toepassingen hiervan (telemetrie, kleurentelevisie), geeft aanleiding tot hernieuwde bezinning op de mogelijkheden om synchrone detectie
toe te passen in plaats van omhullende-detectie, in gevallen waarin dit voorheen
niet economisch verantwoord werd geacht. Met name valt hierbij te denken aan
toepassing in omroepontvangers voor radio en televisie.

IX
Voor een capacitief gecompenseerde vertragingslijn met homogeen verdeelde
lijngrootheden, waarbij elke winding zowel inductief als capacitief gekoppeld
is met alle andere windingen, kan men een vervangingsschema opstellen waarin
in de langsrichting uitsluitend zelfinducties en in de dwarsrichting uitsluitend
capaciteiten voorkomen, welke grootheden dan athankelijk zijn van de fre·
quentie. Met behulp van dit vervangingsschema kan men een betrekkelijk
eenvoudige methode aangeven voor de berekening van zulke lijnen. Op dit
punt zijn de beschouwingen van Kallmann onvolledig.
(H.E. Kallmann, Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs 34, 646-657, 1946).

X
De beschouwingen van Jesty ten aanzien van de keuze van het aantal beeldlijnen in de gangbare televisiesystemen berusten op een onvoldoend kritische
interpretatie van zijn experimenten en leiden daardoor tot niet te verantwoorden conclusies.
(L.C. Jesty, Acta Electronica 2, 240-255, 1957-1958 en
Proc. Inst. electr. Engrs 1058, 425-439, 1958).

XI
De beschouwirigen van De Groot overschatten de betekenis van kennis van de
octrooiliteratuur voor de vooruitgang van· de techniek en voor de toepassing
van recent technisch inzicht in het bedrijfsleven. In verband hiermee mag gesteld worden dat de waarde van een voor het publiek toegankelijke octrooidocumentatie geringer zal zijn dan door deze auteur wordt voorgesteld.
(J.G. de Groot, de Ingenieur 75, A 302-304 en A 479-481, 1963).

XII
De in Duitsland geldende bepalingen dat de uitvinder een vergoeding dient te
ontvangen die direct gekoppeld is aan de opbrengst van de toepassing van zijn
uitvinding en dat zijn werkgever verplicht is de uitvinding ter beschikking van
de werknemer te stellen wanneer hij daarop geen octrooi aanvraa~t, leiden tot
ongewenste toestanden op octrooigebied.
XIII
Het verdient aanbeveling te overwegen of in het studieprogramma van de
Technische Hogescholen enige plaats kan worden ingeruimd aan het bijbrengen
van vaardigheid in het opstellen van technische en wetenschappelijke rapporten
in vreemde talen, met name in het Engels.

XIV
Men zou er goed aan doen de lectuur van Livius op het eindexamen Gymnasium fJ te vervangen door die van een andere auteur.

